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Abstract

The growth of parallel computers based on high-performance networkshas increased

the interest and effort of the research community in developing new techniques to

achieve the maximum performance from these networks. In particular, the develop-

ment of new techniques for efficient routing to reduce packet latency and increase

network throughput. However, high utilization rates of the network could result in

what is known asnetwork congestion, which could cause a degradation of the net-

work performance because all, or a part of the network has exceededthe maximum

utilization, which is imposed by the saturation point of the network.

Congestion management in multistage interconnection networks is a serious prob-

lem not completely solved. In order to avoid the degradation of network performance

when congestion appears, several congestion management mechanisms have been

proposed. Most of these mechanisms are based on explicit congestion notification.

For this purpose, switches detect congestion and depending on the applied strategy,

packets are marked to warn the source hosts. In response, source hosts apply some

corrective actions to adjust their packet injection rate. Although these proposals seem

quite effective, they either exhibit some drawbacks or are partial solutions. Some of

them introduce some penalties over the flows not responsible for congestion, whereas

others can cope only with congestion situations that last for a short periodof time.

The aim of this dissertation is to analyze the different strategies to detect and

correct congestion in multistage interconnection networks and propose new conges-

tion management mechanisms targeted to this kind of lossless networks. The new

approaches will be based on a more refined packet marking strategy combined with a
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fair set of corrective actions in order to make the mechanisms capable of effectively

managing congestion regardless of the congestion degree and traffic conditions.



Resum

El creixement dels computadors paral·lels basats en xarxes d’altes prestacions ha aug-

mentat l’inteŕes i esforç de la comunitat investigadora a desenvolupar noves tècniques

que permeten obtindre el millor rendiment d’estes xarxes. En particular, eldesenvolu-

pament de noves tècniques que permeten un encaminament eficient i que reduı̈xquen

la lat̀encia dels paquets, augmentant aixı́ la productivitat de la xarxa. No obstant aixó,

una alta taxa d’utilització d’esta podria comportar el que es coneix com acongestío

de xarxa, el qual pot causar una degradació del rendiment, perquè tota o part de la

xarxa ha excedit la utilització màxima, el valor de la qual ve imposat pel punt de

saturacío.

El control de la congestió en xarxes multietapáes un problema important que

no est̀a completament resolt. A fi d’evitar la degradació del rendiment de la xarxa

quan apareix congestió, s’han proposat diferents mecanismes per al control de la

congestío. Molts d’estos mecanismes estan basats en notificació expĺıcita de la con-

gestío. Per a este propòsit, els switchos detecten congestió i depenent de l’estratègia

aplicada, els paquets són marcats amb la finalitat d’advertir els nodes orı́gens. Com a

resposta, els nodes orı́gens apliquen algunes accions correctives per a ajustar la seua

taxa d’injeccío de paquets. Encara que estes propostes pareixen prou efectives,tenen

alguns inconvenients o són solucions parcials. Algunes d’estes solucions introduı̈xen

una certa penalització sobre els fluxos no responsables de la congestió, mentre altres

només poden manejar situacions de congestió que es donen durant un curt perı́ode de

temps.

El prop̀osit d’esta tesíes analitzar les diferents estratègies de detecció i correccío

xv
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de la congestió en xarxes multietapa, i proposar nous mecanismes de control de la

congestío encaminats a este tipus de xarxes sense descart de paquets. Les noves

propostes estaran basades en una estratègia ḿes refinada de marcatge de paquets

en combinacío amb un conjunt d’accions correctives justes que faran al mecanisme

capaç de controlar la congestió de manera efectiva amb independència del grau de

congestío i de les condicions de tràfic.



Resumen

El crecimiento de los computadores paralelos basados en redes de altas prestaciones

ha aumentado el interés y esfuerzo de la comunidad investigadora en desarrollar

nuevas t́ecnicas que permitan obtener el mejor rendimiento de estas redes. En partic-

ular, el desarrollo de nuevas técnicas que permitan un encaminamiento eficiente y que

reduzcan la latencia de los paquetes, aumentando ası́ la productividad de la red. Sin

embargo, una alta tasa de utilización de la red podrı́a conllevar el que se conoce como

congestíon de red, el cual puede causar una degradación del rendimiento, porque toda

o parte de la red ha excedido la utilización máxima, cuyo valor viene impuesto por el

punto de saturación.

El control de la congestión en redes multietapa es un problema importante que

no est́a completamente resuelto. Con el fin de evitar la degradación del rendimiento

de la red cuando aparece congestión, se han propuesto diferentes mecanismos para el

control de la congestión. Muchos de estos mecanismos están basados en notificación

expĺıcita de la congestión. Para este propósito, los switches detectan congestión y

dependiendo de la estrategia aplicada, los paquetes son marcados con la finalidad de

advertir a los nodos origenes. Como respuesta, los nodos origenes aplican algunas

acciones correctivas para ajustar su tasa de inyección de paquetes. Aunque estas

propuestas parecen bastante efectivas, tienen algunos inconvenientes o son soluciones

parciales. Algunas de estas soluciones introducen cierta penalización sobre los flujos

no responsables de la congestión, mientras otras solo pueden manejar situaciones de

congestíon que se dan durante un corto perı́odo de tiempo.

El proṕosito de esta tesis es analizar las diferentes estratégias de detección y
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correccíon de la congestión en redes multietapa, y proponer nuevos mecanismos de

control de la congestión encaminados a este tipo de redes sin descarte de paquetes.

Las nuevas propuestas estarán basadas en una estrategia más refinada de marcaje de

paquetes en combinación con un conjunto de acciones correctivas justas que harán al

mecanismo capaz de controlar la congestión de manera efectiva con independencia

del grado de congestión y de las condiciones de tráfico.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the main issue that has motivated the approach anddevelop-

ment of this thesis.

1.1 Facing “The Big Issue”

The traffic control centre which daily monitors traffic in the big city plans the effective

working of traffic lights in an equitable way. This tries to prevent traffic jams which

lead to increase travel costs. Due to the fact that traffic behavior is not uniform

throughout the day, and sometimes totally unpredictable, traffic chaos oftenoccurs

at rush hours causing slower and a more dense movement of vehicles. Although

predictive models can be developed to forecast the traffic, it often stopswithout any

apparent reason and causes hold-ups. Incidents such as a freak accident force us to

stop our car and cause other vehicles to stop because we are unable to letthem pass.

Faced with a problem of this type, the traffic control center reacts quickly to

try to prevent more vehicles from accessing the affected area. To get that, it offers

alternative routes that avoid congestion. And, the traffic is regulated in real time

through the traffic lights that reduce the flow of cars to the affected area.The success

of the taken actions lies in the early detection of the incident, the fair application

of a set of corrective actions and the speedy removal of those actions torecover the

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

previous traffic rate as soon as possible. The “Big Issue” lies in which mechanism

is used to detect and quickly report the incident causing congestion to the control

centre, and what actions are taken to cope with it.

This problem of traffic congestion in the Big City is a simple analogy to the

congestion problem in interconnection networks that is attacked in this thesis.The

overall objective of this thesis is to analyze the congestion problem in Multistage

Interconnection Networks (MINs), commonly used in PC clusters, evaluating the

proposed strategies for congestion management and developing new proposals that

are fair and efficient on applying corrective actions.

1.2 Motivation

In recent years, many commercial applications are demanding a large volumeof data

communication, real-time response and a great interactivity degree with the user. In

particular, computing and communication needs have expanded from purelyscientific

and research applications to a more common range of areas such as database manage-

ment systems, in which thousands of user requests have to be served simultaneously.

As Figure 1.1 shows, more than 96 percent of the High-Performance Computing

(HPC) systems referenced at the Top500 list [93] (November 2011) are intended for

application areas such as research and user services.

Research
(37,4%)

Services
(59,4%)

Others
(3,2%)

Figure 1.1: Application area of high-performance computing.
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The need to attend such increase of users, as well as computational power and

storage capacity, leads to the need of building scalable and flexible systems.That

ease their expansion in an incremental way and guarantee their long term growth

without degrading performance.

Although the performance of processors has increased steadily in the last years,

there is a limit imposed by thermal and power supply related issues. To break this

limit, a solution for providing higher computational power is to coordinate multiple

processors in a system to concurrently perform the computational tasks,dividing the

tasks into subtasks, each one being solved in a different processor. These systems are

widely known as parallel computers.

During the last decades different parallel computer architectures haveemerged.

Basically, there are two fundamental types of parallel computers, either one with mul-

tiple processors sharing all the memory, known as ashared memory multiprocessor,

or a set of processors, each one with its own private memory, interconnected through

a network. These systems are known asmulticomputers. Next, we briefly describe

each system:

• Shared memory multiprocessor.

The shared memory multiprocessor is a natural extension of the conventional

computer where the processor accesses to its own memory, but now multiple

processors are connected to multiple memory modules through an interconnec-

tion network and support a single address space through-out the system. This

means that any processor can access to any memory location without the need

of copying data from one memory to another. We can classify multiprocessors

in two classes depending on how the memory is shared:

– Multiprocessors with a centralized memory or multiprocessors with Uni-

form Memory Access (UMA), also known as Symmetric MultiProcessor

(SMP). In this type of systems, the access time is uniform for every mem-

ory module from any processor. Figure 1.2(a) shows a UMA multipro-

cessor system. As an example of commercial UMA machines is the Sun

Fire 15000 system with 106 UltraSparc III processors [89].
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– Multiprocessors with Distributed Shared Memory (DSM), also known as

multiprocessors with Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA). The mem-

ory is shared but distributed among the processors, therefore the access

time to memory is non-uniform (smaller to the local memory, and larger

to non-local or remote memories). To reduce the effects of non-uniform

memory access, caches are often used, which introduce the cache coher-

ence problem. If cache coherence is guaranteed, the system is referred to

as Cache Coherent Non-Uniform Memory Access (CC-NUMA). Figure

1.2(b) shows a NUMA multiprocessor system. Some examples are the

BBN Butterfly [20], the Cray T3D [22], and the SGI Origin 2000 [60],

which use NUMA, non-coherent cache NUMA, and CC-NUMA, respec-

tively.

• Distributed memory multiprocessors or multicomputers.

A multicomputer consists of independent processors with their local memories

connected via an interconnection network as Figure 1.2(c). In this architecture,

each processor has its own memory address space. That is, each processor is

able to address only its local memory space. Interprocessor communication

is achieved by sending explicit messages from each computer to another us-

ing a message-passing library such as MPI (Message-Passing Interface) [68].

Message-Passing multicomputers physically scale better than shared memory

multiprocessors. Moreover, these systems can also support shared-memory

applications by providing a certain software layer.

Although these systems are very powerful, they have also some disadvantages,

being the most important one their high costs (due to their reduced volume of sales).

Additionally, although they are helpful when running highly parallel applications,

a high number of applications are not easily parallelizable or even do not require

this parallelization. Thus, only a reduced set of applications take advantage of these

systems. In addition to this, they present a high cost per node, as they aremade up

of expensive specialized components. Another drawback is the cost ofmaintenance,

because highly qualified personnel is needed.
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CPU
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MEMORY MEMORY
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NETWORK

CPU
CACHE

MEMORY

CPU
CACHE

MEMORY

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.2: Examples of parallel architectures: (a) multiprocessor systemwith uni-

form memory access (UMA), (b) multiprocessor system with non-uniform memory

access (NUMA), and (c) multicomputer system.

Nowadays, the excellent cost/performance ratio of Personal Computers(PCs)

has allowed them to become a common element in many environments where high-

performance computing is required. Many of the most powerful machines are built

from PCs as can be observed in the Top500 supercomputer list.

In particular, the cluster architecture has become very popular in the last 10

years, because it offers the best cost/performance ratio for building low-cost super-

computers or high-performance servers that respond to new service demands. In

these systems, standard off-the-shelf computer nodes are interconnected by a high-

performance network, also standard technologies in most cases that allows commu-

nication among them, leading to a low-cost multicomputer.

Figure 1.3 shows the evolution of the architectures used to build HPC systems.

In particular, more than 80 percent of the HPC systems referenced at theTop500 list

are currently built using the cluster architecture. In these systems, interconnection

networks take on a very important role in the overall system performance.Therefore,

designing efficient high-performance interconnection networks becomes a critical is-

sue to exploit the performance of parallel computers.

The lack of standards for these specialized interconnection networks and/or the

advances in technology have given rise to important developments in the fieldof

interconnection networks over the last decade. As a result, a significantnumber of
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Figure 1.3: Evolution of the high-performance computing architectures.

interconnects such as InfiniBand [48], Myrinet [69], RapidIO [80],and Quadrics [79]

have emerged. The main contribution of these network technologies is basedon the

replacement of the oldest bus-based interconnections, by a high-performance inter-

connection network that uses point-to-point links and high-speed switches between

processors and Input/Output (I/O) devices.

As Figure 1.4 shows, clusters using standard interconnection networks as Infini-

Band are becoming increasingly popular. In particular, 5 of the top 10 at the Top500

list, and a total of 209 from the 500 HPC systems are using InfiniBand as the tech-

nology to build their interconnection networks (November 2011 on [93]).

The growth of parallel computers based on these high-performance networks has

increased the interest and effort of the research community in developingnew tech-

niques to achieve the maximum performance from these networks. In particular, the

development of new techniques for efficient routing to reduce packet latency and in-

crease network throughput. However, high utilization rates of the networkcould lead

to an important problem in interconnection networks. The problem is that packets

compete for shared resources (links and switches), causing a significant impact in

their latency. If this contention is not effectively controlled, it is possible thenet-

work reaches an early saturation point. This network status can cause what is known
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Gigabit Ethernet

InfiniBand
Proprietary

Custom

Others

(a) Nowadays (b) Evolution

Figure 1.4: Interconnection networks used in clusters.

asnetwork congestionand indicates that all or a part of the network has exceeded

the maximum utilization of this resources, resulting in a degradation of the network

performance.

Figure 1.5: Accepted vs. injected traffic.

As shown in Figure 1.5, if the injected traffic into the network exceeds the net-

work capacity, packets are stopped into the network due to the contention created by

the demand for resources. If this situation persists, it can cause a severe congestion

[87], [88], resulting in a drastic reduction in network performance. Theconsequences

of congestion are even more serious in networks that do not allow packetsto be dis-

carded (lossless networks) when a congestion situation is detected. This isthe case
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of networks that make up the majority of high-performance parallel computers. The

traditional solution to the congestion phenomenon has been to design the network

using a higher number of resources than the strictly necessary (i.e. overdesigning

the network) so that there is no need, in practice, to compete for those resources, thus

avoiding packet contention. However, this practice is not efficient both interms of

cost and power. Therefore, the design of oversized interconnectionnetworks is not an

efficient way to build real computer systems, where cost and power issues are ones of

the main concerns, as a consequence, congestion control is a key issue that requires

cost-effective solutions.

Some standard interconnection networks, such as InfiniBand, establish the basis

in their specifications to deal with the congestion management. Although specs have

to be respected, they also leave some parts free to vendor criteria. The challenge for

the researchers is to propose new techniques that, although consistent with the spec-

ification of the network standard used, cover the gaps left by the specs or contribute

to their improvement. Due to the fact that there are currently few proposals for con-

gestion management, there is a great interest in this area to develop those aspects that

were left to the developers.

1.3 Objectives

The main objective of this thesis focuses on the development of new Congestion

Management Mechanisms (CMMs) based on the design of new strategies for i) the

early detection of congestion, and ii) new corrective actions that stop the growth of

the congestion and offset its effects, allowing an equitable distribution of network

resources usage. Additionally, the goal is also to develop new techniquesthat are

difficult to implement in the current network technologies with minimal hardware

support requirements. In particular, new proposals have been developed, analyzed

and tested for lossless multistage interconnection networks. This overall objective

can be divided into the following sub-objectives:

• Analyzing the pros and cons of previous proposals for multistage interconnec-
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tion networks, broken down into the two main congestion techniques:

– Congestion Detection techniques.

– Congestion Correction techniques.

• Proposing new techniques for congestion detection to identify correctly the

flows responsible for the congestion.

• Proposing effective congestion correction techniques, in accordance with the

new proposed techniques for congestion detection, to reduce the effects of con-

gestion and maximizing the network performance in any environment.

• Evaluating and analyzing on the whole of the new strategies for congestion de-

tection and congestion correction under different working conditions (network

configurations, traffic loads, congestion degrees), comparing the achieved re-

sults to the ones obtained by the previous proposals.

• Analyzing the impact of the different strategies proposed in the approaches, in

order to find out their contributions. In particular, analyzing the influenceof

each strategy as if it is working alone.

• Drawing some conclusions regarding to the most appropriate mechanism to

implement, depending on the network conditions and characteristics.

1.4 Organization

The thesis is organized as follows. First, a background on interconnection networks

is presented inChapter 2. Next, the congestion problem and the current approaches

for congestion management, with an overview of the state of the art, are introduced

in Chapter 3.

Chapters 4and5 describe and analyze some new congestion detection and con-

gestion correction techniques, respectively. Next,Chapters 6describes the proposed

congestion management mechanisms based on the techniques previously analyzed.
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In Chapter 7the simulation model and the evaluation methodology are presented.

Next, Chapter 8shows all the analysis and results achieved from the performance

evaluation.

Chapter 9summarizes the contributions, conclusions, scientific publications, and

the future work.

Finally, the references used throughout this thesis are cited in theBibliography

Section.



Chapter 2

INTERCONNECTION

NETWORKS

This chapter presents the structural aspects that define the interconnection networks

and determine their functionality. It also gives an overview of the different systems

using such networks in order to establish a definition of them and justify their use.

2.1 Overview

The interconnection network can be defined as the physical system composed of a

series of elements (links and routers) that specifically interconnected, allows com-

munication between the nodes of a system. In this sense, the network can be seen as

an intelligent system [27] that allows rapid data communication between their com-

ponents. Nowadays, high-performance networks are used in different systems, such

as:

• PC Clusters: Systems built of a set of Personal Computers (PCs) intercon-

nected through a high-performance network either standard (e.g., InfiniBand)

or proprietary (e.g., Myrinet). Clusters emerged as a low-cost alternative to

multiprocessor systems. They were initially designed as a platform for the

execution of parallel applications, but then they have been used to meet the

11
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Figure 2.1: The Mare Nostrum PC cluster. 2560 dual processing nodesBladeCenter

JS21, 2,5 GHz. Myrinet. Barcelona.

needs of other applications and services. In particular, nowadays theyallow

to implement storage area networks and WWW servers, where the volume of

user access and the sophistication of the offered services require a bounded re-

sponse time, high computing power and high storage capacity. Companies like

Google, Hotmail, Yahoo, etc, run their WWW servers on personal computer

clusters in order to provide the service demanded by millions of users. An ex-

ample of a Spanish PC cluster is the Mare Nostrum IBM cluster [66] (Figure

2.1), with 2560 dual processing nodes connected with a Myrinet network. The

Mare Nostrum IBM is ranked among the 300 most powerful supercomputers

according to the Top500 list [93] (November 2011).

• Massive Parallel Processors (MPPs): In these systems, the network must be

able to effectively manage the volume of communications that the application

demands, and provide a reduced latency in order to maximize the use of pro-

cessors and other network resources. To this end, network design is customized

to accomplish the overall system requirements. The compute-intensive appli-

cations that require high computing power and accuracy in calculations justify

the use of such parallel computers and require a continuous developmentin

technology and research related to this development. An example of these sys-

tems is the Earth Simulator [35] with 640 vector processors (each one with

8 pipelines) shown in Figure 2.2, and the BlueGene/L [13],[90] with 65536
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processing nodes (each one with 2 processors).

Figure 2.2: The Earth Simulator massive parallel processors. 640 vectorprocessors

(8 pipelines each one). 640x640 switch crossbar. 16 GB/s of Bandwidth.

Figure 2.3: Voltaire IP Router module. High performance IP Connectivity. Grid

Switch ISR 6000. InfiniBand Compliant.

• IP Routers: The steady growth in the number of Internet users causes an ex-

ponential increase in bandwidth demand [7], [72], [8]. The technological lim-

itations of the switching elements in such networks do not properly help such

growth. As a consequence, a mismatch occurs between the bandwidth de-

manded by users and that offered by the IP routers. This bottleneck hasbeen

mitigated by a notable increase in the number of ports in this type of compo-
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nent. Currently, the most viable option to build these switching elements is

the network structure made up of several stages. This makes high-performance

networks an interesting alternative as a communication component of these de-

vices. An example of IP Routers is the Voltaire IP Router Module, shown in

Figure 2.3.

• Networks-on-Chip (NoCs): Traditionally, internal connections into the chip

have been designed with dedicated point-to-point links. For large designs, this

has several limitations from a physical design point of view. The long wires

occupy much of the area of the chip, interconnects dominate both performance

and dynamic power dissipation, and, as signal is propagated across the chip

through the wires, it requires multiple clock cycles. NoCs can reduce the com-

plexity of designing wires for predictable speed, power, etc., thanks to their

controlled structure. From a system design point of view, with the advent of

multi-core processor systems, an interconnection network is the natural and

effective architectural choice. NoCs can provide separation betweencomputa-

tion and communication. IBM’s CoreConnect [19] is an example of NoC.

As described above, a high-performance network is essential in legacyenviron-

ments. In PC clusters, it is necessary to provide a high-performance network that

enables reliable communication between processors and devices, and among devices.

For MPPs, those networks should provide low latency connectivity and high band-

width to allow high levels of concurrency. For IP routers, such networksmust allow

them to reach the demanded bandwidth. Finally, interconnection networks intothe

chip (NoC) provide a reduction in the use of silicon space being a key element to

efficiently connect the increasingly number of cores, memories and processing com-

ponents in general built-in into the chips.
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2.2 Features of an Interconnection Network

2.2.1 Requirements

The interconnect system should establish communications between nodes, regardless

of the topological design. This way, it is not necessary to make any changes to the

applications each time the topology of the system is changed, or when the application

is migrated to another parallel computer. Therefore, the communication systemmust

abstract the physical details of the communication model. While the application is

running, each node may need to send a packet to any destination, so the intercon-

nection network must provide a mechanism capable of moving the packet between

nodes until reaching the final destination. This mechanism will select one ormore

possible paths to establish the logical connection between the origin-destination pair

of nodes. There is a set of requirements that can be commonly applied in the design

of an interconnection network to achieve a high system performance:

• The network should provide a low latency. Latency depends both on the inter-

connection design and the volume of network traffic. Therefore, packets should

always take the path involving the shortest time to arrive to the destination.

• The network should be able to operate near the maximum value of throughput,

which depends on the available bandwidth. The throughput determines the

amount of traffic per time unit that the network can handle without causing

congestion, that is, the maximum traffic that can be delivered by the network

per time unit.

• The routing mechanism used in the network should adapt to traffic conditions

and should exploit the maximum bandwidth and connectivity degree offered

by the links. This feature gives robustness to the network, as it providesfault

tolerance and the ability to avoid congested areas.

• There is a number of undesirable phenomena that can appear in the intercon-

nection network. They should be avoided because they can either causea sig-

nificant degradation in network performance or can lead to a network fault.
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These phenomena occur through the use of inefficient or poorly designed rout-

ing techniques [33].

Deadlock: it occurs when some packets cannot advance toward their des-

tination because the buffers requested by them are full.

Livelock: a packet is traveling around its destination, but never reaches it.

Starvation: if traffic is intense, a packet is permanently stopped and the

resources requested are always granted to other packets, also requesting them.

2.2.2 Parameters

In addition, it is possible to classify the main parameters involved in the definition of

an interconnection network as follows:

• Static parameters:

Network components: Basically, interconnection networks are built with

a set of switches connected by links that allow the exchange of messages be-

tween end-nodes.

Topology: Describes the physical structure (shared-medium networks, point-

to-point direct or indirect networks) and the interconnection pattern among the

network components.

• Dynamic parameters:

Flow Control: Establishes a dialogue between senders and receivers, al-

lowing and stopping the forwarding of information, thus avoiding the buffer

overflowing.

Switching Technique: Defines the mechanism that manages the progress of

the messages from one node/switch to the next, that is, how and when network

resources are allocated to the requesting messages (store-and-forward, virtual

cut-through, wormhole).
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Routing Algorithm: Determines the strategy to select the path followed

by a message from a source node to its destination (deterministic, adaptive,

hybrid).

2.2.3 Network Components

Before describing some more complex structures, it is interesting to focus onthe

different types of data units that can be found in a network. Figure 2.4 shows the

different data units that can be identified. The data to be transmitted is organized into

different units. The message is the largest unit. It is the application data unit,and it

is processed between two different end-nodes by exchanging it across the network.

Before being transmitted, messages are often decomposed into smaller data units,

referred to as packets, according to the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) allowed by

the network.

Flits

Phit

Message

Packet

H
e

a
d

e
r Payload

Figure 2.4: Data units.

The structure of a packet is composed of a header that contains the routing and

the control information used to drive the packet from its source to its destination, and

a payload that contains the application data. Sometimes a tail is included to indicate

the end of the packet. Packets are composed of flits (flow control units)1. Flits are

the minimum data that can be controlled over a link by the flow control mechanism,

that is, between two adjacent nodes/switches. To transmit a single flit, multiple link

1Depending on the applied switching technique, the packet can be composed of either a single flit

(Store-and-forward and Virtual cut-through) or several flits (Wormhole)
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cycles may be used. The piece of data transmitted in a single cycle over the link is

referred to as phit (physical unit).

The network components can be identified as switches and links.

• Switches: A switch can be defined as the network component able to intercon-

nect devices (even other switches). The main task of a switch is to forwardthe

packets arriving on its input links to the corresponding output link. Figure2.5

shows a generic diagram of a switch. As it can be seen, there is a set of buffers

attached to each input and output port. Each received packet is allocated to

an input buffer until, once it is routed, it can be transmitted to the output port

requested by the packet. Firstly, the routing unit will determine the appropriate

output port that drives the packet towards its final destination. When there is

enough buffer space at the output port, the packet will compete for the access

to the crossbar. Secondly, the arbiter takes care of resolving all the potential

requests to the crossbar according to the current status of the resources of the

switch. Thirdly, the crossbar is configured to connect the selected inputlink

to the corresponding output link. Finally, the queued packet at an input buffer

receives a grant to traverse the crossbar, and it will be transmitted to the output

buffer.
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Figure 2.5: A generic diagram of a switch.

Notice that there are some variations of this basic structure with buffers onlyat

input or output ports.
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• Links: Links are the network components used to physically connect end-

nodes and switches and the latter ones among them. They can be classified

based on the direction of the data through the link.

Unidirectional links: When two network components are connected using

this kind of link, the information can only flow in one direction. Figure 2.6

shows a unidirectional link. To allow a node be connected to the rest of nodes,

the network has to be wrapped. This condition doubles the average distance

traveled by a packet. Alternatively, two unidirectional links can be used (each

one in one direction) to connect a pair of nodes.

Figure 2.6: Unidirectional link.

Bidirectional half-duplex links: These links allow both sides of the link

to transmit data when it is available. However, transmission cannot be done

simultaneously. So, an arbitration is needed to allow both sides to transmit in

a fair way. Figure 2.7 shows a bidirectional half-duplex link.

OR

Figure 2.7: Bidirectional half-duplex link.

Bidirectional full-duplex links: These links are halved, allocating half of

the bandwidth to each direction. Thus, both sides of the link can transmit si-

multaneously. However, if only one side is transmitting, the other 50% of the

bandwith is unused. Figure 2.8 shows a bidirectional full-duplex link. Notice

that there is a proposal to use the 100% of the bandwith in each direction by ap-

plying simultaneous bidirectional signalling [59]. Alternatively, bidirectional

full-duplex communication can be provided by using two unidirectional links
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(each one in one direction)

Figure 2.8: Bidirectional full-duplex link.

2.2.4 Topologies

An important parameter that influences the performance of the system is the spatial

arrangement of the nodes into the network. The set of nodes and links are connected

in a particular way, thus defining a topological structure or interconnectionpattern.

There are different types of topologies, each one with different characteristics, ad-

vantages and disadvantages [2]. Among the existing classifications of topologies, a

very common and accepted one defines three important categories:shared-medium

networks, direct networks, andindirect networks[33]:

• Shared-medium Networks: They are built with a single interconnection ele-

ment that directly connects all the end-nodes. They constitute a well-established

topology. These interconnection networks were used in the first parallelcom-

puters but soon fell into disuse because of their low performance. Theirlimited

bandwidth restricts their use to multiprocessors with a low number of nodes.

Figure 2.9 shows two typical examples of such networks.

Figure 2.9: Shared-Medium networks.

• Direct Networks: The direct network or point-to-point network is a popular

network architecture, designed in a regular and well-defined pattern thatscales
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well to a large number of processors. They are built of a set of nodes that in-

clude a router to connect to other nodes. Each router has several ports which

allow for multiple links between nodes, forming topologies rich in resources,

but which are also complex and expensive. Examples of direct networksare

mesh topologies (Intel Paragon [34] and the MIT J-Machine [71] using 2D

and 3D mesh, respectively), tori (Intel/CMU iWARP and Cray T3D using bidi-

rectional 2D and 3D, respectively) and hypercube (intel iPSC), eachone with

several variants but following a common pattern. Figure 2.10 shows some ex-

amples of these topologies.

(a) Mesh (b) Tori (c) Hypercube

Figure 2.10: Direct networks.

• Indirect Networks: The indirect, or switch-based networks do not provide di-

rect connection among any end-node. Instead, the communication between

any two end-nodes has to be carried through several point-to-point connected

switches. Each end-node has an adapter that connects to a network switch

and each switch has several bidirectional ports. In the case of an indirect net-

work with N end-nodes, the ideal topology that achieves the best performance,

should be the one that connects all the nodes through a single switch with NxN

ports. This network, known ascrossbar, offers a non-blocking connection be-

tween all the nodes in the network. Figure 2.11 shows a crossbar networkof

NxN elements.

When the number of end-nodes connected to the network grows significantly,

this type of topology is not feasible due to technological constraints. This en-

courages the use of Multistage Interconnection Networks (MINs) as a cheaper
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N-outputs

N-inputs

Figure 2.11: Crossbar network of NxN End-nodes.

alternative to the crossbar. These networks connect input devices to output

devices through a number of switch stages, where each switch is a crossbar

network. In this kind of network, not all the switches have a processing node

connected to them, but they are used as an intermediate step to reach the next

processing node or switch. There are a large number of proposals regarding the

topological organization, however the most interesting, from a practical point

of view, are those that use the same kind of switches arranged in stages and are

suitable for constructing parallel computers with hundreds of processors. They

have been used in some commercial machines. Figure 2.12 shows a generic

MIN, in which the InterStage Connection (ISC) defines the connection pattern

between each stage of switches. A network ofM = kn nodes are arranged as

n stages withM/k switches withk-input/output channels each stage.
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Figure 2.12: A generic MIN.
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The network performance is strongly influenced by the pattern that connect the

different stages. Among the more common designs of multistage interconnec-

tion networks, are the Omega, Baseline, Butterfly, Perfect-Shuffle, Closs and

Benes networks. Each of these networks has a different pattern of connection

links but are topologically and functionally equivalent. As an example, Figures

2.13 (a) and(b) show the implementation of a Butterfly network 2-ary 3-fly

with unidirectional and bidirectional links, respectively.
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(a) Unidirectional Links (b) Bidirectional Links

Figure 2.13: Butterfly networks.

Although the network structure is the same in both configurations, the differ-

ence lies in the number of switches that a packet has to cross between each

origin-destination pair. So, in the case of using unidirectional links, that is Fig-

ure 2.13(a), the number of switches to cross is three regardless of the origin-

destination pair. However, for the bidirectional network, that is Figure 2.13

(b), the number of hops varies from two (one switch) for end-nodes connected

to the same switch and six (five switches) for the end-nodes farther away.Al-

ternatively, the switch interconnection pattern could be similar to that used in

direct networks, such as meshes and tori. In this case, switches use a subset

of their links to connect to other switches, whereas the remaining links can be

used to attach one or more end-nodes. This shows that there is no difference

between direct and indirect networks. Indeed, a direct network can be consid-
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ered equivalent to an indirect network with a single end-node attached to every

switch.

Finally, Direct and Indirect Networksshare some common topological metrics

that define them and, as such, are worthy of mention.

• Degree: Number of ports of each switch.

• Diameter: The maximum distance between any pair of end-nodes.

• Regularity: All the switches have the same degree.

• Symmetry: The network looks like the same from any switch/link.

• Connectivity: The minimum number of switches/links necessary to disconnect

the network.

2.2.5 Flow Control

Each switch is constituted by a set of ports that are used to send and receive the

packets flowing through the network. Each port has some buffers to store the received

data until it is forwarded to the next switch. By using the flow control mechanism,

the sender is warned about the availability of space within the receiver. Based on

this information, the sender does not overwhelms the destination buffers [23]. The

most commonly used mechanisms for this purpose can be divided into two groups:

Credit-basedandStatus-basedflow control.

• Credit-based mechanisms give a number of credits to each switch to send pack-

ets. The number of credits will depend on the available buffer space in the

neighboring node. Every time the sender node transmits a piece of data, it con-

sumes one credit. Eventually, when all the credits are consumed, the sender

stops sending packets. Once the space in the receiver is released, newcredits

are sent to the sender and it can continue transmitting data.
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• The status-based mechanisms are based on marks. The receiver detectsthat

its input buffer is close to overflowing because the stored information exceeds

a certain threshold. As a consequence, it sends a signal to the sender tostop

packet transmission. Similarly, when there is again available enough space in

the receiver (the stored information comes below certain threshold), it sends

another signal to the sender to reactivate data transmission. This techniqueis

also known as called Stop&Go [14].

2.2.6 Switching Technique

Another important interconnection network design parameter is the switching tech-

nique. It determines how the packets advance through the switches along the network.

The switching technique applied has a considerable impact on the switch architec-

ture and therefore on the performance achieved by the interconnection network. The

most common switching techniques used in modern interconnection networks can be

grouped in three classes: store&forward, virtual cut-through and wormhole.

• Store & Forward: This technique determines that the packet passing through

the network has to be fully received and stored at the input buffer of theswitch

before it can be routed and sent to the corresponding output port. Figure 2.14

shows how this technique works.

(1) Packet is
stored in
the buffer

(2) Routing

(3) Forwarding

Switch

Figure 2.14: Store & Forward switching technique.

The links are only used at the time the information is sent from one node to the

next, avoiding the blocking of the link for longer than that strictly necessary. In
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this switching technique, network latency is proportional to the packet length

and the number of hops. Indeed, the buffer size imposes certain restrictions on

the maximum packet size that can be injected, due to the fact that the buffers

have to store the entire packet.

• Virtual cut-through: In this technique, if the required output channel is free, the

packet is transmitted to the next switch as soon as the packet header is received,

which can be performed without receiving the full packet [54]. However, the

buffer has still to have enough buffer space to store the whole packet incase

the output channel is busy. For this reason, in the event of occupation of the

output channel, the mechanism behaves in the same way asStore & Forward.

However, the influence of the distance to the destination node on network la-

tency is considerably lower than in the previous technique as, if the output port

is free, the packet is rapidly forwarded according so its intermediate storage at

the switch. Figure 2.15 shows how this technique works.

The packet is routed
before the complete
reception

Switch

Figure 2.15: Virtual Cut-Through switching technique.

• Wormhole: As in the virtual cut-through technique, Wormhole can forward the

packet before complete reception. However, the buffer size does notdetermine

the packet size. Therefore, the messages do not need to be split into packets.

Buffer size is smaller and can hold only a small part of the packet [26]. Figure

2.16 shows how this technique works. Buffer are reserved as the packet header

advances to its destination. In case a packet cannot advance becausethe re-
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quired switch port is busy, data (referred to as flits) stay at the reserved buffers.

The tail flit frees the reserved resources.

Switch 1 Switch 2 Switch 3

X X

B C

AAA

Figure 2.16: Wormhole switching technique.

This switching technique is suitable for systems with small size requirements

such as NOCs. The need for temporary storage in wormhole networks is min-

imal, because the buffers should only be able to store a part of a packet. This

technique, like virtual cut-through, is able to significantly reduce the latencyof

messages. However, it is more deadlock-prone as when the message is stopped

into the network, it holds the possession of the reserved resources along the

path, involving several consecutive nodes.

2.2.7 Routing Algorithm

The routing algorithm establishes the path followed by each message or packet. It

is the responsible mechanism for driving packets from the source along all the se-

lected paths to reach the destination. Along the journey, packets should traverse sev-

eral intermediate nodes, therefore the routing algorithm has to recognize the network

topology in order to select the appropriate path. The main objective of the routing

algorithm is to select a path that reduces network latency, whilst also avoiding con-

gested routes [44]. Many properties of the interconnection networks (connectivity,

adaptivity, deadlock and livelock freedom, and fault tolerance) are a direct conse-

quence of the routing algorithm used. In general, a routing algorithm should satisfy

the following properties: simplicity, speed, robustness, connectivity, maximizing the
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use of links and optimality. Next, a taxonomy of routing algorithms [33] is shown in

Figure 2.17.

From this taxonomy, we can highlight theadaptive routingalgorithms, whose

main feature is their ability to adapt the route according to the network status. They

can change the route based on the traffic conditions on the network, seeking to avoid

congestion situations. On the opposite side, we have thedeterministic routingalgo-

rithms. In this case, the route a packet will follow only depends on their originand

destination nodes and it will not be changed, regardless of the traffic conditions.

ROUTING MECHANISMS

Number of destinations Unicast Multicast

Routing decisions Source MultiphaseCentralized Distributed

Implementation Based on Tables Finite state machine

Adaptability Deterministic Adaptive

Progressive Progressive Backtracking

Minimal path Minimal Non Minimal

Number of paths Complete Partial

Figure 2.17: A taxonomy of the routing algorithms



Chapter 3

CONGESTION

This chapter describes and analyzes the effect of the congestion problem in intercon-

nection networks, and examines the process of creating a congestion tree. Subse-

quently, some of the current congestion management mechanism are presented.

3.1 The Problem

Currently, due to the increasingly number of nodes in the systems, the interconnec-

tion network has an increasingly greater influence on the overall system performance

and, in particular, on the behavior of the applications that are running on them. Ide-

ally, the interconnection network should maintain the maximum throughput once the

saturation point is reached in order to maximize the system performance [96]. The

maximum theoretical throughput depends on both the bisection bandwidth of the

network topology and the applied communication pattern. Figure 3.1 shows the ideal

behavior for an interconnection network. In this ideal network, buffers are supposed

to have an infinite capacity.

As it can be seen in Figure 3.1, as the value of the injected traffic increases,

the system responds with the same increased value for the accepted traffic. When

the injected traffic reaches the value “y”, which identifies the saturation pointand

represents the maximum traffic value accepted by the interconnection network, all the

29
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Figure 3.1: Ideal performance for an interconnection network.

additional injected traffic must wait at the (infinite) buffers until packets arrive to their

destinations. Larger values of injected traffic would maintain a constant value for the

accepted traffic. However, indeed, buffer capacity is limited. As a consequence,

when a buffer becomes full, packets requesting it will have to remain stopped in their

corresponding buffers, preventing, in turn, the advance of other packets.

Figure 3.2: Congestion situations in a network.

Figure 3.2 shows a situation in which multiple packets stored at the input buffers

of the switches compete for crossing the crossbars towards their corresponding output

channels. As the volume of communication increases by the demand of end-nodes,

it will also increase the demand on the network resources, and competition to access

the same resource [10], usually a link, will occur. This status is known as contention.
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In this case, the routing unit will select a packet between the contenders tocross

the crossbar, whereas the others will have to wait at input buffers. Packets blocked

at the buffer headers prevent the remaining packets of the buffer from being routed,

increasing their latency and decreasing their throughput. Thus, the tasksthat are

waiting for those messages will suffer a delay. This situation is known as Head-of-

Line (HOL) blocking, and if it continues for long, the packet accumulation at the

buffers can grow excessively and even reach the saturation point. This new situation

is known as congestion and causes unacceptable delays and throughput drops, mainly

due to the exponential increase of the latency for the packets waiting at the buffers.

Figure 3.3: Real performance for an interconnection network.

Figure 3.3 shows the real performance for an interconnection network.While

the value of the injected traffic into the network is less than the value “x”, the net-

work will be capable of accepting and processing such injected traffic (Apoint). As

the network load continues to increase, packets will start to be accumulated at the

buffers giving rise to the congestion phenomenon. Therefore, latencyof this packets

will increase, and accepted traffic will start to fall behind the injected traffic. This

throughput penalization with respect to the ideal throughput is due to the inefficien-

cies introduced by the applied routing scheme, switching technique, and flowcontrol

mechanism. Eventually, if point B is reached, the queues of the nodes will befull. In

this situation, if the injected traffic value continues growing, the accepted traffic will

drop. Values for injected traffic less than “x” do not generate any kind of conges-
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tion because the network is able to accept and manage all the injected traffic.Values

within the range [x, y], will create a moderate congestion while the buffers occu-

pancy is growing, but the network continues to be able to manage it. However, values

greater than “y” will cause severe congestion into the network, causing,in turn, a

drastic reduction in network performance. Basically, the congestion problem occurs

when the number of packets that are transmitted through the network exceeds the

maximum network management capacity. The objective of congestion management

is to maintain the number of packets into the network below the maximum level for

which performance start to fall dramatically. In Figure 3.3, the ideal value for the

injected traffic is “x”, because packets do not suffer from contention and therefore do

not increase their latency. However, the value for injected traffic shouldnot reach the

maximum value “y” in any situation.

It should be noted, though, that congestion may appear even in the case where the

network is being used under its maximum theoretical utilization value. This is mainly

due to the imbalance of traffic caused by the routing strategy applied or the traffic pat-

tern injected into the network. Although adaptive routing [30], [57], [43], [92], [85]

and load balancing techniques [85], [41] can help to reduce these situations, none of

them can completely avoid performance degradation when the network experiences

congested situations. In this sense, it is necessary to apply specific techniques to mon-

itor and solve a congestion situation, avoiding the exponential increase in latency and

keeping it bounded even with high levels of traffic load.

A simple analysis allow us to illustrate how a congestion situation could nega-

tively impact network performance. The congestion process starts in the network due

to the existence of contention for accessing a particular resource (normally a link).

Figure 3.4 shows a set of packet flows coming from different origins and crossing the

output linkLyz and, therefore, sharing its bandwidth.

Assuming that all packet flows are injecting at the maximum rate allowed by

the bandwidth of the links (BWlink), the link Lyz will have its bandwidth used at

100%. As a consequence, it can be deduced that flows Y1, Y2, and thelink Lxy

are contributing with packets at a maximum rate ofBWlink/3 (33%). In turn, the
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link Lxy evenly shares its injection rate (BWlink/3) between the flows X1 and X2,

which will contribute with a maximum injection rate ofBWlink/6 (16%) each one,

because they have to evenly share theLxy bandwidth. Although there is a congestion

situation, this is not detrimental to the overall system performance because all packet

flows have the same destination and the bandwidth provided by the destination link is

fully utilized. All the flows are contributing to the congestion and there are no other

affected flows with different destinations. In this case, the flow control mechanism

itself will be enough to manage the packet advance and to evenly utilize the available

bandwidth while the packet flows are injecting at the maximum rate that the network

can accept.

Switch
X

Switch
Y

X2

Y1X1

Y2

LyzLxy

Figure 3.4: A congestion situation not affecting other flows.

Indeed, the real congestion problem arises when a new packet flow, which is

not responsible for the congestion and with a different destination, is affected by the

arisen congestion situation. In Figure 3.5, a new packet flow X3 has beenadded,

sharing the linkLxy, but it does not cross the shared output linkLyz.

Given this new situation, the bandwidth of the linkLxy should be proportionately

allocated between the three competing flows, so the maximum accepted rate of each

flow (X1, X2, X3) should beBWlink/9 (11 %) in order to acomplish the available

bandwidth limit imposed by switchY. However, the flow X3 can suffer from HOL

blocking if flows X1 and X2 have packets stopped at the switchX, thus hindering

the normal progress of the flow X3. Notice that packets will be stopped at the output
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ports of the switchX due to the fact that the aggregated bandwidth initially requested

by the three competing flows would be three times higher than that provided by the

link Lxy. In turn, the linkLxy will be idle at least 2BWlink/3 (66%) of its time

wasting its bandwidth, which corresponds to the periods in which the flows Y1and,

Y2 are transmitting to the output linkLyz.

As the flow X3 does not require to cross the congested output linkLyz, it could

harness the idle bandwidth of theLxy link by increasing its injection rate from

BWlink/9 (11%) up to 7BWlink/9 (77%), and reducing its packet latency. This way,

an improvement in overall system performance could be achieved. Unfortunately,

unless the flows X1 and X2 adjust their injection rate accordingly, the HOL-blocking

effect will prevent flow X3 from harnessing the idle bandwidth of theLxy link.

Switch
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Switch
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Y1X1
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LyzLxy

X3

Figure 3.5: A congestion situation affecting other flows.

Traditionally, congestion in high-performance networks has been attacked by

over designing the network. The basic idea is to dedicate a larger number ofre-

sources (switches and links) than strictly necessary. As shown in Figure3.6, the

saturation point would be increased to higher values if the network were over de-

signed. However, this technique is not totally effective because if the injected traffic

rate continues to rise, a value at which the system is saturated will be eventually

reached, thus increasing the latency and causing a reduction in network performance.

There are some factors that make oversized systems unfeasible.

• The relative cost of the network components regarding the overall system cost.
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Figure 3.6: Oversizing the network.

Although the popularity of interconnection networks is increasing (InfiniBand,

Myrinet, Quadrics, etc), their components (links, switches, network interfaces)

are very expensive when compared to the processors used.

• Power consumption is becoming increasingly important. As the Very Large

Scale Integration (VLSI) technology advances and link speed increases, in-

terconnects are becoming to consume a growing fraction of the total system

power [84]. Taking this into account, there are two ways of reducing network

power consumption:

a) Reducing the number of links in the network, using the remaining links

more efficiently. It causes that the remaining links have to endure more traffic

load and therefore it could create a congestion situation.

b) Using some frequency/voltage scaling techniques to reduce link power

consumption. As a consequence, links may temporarily have a lower band-

width and therefore it could create a congestion situation.

Consequently, cost and power consumption constraints require efficient utiliza-

tion of network resources. Building oversized networks does not appear to be an ac-

ceptable solution, as the cost and power consumption are high. Therefore, effective

and efficient congestion management mechanisms are required to avoid congestion

situations.
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3.2 The Congestion Process

In order to gain a more comprehensible insight into the congestion management

strategies analyzed in the next sections, an in-depth analysis of the process of cre-

ating a congestion tree, and how it spreads along the network from the root to the

leaves is carried out in what follows.
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Figure 3.7: The congestion tree creation process.

Figure 3.7 shows the process of creating a congestion tree step by step. In Fig-

ure 3.7(a), an initial situation for the three different flowsx, y, andz crossing the

switch C without contention is shown. Packets belonging to the flowx cross the

switch from the input channelC0 to the output channelC
′

0. The flowy also advances

from Ck−1 towardC
′

0, and finally the flowz from Ck−1 towardC
′

k−1. Notice that,

in order to prevent switches from becoming a bottleneck, the internal bandwidth of

the switch crossbar is usually higher than the channel bandwidth. As the bandwidth

speedup increases the switch complexity, often a maximum speedup of two is used

[42]. Now, let us assume that the overall input traffic rate for the combined flowsx

andy (x+y) is greater than the bandwidth of the output channelC
′

0. In this situation,
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packets belonging to flowsx andy will have to compete for the output channelC
′

0

and, as a result of that, the output buffer will start to accumulate packets as Figure 3.7

(b) shows. Notice that, with a speedup equal to 1, packets would start to accumulate

at their input buffers instead of at their output buffers. If this situation remains, and

flowsx, y, andzcontinue injecting traffic into the switch, packets may begin to accu-

mulate at the input buffers, spreading the congestion along the switch inputchannels.

Figure 3.7(c) shows a new possible step in the congestion creation process, in which,

due to the fact that incoming packets are stopped at the input buffer of thechannel

Ck−1, the head-of-line blocking phenomenon could appear. As a consequence, the

advance of packets belonging to the flowz and directed toward the non-congested

channelC
′

k−1 would be delayed, causing the degradation of the switch performance.

If this situation persists, congestion will be spread along the previous switches, stop-

ping and accumulating packets at the output buffers of those switches. This situation

provokes a new congested output channel at the previous switch and starts a new

congestion process. Figure 3.7(d) shows how the congestion has been spread along

the congestion tree toward its leaves, affecting several switches. In order to stop the

propagation of congestion without delay, packet flows provoking congestion have to

be correctly identified at the switch where contention starts.

Following this analysis, where an initial contention on a switch triggers the cre-

ation of a congestion tree, we can identify and classify the different flowsthat can be

involved in the congestion tree.

Figure 3.8 shows a part of an interconnection network where a set of switches are

connected by a set of links. As it can be seen, there is a congestion situation where

two kinds of flows can be identified; namely the red flows, which will be referred to

as “Hot-Flows”, and the green flows, that we will referred to as “Cold-Flows”. We

definehot-flowsas those flows which generate congestion and expand the saturation

tree quickly. On the other hand,cold-flowsare those flows providing packets towards

other destinations that are not already generating congestion on their own. Rather,

they are suffering the consequence of the congestion situation caused by hot-flows.

This congestion may be originated either by packets destined to the same end-node
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or by packets destined to different end-nodes but crossing some shared links along

their paths that become congested.
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Figure 3.8: Flow identification.

In Figure 3.8, thehot-flowsconverge in the link connecting the switches A and

B creating what is known asthe root of the congestion tree, that is, the point where

congestion is originated. This congestion would not be a problem, as seen before in

Figure 3.4, if all packet flows were destined to the same end-node and did not affect

other flows. The back pressure action exerted by the flow control of thenetwork

would automatically limit the injection rate for each packet flow. On the contrary,in

this situation there are packet flows whose final destination is not beyond the root of

the congestion tree but they share some links belonging to the congestion tree. This

is the case for the green flow in Figure 3.8. When crossing the link between nodes G

and B, packets belonging to this flow will suffer an increase in latency, even despite

the fact that they may be sharing underutilized links.

As it can be seen in Figure 3.8, the key lies in the correct identification and clas-

sification of the flows in order to apply corrective actions. In this way, the corrective

actions will be applied only over thehot-flows.
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3.3 Basic Features of a Good CMM

The applied techniques in congestion management must meet a set of requirements to

ensure the functionality and the performance of the network. Basically, a congestion

management mechanism should satisfy three conditions [10]: robustness;not penal-

izing network behavior in the absence of congestion; and finally, not generating new

problems.

Firstly, a congestion management mechanism is a robust mechanism when it

works properly regardless of network parameters and traffic features, such as the

network load, the packet size, network topology, etc. This represents an additional

difficulty for the correct behavior of the mechanism, since the restrictions that are

appropriate to avoid saturation for a given traffic pattern can be excessive for other

destination distribution, thus unnecessarily increasing latencies before saturation, or

what is worse, may be unable to avoid congestion.

Secondly, the congestion management mechanism should not penalize the net-

work performance when it is not saturated. Namely, when the traffic load has not

yet exceeded the saturation point, which is the most frequent situation [77], the con-

gestion management mechanism should not restrict packet injection, nor introduce

unnecessary overhead.

Thirdly, the restrictions applied by the mechanism to reduce congestion should

not create new problems. Many mechanisms require an additional monitoring system

that increases the complexity of the system because they either require newsignals

[56], [86], [91] or need to send additional information that increases the traffic load,

worsening the congestion situation [17], [61].

Finally, congestion management mechanism should be fair regarding to all net-

work nodes and the time to react should be properly bounded to avoid late responses

in solving the congestion problem. Notice that, if these conditions are not taken

into account, some nodes could start to apply strict corrective actions before others

have detected the congestion problem, thus reducing network load. As a result, those

nodes will not trigger their congestion control actions. This could result instarvation

in some nodes while others continue to inject their packets into the network without
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detecting the congestion problem.

3.4 Congestion Control Strategies

As analyzed in the previous sections, the ability to manage a high number of packets

without causing a large increase in latency is a critical issue for high-performance

networks. Moreover, if the applications that are being run have fine granularity, this

problem is even more critical because of the high communication bandwidth require-

ments.

A possible solution to the congestion problem could be to discard the congested

packets, radically eliminating the problem. This solution is applied to lossy networks

that are commonly used in communication systems. However, in this thesis, we

present our work for lossless networks, which are commonly used in HPCsystems,

NoCs, and Clusters of PCs. In these networks, it is unacceptable to droppackets as

the packet latency would significantly increase due to packet retransmissions. There-

fore, due to the characteristics of the networks as well as the systems where they are

applied, a congestion management mechanism is required in order to prevent system

performance degradation.

Congestion management in lossless networks has been widely studied over the

years [75], generating a lot of research and proposals. Techniques that attempt to

manage and solve the congestion problems can be divided mainly into two groups,

proactive strategies and reactive strategies. The first group of strategies is based on

avoiding the congestion, whereas the second group includes mechanisms based on

detecting and recovering from congestion.

3.4.1 Proactive Strategies

Proactive strategies are intended to ensure the absence of congestion by a prior knowl-

edge of the resources required during the execution of the applications.These strate-

gies try to keep the network performance below the saturation point, so that conges-

tion never occurs. These strategies are also known ascongestion prevention strate-
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gies.

As an example, in a storage system, one way to avoid congestion is by distributing

the data through different devices, also providing different routes to reach them. This

way, the possible contention caused is minimized.

These proactive strategies have been applied by software [97], [12]or hardware

[95]. The main problem of these strategies is their implementation. It is not always

possible to implement them. Generally, they have been designed for a specificen-

vironment, or they require additional network components that oversize thenetwork

and thus increases the implementation cost.

Other proactive strategies require the reservation of network resources in ad-

vance. That is, the entire data path is reserved before transmission takesplace. This

requires a previous knowledge of the necessary resources for each transmission, and

the reservation of the entire path. The main drawback of this strategy is that this

knowledge is not always available in all the possible environments. Moreover, this

reservation of network resources adds a considerable delay and may involve some

packet overhead in the network.

Thus, proactive strategies are only used in protocols aimed to provide Quality

of Service (QoS) as in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [78], and not for high-

performance interconnection networks.

3.4.2 Reactive Strategies

Reactive strategies are also known as congestion recovery strategies,and they are

based on a closed-loop control model that reacts after congestion has begun. They

detect and solve the congestion on fly, at the moment it takes place [46], [4], [83].

As a result, sources reduce or even stop the packet injection rate depending on the

congestion level. This strategy is usually based on three basic steps: detection, no-

tification, and correction. During the detection phase, some dynamic parameters of

the network are evaluated to determine the onset of congestion. This congestion de-

tection can be carried out by different methods.

A first proposal consists in detecting congestion when packets remain blocked
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in the network longer than a predefined threshold. It is noteworthy that theblocking

threshold depends on the packet length [56], [55], [47], [86]. Thisoption works at the

connection level between the source-destination pair, testing the status of the links.

Another option is based on measuring certain individual resources suchas the

switch buffer occupancy [31], [48], [62], [76], [91], [94], [82]. If the occupancy at

any buffer exceeds a predefined threshold, then packets crossing the switch will be

marked. As a consequence, switches are able to detect and identify packets which

are supposedly contributing to congestion.

Finally, congestion can be detected by monitoring the number of pending mem-

ory requests [83].

After detecting congestion, the source hosts that are injecting too much traffic

have to be warned in order to evenly reduce their injection rate. For this purpose,

several techniques can be applied. The first one can be carried out by means of

broadcast messages [86], [94], [91]. This solution does not guarantee that notified

sources are only those that are injecting traffic to the congested links. Therefore,

hosts non-responsible for congestion will receive warning packets and could reduce

their injection rate and, therefore, cause a decrement in network performance. More-

over, broadcasting control packets waste network bandwidth, thus penalizing network

throughput even more.

Other proposals notify those sources directly connected to the switch where the

congestion is detected [24], [63], [11], [9]. This option does not need to transmit

additional information beyond the switch. However, it could also penalize thelocal

sources which are not involved in the congestion.

Finally, another option is based on notifying those sources sending packets to-

ward the congested area [55], [48], [82], [76], which results in a better use of the

available bandwidth. Generally, this option applies what is known as Explicit Con-

gestion Notification (ECN) to warn the origin hosts. This notification strategy presents

a number of advantages. In particular, ECN has greater simplicity and easeof imple-

mentation in current commercial network technologies. As the proposed congestion

management mechanism in this thesis use this option, we will analyze it more in
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depth in the next section.

Once the sources receive the congestion notification, they apply certain actions in

order to eliminate the congestion. The most applied one is the injection rate limitation

(also known as message throttling) [24]. This option can be carried out byreducing or

by completely stopping the injection rate. This reduction can be achieved by reducing

the number of injection channels [9], or by inserting waiting intervals in-between

consecutive packet transmissions [56], [55], [48], [82], [76].

Other mechanisms try to solve the problem by temporarily separating the flows

responsible from the flows non-responsible for congestion in order to remove the

head-of-line blocking effect [31]. To do so, it is necessary to incorporate a set of

additional buffers. When the mechanism detects packets stopping the normal advance

of other packets into the network, the additional buffers will harbor thosepackets

causing the head-of-line blocking phenomenon. Later, these packets maycontinue

their journey to their destinations through some “slow roads” or, alternatively, be

reinstated again if congestion disappears. This proposal is interesting but it would be

desirable to test it under heavy congestion situations, because the numberof buffers

is finite. So, when those buffers are full, the congestion process will notbe stopped.

Moreover, there are some proposals that try to resolve head-of-line blocking either at

the switch level [6], [58], [86] or at the network level [25], [62].

3.5 Congestion Management Based on ECN

Basically, the congestion management mechanisms based on the ECN use a conges-

tion detection strategy based on marking packets in transit, usually when a predefined

threshold is exceeded. This packet marking action is carried out at the switches of

the interconnection network.

The marked packet will continue its travel toward the destination node, carrying

out the congestion detection information. When this packet reaches its finaldesti-

nation, the ECN technique takes advantage of the ACKnowledgment packets(ACK)

sent back to the source to carry out the congestion detection information to the ori-

gins hosts. As a result of receiving marked ACK packets, those origin hosts will
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apply some corrective actions, normally based on limiting the injection rate into the

network. Figure 3.9 shows how the ECN technique works.
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Figure 3.9: The explicit congestion notification technique.

There are some ECN proposals in lossless interconnection networks. Next, we

present the current proposals and their main characteristics for congestion manage-

ment mechanism in clusters.

3.5.1 Current ECN Proposals for Clusters

InfiniBand

InfiniBand [48] is a clear example of a successful interconnection network for clus-

ters. The InfiniBand Trade Association is comprised of leading enterpriseIT vendors.

It found its niche in data centers and high-performance computing systems which re-

quire high bandwidth and low latency, but it did not appear to solve any problem

that had not been solved previously by other network technologies. It emerged as a

standard, easing its commercialization because of its reduction in cost, thus allowing

the expansion to new and wider sectors. InfiniBand defines a System Area Network

(SAN) in which a set of processing nodes and I/O units are connected to the network

fabric through point to point links using channel adapters. The networkis divided into

hierarchical subnets. Each subnet exchanges packets solely by traversing switches.

Links provide bidirectional and high-speed connection between two ports. Figure

3.10 shows an example of an InfiniBand network.

Although InfiniBand defines in its specifications an optional congestion manage-

ment mechanism, it leaves open some aspects about it. The congestion management
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Figure 3.10: An example of an InfiniBand subnet.

mechanism is implemented with a management agent called the congestion control

agent. It is based on ECN, and therefore defines a three-step process to detect con-

gestion and to adjust the packet injection.

Figure 3.11: The process of congestion detection and notification in InfiniBand net-

works.

Figure 3.11 shows the process to detect and warn about a congestion situation

in InfiniBand networks. The InfiniBand specs propose a buffer threshold which ac-

tivates the packet marking strategy. The threshold value is established based on a

value scale from 0 up to 15. The value 0 indicates that no packets have to bemarked,
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so no congestion will be detected at all, and the value 15 indicates a very aggressive

marking strategy. All other values, between 1 and 14, define a uniform distribution in

which the value of 1 indicates a low probability of marking and the value of 14 indi-

cates a very high probability of marking packets. The exact meaning of the threshold

values (0..15) is decided by the switch manufacturer criteria.

When a switch detects that the occupancy in a buffer goes beyond the predefined

threshold, it reports this congestion situation by marking the packets that arestored in

the buffer. To do this, a bit called Forward Explicit Congestion Notification (FECN)

bit, in the base transport header of the packet, is set. When this packet reaches the

destination node, the FECN bit value is copied to the ACK packet that is returned

to the source. To do this, a bit called Backward Explicit Congestion Notification

(BECN) bit, in the header of the ACK packet, is used. Once the ACK packetreaches

the source node, the BECN bit is analyzed. If it is set (BECN=1), the congestion

management mechanism will apply corrective actions in order to reduce the packet

injection rate. InfiniBand specs propose to adjust the injection rate by usinga ta-

ble called Congestion Control Table (CCT) allocated in the Host Channel Adapter

(HCA) of the source hosts, as shown in Figure 3.11, which is based on theWaiting

Interval Insertion technique. The content of each position in this table, pointed out

by a certain index value, represents a time value and it is the elapsed time between

consecutive packet injections (inter-packet delay). A higher index value represents a

greater elapsed time. Thus, the greater the number of marked packets received, the

greater the increase in the value of the index of the table.

Eventually, if no more marked packets are received, which could be indicative of

having ceased the congestion, then the packet injection rate should recover the initial

values. This is carried out through a timer which triggers a signal to decrease the

index of the control table and therefore to increase the injection rate. This injection

rate recovery is commonly gradual. The adjustment of the different parameters of

the control mechanism (index, table content, threshold, etc.) is a responsibility of the

congestion control manager.

Some congestion management mechanisms based on the InfiniBand specs have
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been proposed to solve the congestion problem. In particular, we will showRenato’s

Proposal and Pfister’s Implementation. Next, we describe these congestion man-

agement mechanisms in terms of the packet marking techniques and the congestion

correction strategies applied by them, such as they were proposed.

Renato’s Proposal

This congestion management mechanism [82] is an end-to-end congestion manage-

ment scheme for InfiniBand that consists of an ECN packet marking mechanism com-

bined with a source response mechanism that applies injection rate control combined

with a window-based limitation. In particular, it applies a kind of input packet mark-

ing strategy to warn about a congestion situation. To do this, switches need tohave

buffers at the input channels.

The proposed packet marking mechanism operates in three steps. First, aswitch

input buffer triggers packet marking each time it becomes full. Second, any output

link that is requested for at least one packet stored in such a full input buffer is clas-

sified as a congested link. Third, all packets stored in any input buffer at this switch

that are destined to any congested output link will be marked. It should be noted that,

in order to implement these steps, an expensive scan of all input buffersin a switch,

even when only one becomes full, is necessary. To this end, two countersare defined

for each output link. The first counterC1 records the current number of packets in

the switch that are waiting for that output link;C1 is incremented and decremented

as packets enter and leave the switch. The second counterC2 records the number

of subsequent packets that need to be marked when transmitted on the output link.

CounterC2 is initialized to zero. Whenever a buffer becomes full, the valueC1 is

copied to counterC2. Then, the output port starts marking the next transmitted pack-

ets, decrementingC2 at each transmission, until it reaches the value zero. Notice that

this action of copying the value fromC1 to theC2 is performed each time a packet

arrives at this input buffer and the buffer is full. As can be seen, this counter strategy

is not an effective solution because it may mark different set of packets, since packets

can be transmitted out of order.
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Next, in response to the reception of a marked packet, the corrective actions ap-

plied by the origin hosts consist in limiting the packet injection by using a Window-

Based technique combined with a Waiting Interval Insertion technique. Theypropose

a Window-Based technique based on a Static Window (SW) size equal to onefor any

situation because a larger value completely saturates the network. In addition, an

injection rate control based on inserting waiting slots is used. For rate control, they

evaluate different functions to adjust the injection rate: Additive Increase Multiplica-

tive Decrease (AIMD), Fast Increase Multiplicative Decrease (FIMD), and Linear

Inter-Packet Delay (LIPD). As a result of their study, the AIMD reduction function

has the worst performance on all ranges achieving up to 10% lower utilization than

the best functions FIMD and LIPD. So, they propose two novel sourceresponse func-

tions FIMD and LIPD for dynamic and static traffic patterns, respectively.In partic-

ular, the FIMD function uses a constant value (m=2) to reduce packet injection by

dividing the injection rate, and the same constant value to increase the injectionrate

based on an exponential function. On the other hand, the LIPD function applies a

reduction in packet injection based on the inter-packet delay design feature of In-

finiBand. The inter-packet delay represents the idle period length that is inserted

between the injection of consecutive packets of a flow, expressed in unitsof packet

transmission. Basically, it increases the inter-packet delay by one each timea marked

ACK packet arrives at an origin host.

Pfister’s Implementation

The general congestion management mechanism proposed for InfiniBand defines a

quite general approach for congestion management. The proposal lacked both guid-

ance for setting its parameters and demonstration of its effectiveness, because values

for thresholds and other variables are left open to the vendor criteria. It was not

even demonstrated that there were any parameter settings that worked at all, avoiding

instability or oscillations. Pfister’s Implementation [76] is targeted to this scenario,

reporting an extensive evaluation of the InfiniBand proposal under different scenarios

and congestion control parameters. That implementation presents the first guidance
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for setting the parameters for InfiniBand and demonstrates that this is the first effec-

tive solution to hot-spot contention. Pfister’s Implementation applies an outputpacket

marking strategy for packet marking. Switches need to have queues associated to the

output channels in order to define a threshold and to apply its packet marking strat-

egy. Unlike the Renato’s proposal, this approach does not use any window-based

technique to manage congestion. However, after receiving marked packets at ori-

gin hosts, sources reduce the injection rate by applying a Waiting Interval Insertion

technique. Each time a marked packet is received, the inter-packet delayvalue is

enlarged by inserting a new waiting slot which corresponds to increase theindex into

the CCT. In particular, the waiting slot size applied depends on the Hot-SpotDegree

(HSD) that indicates the number of sources contributing to the hot-spot traffic, and

the number of network ports. Notice that this HSD depends on the traffic pattern

applied.

3.5.2 Main weakness of current proposals

Once the current congestion management mechanisms for multistage interconnec-

tions networks have been presented, it is interesting to highlight some weaknesses

that they present in both thePacket Marking strategiesand in theCorrective Actions

applied, in order to justify the work done in this thesis, which will be describedand

evaluated along the next chapters.

• As it has been shown, the appliedpacket marking strategiesvary depending on

the place where packets are marked. Basically, there are two strategies, that is,

marking packets either at input (Renato’s proposal) or output buffers(Pfister’s

implementation), carrying out these actions by setting just one bit in the packet

headers. To this end, a threshold either at input or output buffers is predefined

in order to detect and mark packets provoking congestion. Given that both

packet marking strategies dedicate only one bit to mark packets in transit, the

congestion mechanisms are not able to detect different levels of congestion.

Further, it is not possible to guarantee that all marked packets are responsible

for congestion.
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• In its turn, thecorrective actionsapplied by the current proposals present some

drawbacks. On one hand, applying a Window-Based strategy, as Renato’s pro-

posal does, seems simple to implement and appropriate to palliate the conges-

tion. However, if the window has a fixed value, as Renato’s proposal does, it

will be difficult to adjust the window with the correct value for any traffic con-

dition in the network. Moreover, initializing the window with the value of one,

as Renato’s proposal does, seems to cause a negative impact on the network

throughput (this would be the case, for example, when only one host sends

packets towards a single destination host).

On the other hand, by applying an injection reduction technique based on an

index into the table which is incremented by a constant value depending on

the Hot-Spot Degree that indicates the number of sources contributing to the

hot-spot traffic, as Pfister’s implementation does, can not be considereda gen-

eralized congestion management mechanism because it depends on the traffic

load applied.

As a result of these drawbacks detected, it is necessary to conduct a thorough

analysis of new mechanisms for congestion detection by marking packets in transit

and exerting congestion correction in a more precise and effective way.



Chapter 4

CONGESTION DETECTION

TECHNIQUES

This chapter describes and analyzes in depth different packet markingstrategies pro-

posed up to now in the literature together with two new packet marking approaches

proposed by us, in order to ascertain the pros and cons of each congestion detection

technique.

4.1 Introduction

As described in the previous chapter, there are different proposals for congestion

detection. That is, detecting congestion when packets stay in the buffers longer than

a defined threshold, monitoring the occupation level in the buffers at the switches, or

depending on the number of pending packets. As a result of the congestion detection,

packets in transit are marked in order to carry out the congestion information toward

the origin hosts.

In this thesis, we have chosen the mechanism based on monitoring the bufferoc-

cupancy at the switches due to this implementation easiness. We will analyze the

different packet marking strategies in order to find out their advantagesand disad-

vantages.

51
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The packet marking strategies vary depending on the place where packets are

marked. Basically, packets in transit are marked by setting one or two bits in the

packet header. For this purpose, unused bits in the packet header can be dedicated

to carry the congestion information. To this end, a threshold at input or/andoutput

buffer of the switches has to be predefined in order to detect an excessive accumula-

tion of packets in those buffers.

4.2 Packet Marking Strategies

We present and analyze in depth different packet marking strategies proposed up to

now in the literature together with two new packet marking approaches proposed by

us. In particular, five different packet marking strategies. Firstly, the Input Packet

Marking (IPM) strategy based on marking packets at input buffers of the switch,

and its variant, the Renato’s packet marking strategy (RPM). Secondly, the Output

Packet Marking (OPM) strategy based on marking packets at output buffers of the

switch. Thirdly, the Marking and Validation Packet Marking (MVPM) strategy based

on marking packets at input buffer and a subsequent validation at output buffers of the

switch. Finally, the Input-Output Packet Marking (IOPM) strategy basedon marking

packets both at input and output buffers of the switch.

4.2.1 The Input Packet Marking Strategies

Basically, if the applied strategy is based on marking packets at input buffers, switches

will mark packets once a packet arrives at an input buffer and the buffer occupancy

surpasses a predefined threshold. We will refer to this strategy as Input Packet Mark-

ing strategy (IPM).

Following the congestion process analyzed in Figure 3.7, we can observethat for

this packet marking strategy, the congestion tree has to grow at least to the point of

reaching the input buffers placed at the same switch where congestion starts, as it is

shown in Figure 4.1, before the packets involved in the congestion tree aredetected

and marked. When a situation similar to the one shown in Figure 4.1 is reached,
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any incoming packet belonging to flowsy and z will be marked regardless of its

destination. That is, both packets forwarded toward the congested linkC ′

0 or the

non-congested linkC ′

k−1 will be marked.
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C
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C
0́

C
K-1

C
Ḱ-1

Threshold

Zz
Yy

Xx

Figure 4.1: The input packet marking strategy.

The variant applied by Renato’s Strategy (Renato’s Packet Marking RPM) slightly

differs from the original IPM strategy. As described in the previous chapter, RPM

also marks packets at input buffers but instead of marking packets whenthey arrive

at a full input buffer, it uses two counters to record the incoming packetsto an input

buffer and later to mark packets when they are crossing the switch toward asupposed

congested output link. Again, to detect congestion when applying the RPM strategy,

the congestion tree has to grow at least to any input buffer of a switch.

To apply any of these two strategies, just one of the unused bits in the packet

header should be dedicated to this purpose.

Analyzing in depth how the IPM and RPM strategies work, it can be noticed that

applying any of these two packet marking strategies at input buffers, thecongestion

management mechanisms will suffer a delay in detecting the beginning of a conges-

tion situation. That is, taking into account how the congestion tree is created (see

section 3.2), output buffers have to be filled before any input buffer starts to accumu-

late packets. Later on, if the occupancy at the input buffer surpassesthe predefined

threshold, packets will be marked. Therefore, the congestion detection process suf-

fers a delay based on the time needed, firstly, to fill any output buffer, and secondly,

the time to accumulate enough packets at any input buffer to surpass the predefined
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threshold.

As a consequence of this delay and in order to reduce the time required to detect

congestion, a new strategy based on marking packets at output buffersseems more

appropriated.

4.2.2 The Output Packet Marking Strategy

If the applied strategy is based on marking packets at output buffers, switches will

mark packets once a packet arrives at an output buffer and the buffer occupancy

surpasses the predefined threshold. We will refer to this strategy as Output Packet

Marking strategy (OPM).

In this case, following the same example shown in Figure 3.7, congestion will be

detected when the occupancy of any output buffer exceeds the predefined threshold.

As a result, all the packets belonging to the flowsx andy, in Figure 4.2 and addressed

to the congested output linkC ′

0 will be marked. Notice that with this strategy, packets

belonging to the flowz are not being marked.
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Figure 4.2: The output packet marking strategy.

Again, to apply this packet marking strategy, one of the unused bits in the packet

header should be dedicated to this purpose.

4.2.3 Weaknesses of the Input and Output Packet Marking Strategies

As described above, both packet marking strategies, that is IPM and OPM, dedicate

just one bit from the set of unused bits in the packet header to carry outthe congestion
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information. Although the strategies detect congestion when it appears by setting the

congestion bit, it is not enough to correctly detect the flows responsible for conges-

tion. Therefore, these strategies are not able to correctly classify flowsas eithercold

or hot-flows. As a result, wrong marking actions could be carried out by incorrectly

marking packets belonging to flows non-responsible for congestion.
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Figure 4.3: Percentage of marked packets for the IPM, RPM, and OPM strategies.

To quantitatively show the lack of accuracy of these mechanisms to detecthot-

flows correctly, Figure 4.3 shows the percentages of marked packets by the three

packet marking strategies presented in previous sections, that is IPM, RPM, and

OPM. Additionally, values for both types of flows,cold and hot-flows, have been

separately represented. Notice that, although those results have been obtained for a

Perfect-Shuffle network 4-ary 5-fly with a traffic load based on a hot-spot traffic and

with a medium injection rate (see section 7.2), similar results have been achievedfor

the other network configurations and traffic loads.

As can be seen, the three strategies effectively detect and mark most of the hot-

packets, (values between 93% for IPM and RPM, and 98% for OPM). Inparticular,

the OPM strategy achieves better results as an indicative that the detection ofhot-

packets at the ouput buffers is a better option. However, analyzing the values for

marking cold-packets, graph shows values between 5% up to 11% of cold-packets.

This means that the three strategies do not correctly classify both types of packets

and, as a consequence of that, wrong corrective actions could be taken over flows

non-responsible for congestion. Notice that, as the number of cold-packets is far

larger than the number of hot-packets in our simulations, a small difference inthe per-
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centage value of marked cold-packets represents a great absolute amount of wrongly

marked packets, which could penalize the applications that are sending or waiting for

those packets.

An interesting analysis can be obtained if results from the IPM and RPM strate-

gies are compared in Figure 4.3. In particular, both strategies achieve the same values

for marking hot-packets, but a reduced value is achieved for cold-packets if the IPM

strategy is applied instead of applying the RPM. It is due to the fact that RPM ap-

plies a variant of the IPM, which do not ensure that the packets crossingtoward the

output channels of the switch, and being marked, are those packets detected at the

input buffers and classified as responsible for congestion. This behavior is due to the

defined protocol for the counters (as described in section 3.5.1).

As a result, dedicating just one bit to carry out the congestion information shows

some weaknesses. Firstly, both IPM and OPM strategies are not able to correctly

identify the flows truly responsible for congestion. This, in turn, could affect other

flows or even other switches not involved in the initial congestion problem. Secondly,

they are not able to detect whether the congestion is or is not affecting other flows

non-responsible for congestion. Thirdly, they are not able to handle different levels

of congestion severity.

Therefore, although the aim of a well-structured packet marking strategyis to

detect and mark packets belonging to flows responsible for congestion, the key to

reach good results is to avoid marking packets belonging to non-responsible flows.

Next, a study of a new packet marking strategy based on a combination of both

IPM and OPM strategies has to be analyzed in order to try to avoid the detected

weaknesses.

4.2.4 The Input-Output Packet Marking Strategy

Next, we propose a new packet marking strategy, referred to as Input-Output Packet

marking (IOPM), that combines packet marking at both input and output buffers, in

such a way that packets can be indistinctly marked at input or output buffers. To

this end, switches must have buffers at both input and output channels toestablish
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the corresponding thresholds. Moreover, two bits are dedicated in the packet header,

the Marking Bit in (MBin) and the Marking Bitout (MBout). To implement the

mechanism in a standard interconnect, we can use any of the header bits usually

reserved by the specs for vendor applications, as seen in Figure 4.4.

Header

Payload

Packet

MBoutMBout

MBin

Figure 4.4: The marking bits in the packet header used by the IOPM strategy.

To properly appreciate how this strategy works, and following the example shown

in Figure 3.7, let us review in detail how the packet marking process is carried out.

Figure 4.5 shows a general scenario where some flows inject packets to the same

target, leading to a congestion situation.
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Figure 4.5: Packet marking process carried out by the IOPM strategy.

Let us assume that hostsx andy inject traffic toward the output channel hostC ′

0.

Additionally, the hostz injects traffic toward the output linkC ′

k−1. In this scenario,

if the injection ratex+y surpasses the bandwidth ofC ′

0, packets arriving to the switch

C, but not immediately transferred to the output linkC ′

0, will begin to accumulate at
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the output buffer1. These are the packets really provoking congestion and the output

link becomes the root of the congestion tree. In order to solve the problem, once

it is detected, the injection rate of these flows should be reduced. Otherwise, if the

situation goes on, packets will begin to accumulate at the input buffers of theswitch

C. Some of the packets accumulated at the input bufferCk−1 will be destined to the

congested link (y flow), that is,hot-flows. However, others will be destined to other

links (z flow). Thesecold-flowscan suffer head-of-line blocking due to the First-In

First-Out (FIFO) policy applied by buffers. In this scenario, the IOPM strategy works

as follows:

1. Packets arriving at an input buffer are marked if the number of stored packets

in the buffer exceeds a predefined threshold. This is performed by activating

the Marking Bit in (MBin=1) in the packet header.

2. In the same way, when a packet is forwarded through a saturated output link,

we proceed to mark it by activating the Marking Bitout (MBout=1). We as-

sume that an output link is saturated when the number of packets stored in

its buffer exceeds the predefined threshold. Again, only new incoming pack-

ets to the output buffer are marked rather than marking the ones stored at the

congested output buffer.

Notice that both marking actions can be carried out several times on the same

packet during its journey from the origin to its destination, but, on the contrary, it

will never be unmarked. Notice that, by dedicating two bits in the packet header

to carry the congestion information and, therefore, to warn the origin hostsabout

the network status, a more effective four-level scheme of corrective actions can be

carried out at the source nodes. The possible values of the bits MBin andMBout are

the ones shown in Table 4.1.

The advantage of applying the IOPM strategy relies on its capacity to detect in

advance and to discriminate flows responsible for congestion from those other that
1This occurs due to the speedup provided by switches. Notice that, in orderto prevent switches from

creating a bottleneck, the internal bandwidth of the switch crossbar is usually higher than the channel

bandwidth.
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Ack bits

MBin MBout Meaning

0 0 No Actions

0 1 Marked at output buffer

1 0 Marked at input buffer

1 1 Marked at both

Table 4.1: Possible bit combinations when applying the IOPM strategy

simply are affected by it, and identify different levels of contribution to congestion

by classifying the network flows in three different types of flow:

• Hot-Flows: flows truly responsible for congestion.

• Cold-Flows: flows non-responsible for congestion.

• Warm-Flows: flows that were cold-flows at the beginning, but as long as con-

gestion has spread along the network, they are becominghot-flows, but at the

moment contributing with a moderate degree to congestion.
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Figure 4.6: Flow classification when applying the IOPM strategy.

Figure 4.6 shows a possible situation where these three types of flows can be

identified when applying the IOPM strategy.

1. Flow w is crossing the switch without contention at any buffer. Therefore,

no marking actions will be carried out on its packets. So, this flow will be

classified as acold-flow.
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2. Flow x is identified as awarm-flowas it is crossing a congested output buffer

but not a congested input one.

This flow is also contributing to the traffic at such output link. In order to

reduce the injection rate of the flowx and avoid to accumulate packets at the

input buffer, which would affect the floww, those packets belonging to flow

x will be marked at output buffer setting the MBout bit and their flow will be

classified as awarm-flow.

3. Flow y is crossing both input and output congested buffers. Therefore, both

MBin and MBout bits will be set as indicative that this flow is a truly respon-

sible flow for congestion and then it is classified as ahot-flow.

4. Flow z is crossing the congested input buffer but it is not traversing any con-

gested output buffer. This situation indicates that congestion has spreadinto the

input buffer and packets belonging to flowz are suffering head-of-line block-

ing at input buffer due to the high injection rate of thehot-flow y. Although the

flow z is not directly responsible for the initial congestion at the output buffer,

this flow will be classified as awarm-flowbecause it is contributing in more

extent to spread the congestion tree to the previous switch. So, packets willset

only the MBin bit.

As a result of this flow classification, source hosts can apply different levels of cor-

rective actions over their respective flows. Notice that the most important key in this

new packet marking mechanism is to correctly detect congestion at the switchwhere

the saturation starts by a correct classification of the flows, in order both toprevent

the spread of congestion along the previous switches, which would createa new root

of congestion, and to avoid applying premature corrective actions that could penalize

performance. These advantages are not found in any previous proposal.

Again, a comparative analysis of the percentage of the marked packets (cold and

hot-packets), will venture the performance of the new packet marking strategy with

respect to the previous analyzed strategies. Figure 4.7 shows the some values pre-

viously presented in Figure 4.3 plus the ones achieved by the new packet marking
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strategy.
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Figure 4.7: Percentage of marked packets for the IPM, RPM, OPM, and IOPM strate-

gies.

As can be observed, the IOPM strategy achieves a value of 98% of marking hot-

packets, which matches the value reached by the OPM strategy. However,the per-

centage value for marking cold-packets is reduced to a 3%. This redution isrelevant

when compared to the rest of proposals. This confirms that by using a packet marking

strategy based on two marking bits, a better response can be obtained.

Notice that, in interconnection networks with no switch speedup, input buffers

will fill before output buffers do and the IOPM strategy will be able to detect conges-

tion sooner than OPM does.

Figure 4.8: Early detection of the congestion roots.

As it can be seen in Figure 4.8, two potential situations of congestion start. One
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occurs at the switchSWo where both incoming flows converge at the output buffer

and are later split in switchSWr. The second one, at switchSWu, which is connected

to a destination host. As congestion trees usually grow from the root towardthe

leaves (source hosts) [42], a packet marking strategy such as IOPM,which is able to

set the MBin and MBout bits depending on the input and output buffers, respectively,

not only allow us to detect congestion sooner than the previous strategies at the last

stage, but also at the intermediate stages before the hot-packets reach thelast stages,

whatever the speedup value is defined at the switches.

4.2.5 The Marking and Validation Packet Marking Strategy

As it has been seen, the Input-Output Packet Marking Strategy presents a better con-

gestion detection mechanism with regard the previous strategies. However,it still

penalizes a significant percentage of cold-packets (3%) which would suffer the ap-

plication of corrective actions, which in turn could affect the network throughput.

In order to remove this drawback, a new packet marking strategy, referred to as

Marking and Validation Packet Marking (MVPM), is proposed and analyzed. This

packet marking strategy combines a packet marking at input and output buffers, in

such a way that packets are marked at input buffers and validated at output buffers

under certain conditions. To this end, switches also have to have buffersat both input

and output channels to establish thresholds. Moreover, two bits are dedicated in the

packet header, the Marking Bit (MB) and the Validation Bit (VB). To implement

the mechanism in a standard interconnect, we can use any of the header bitsusually

reserved by the specs for vendor applications. The MVPM strategy works as follows:

1. Packets arriving at an input buffer are marked if the number of stored packets in

the buffer exceeds a predefined threshold. This is performed by activating the

Marking Bit (MB=1) in the packet header. Notice that only newly incoming

packets to the input buffer are marked rather than marking those packets which

are already stored at the congested buffer.

2. When a marked packet (MB=1) is forwarded through a saturated output link,

even in a different switch, we proceed to validate it by activating a secondbit
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in the packet header, the Validation Bit (VB=1). We assume that an output

link is saturated when the number of packets stored in its buffer exceeds the

predefined threshold. Again, only new incoming packets to the output buffer

are validated rather than marking the ones stored at the congested output buffer.

Notice that both marking and validation actions can be carried out several times

on the same packet during its journey from its origin to the destination, but, on the

contrary, it will never be unmarked. Moreover, a packet cannot be validated (VB=1)

if it has not been previously marked (MB=0). As a result, the possible values of the

bits MB and VB are the ones shown in Table 4.2. Note that the combination MB=0

and VB=1 is not possible in this packet marking strategy.

MB VB Meaning

0 0 No Actions

0 1 Not Possible

1 0 Marked

1 1 Marked&Validated

Table 4.2: Possible bit combinations when applying the MVPM strategy.

As an example, following the congestion process shown in Figure 3.7(c), and

defining thresholds in both input and output buffers, packets crossingthe switchC

(in Figure 3.7(c)) would get the values for MB and VB as shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Examples of marking packets by the MVPM strategy.
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The advantage of applying the MVPM strategy with respect the IOPM strategy

consists in its capacity to correctly discriminate flows responsible for congestion from

those other that simply are affected by it. Using the same types of flows (Hot-Flows,

Cold-Flows, andWarm-Flows) described in the previous strategy, next we show how

the MVPM identifies and classifies the different types of flows.
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Figure 4.10: Flow classification when applying the MVPM strategy.

Figure 4.10 shows all the possible situations where these three types of flows can

be identified when applying the MVPM strategy.

1. Flow w is crossing the switch without contention at any buffer. Therefore,

no marking actions will be carried out on its packets. So, this flow will be

classified as acold-flow.

2. Flowx is also identified as acold-flowas it is crossing a congested output buffer

but not a congested input one. So, although this flow is also contributing to the

traffic at such output link, congestion has not yet reached the input buffer, and

then it is not affecting other flows that could share the input buffer suchas the

flow w. This situation can occur when the total injection ratex+y surpasses

the accepted traffic at the output linkP
′

1, but the injection ratex is not high

enough to accumulate packets at the input buffer, thus affecting the floww.

Therefore, those packets belonging to flowx will not be marked, avoiding pre-

mature corrective actions that are not yet necessary. Notice that this behavior

avoids unnecessarily penalizing the flow that is sending only a few packetsto

the congested link.
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3. Flow y is crossing both input and output congested buffers. Therefore, both

MV and VB bits will be set as indicative that this flow is ahot-flow.

4. Flow z is crossing the congested input buffer but it is not traversing any con-

gested output buffer. This situation indicates that congestion has spreadinto the

input buffer and packets belonging to flowz are suffering head-of-line block-

ing at input buffer due to the high injection rate of thehot-flow y. Although the

flow z is not directly responsible for the initial congestion at the output buffer,

this flow will be classified as awarm-flowbecause it is contributing to more

extent to spread the congestion tree to the previous switch. So, packets willset

only the MB bit. This is achieved by avoiding the labeling of certain flows to

be classified as cold-flows by not contributing to the spread of congestion.
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Figure 4.11: Percentage of marked packets for the IPM, RPM, OPM, IOPM, and

MVPM strategies.

Again, an analysis of the percentage of cold and hot-packets marked by the

MVPM strategy is necessary to evaluate the performance of this packet marking

strategy. Figure 4.11 shows the values previously presented in Figure 4.7plus the

ones achieved by the new strategy.

As can be seen, MVPM identifies the 97% of hot-packets. Although this valueis

slightly lower than the OPM and the IOPM (because the MVPM strategy defines a

dependency between both marking and validation actions), MVPM providesthe min-

imum value of cold-packets wrongly marked, that is, about 0.1%. This low value is

due to the application of a marking strategy based on a dependency betweenthe two

marking actions, which is able to correctly identify the responsible flows for conges-
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tion. In particular, the cold packets wrongly marked as a hot packets are those that

have been marked, firstly, as warm packets at an input buffer of a switch and later

they are validated when crossing a temporaly congested output buffer ofother dif-

ferent switch, which is congested just for a while, but it is not enough to accumulate

packets at the input buffers of the same switch as an indication of a real congestion

in this part of the network. So, although the network is getting congested in different

switches at the same time, those packets still belong to a cold-flows. This occurs only

during the onset of congestion at different points in the network.

Notice that we only representcold andhot-flowsbut there are also warm-flows.

Therefore, if we also paid attention to those flows, the percentage of marked packets

for hot-flows(that is, hot+warm) will reach a value near 99%. Additionally, no-

tice that none packet marking strategy will reach the value of 100% of marking hot-

packets because any marking mechanism based on a recovery strategy needs time to

reach the established threshold before marking packets.

4.2.6 Comparing the different packet marking strategies

Finally, in order to check the packet marking actions taken by the differentstrategies

during all the simulation time, Figure 4.12 shows the packet marking performance

of the described strategies, that is, IPM, RPM, OPM, IOPM, and MVPM, when a

congestion situation is created in a network. The top graph shows the performance of

aBidirectional MIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-flynetwork configuration when applying

a synthetic traffic with a medium rate and a packet size of 256 bytes. It represents

the evolution of latency when a congestion situation appears and no congestion man-

agement mechanism is applied. The network configurations, traffic patterns, and

injection rates used in all simulations in this thesis are defined in the Chapter 7 (Eval-

uation Models). Graphs shown in Figure 4.12 represent the packet marking actions

carried out by the different packet marking strategies during the simulation. As it can

be seen, the IPM and RPM packet marking strategies achieve similar performance.

Although RPM is a variant of the IPM strategy and it has a different procedure to

mark packets, it does not significantly differs from the IPM strategy.
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Figure 4.12: Comparing the packet marking actions throughout the simulation period.

Secondly, the OPM strategy detects congestion and, therefore, starts marking

packets in transit sooner than IPM and RPM do. Thirdly, when considering packet

marking at input and output buffers separately, the IOPM strategy presents similar

results to that achieved by the IPM and OPM strategies, respectively. Finally, the

MVPM strategy delays the validation actions with respect OPM, but concentrates

most of the packet marking actions during the period where congestion arises (shown

as the shaded area). Additionally, if we take into account the global resultsfor IOPM,

that isInput+Output marking, we detect that IOPM does more marking actions than

the MVPM strategy. Although IOPM starts marking packets in advance, the marking

actions are long-lasting, much more than with the MVPM strategy. This is because,

as IOPM does not have any dependency between input and output marking actions,

both actions can be carried out in any order and in different switches along the flow
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path. This situation causes negative effects in performance because some packets are

marked by chance in different switches along the path to reach their destination, and

as a consequence, origins will applied corrective actions although they are not needed

because there is not a real congestion. This fact can be observed comparing graphs

IOPM and MVPM in Figure 4.12.

4.3 Parameters initialization: Buffer Threshold

The correct initialization of the parameters in a packet marking strategy is keyto

detect and mark packets in transit which are responsible for congestion.In particular,

the parameter to initialize is theBuffer Threshold, which defines the limit beyond

which the packets in transit have to be marked. Notice that a wrong value of threshold

could either wrongly mark packets even when no congestion arises, or not detect

congestion although a congestion situation is starting.

The threshold values are critical because they define the limit at which incoming

packets must be marked. This implies that a high threshold value will produce alow

rate of packet marking and therefore a possible congestion situation into thenetwork.

On the contrary, a small value of threshold could mark a large number of packets and,

therefore, the application of corrective actions might reduce the packetinjection rate

in excess and consequently would result in a loss of network performance.

The initialization of the buffer threshold for the analyzed strategies is different in

each one. That is, while RPM marks packets when the input buffers are full (thresh-

old value=buffer size), the InfiniBand specs leaves the configuration tothe vendor’s

criteria. Based on these specs, and on their own evaluations, the OPM strategy ap-

plied by Pfister defines a threshold value at the output buffer about 90%of the input

buffer size.

On the other hand, for the IOPM and MVPM strategies, we define that the input

and output buffer thresholds should be obtained under a traffic condition in which

traffic is uniformly distributed to all destination as the contrary to the existence of

hot-spot situations. These threshold values should be chosen in such a way that pack-

ets are allowed to cross the switches without being marked, regardless of the network
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load. Although the network traffic is close to saturation point, if destination distri-

bution is uniform, the network itself will limit the entrance of the packets at origin

hosts. To define the buffer thresholds, we have calculated the averagebuffer occu-

pancy for a uniform traffic distribution with an injection rate near the saturation point.

The analysis was carried out with different packet sizes and network configurations.

The occupation at both input and output buffers was traced separately. In par-

ticular, we have obtained an occupation, on average, of about 66% and33% of the

input and output buffer capacity, respectively, for all the packet sizes and network

configurations analyzed, as it is described in detail in section 8.2.2. Therefore, we

have assumed threshold values of 66% and 33% of the input and output buffer sizes,

respectively, for the IOPM and MVPM strategies





Chapter 5

CONGESTION CORRECTION

TECHNIQUES

This chapter describes and analyzes in depth the different congestion correction tech-

niques used together with their main definition parameters in order to ascertain the

pros and cons of each mechanism. In addition, the chapter describes the parameter

initialization strategies proposed in this thesis.

5.1 Introduction

The congestion correction techniques will be applied when origin hosts receive an

ACK packet warning about a congestion situation. If this situation occurs,conges-

tion management mechanisms generally apply a combination of several basic tech-

niques to evenly reduce congestion. One of the most effective procedures to avoid

congestion consists in reducing the injection rate of the responsible flows.

Among the commonly applied techniques, we can refer to Window-Based tech-

niques and Waiting Interval Insertion techniques. Additionally, when congestion

vanishes, two basic techniques can be applied, progressive or immediate injection

recovery.
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5.2 The Congestion Correction Techniques

5.2.1 Window-Based technique

Basically, this technique defines a window size to limit the maximum number of

outstanding packets per flow. The value of the window size depends on vendor cri-

teria. Notice that the outstanding packets are those sent packets that havenot been

acknowledged yet.

The window-based technique can be based either on a Static Window (SW) or a

Dynamic Window (DW). In particular, this strategy is mainly used by TCP [3], which

applies a dynamic window, but other techniques use a static one.

If the window-based technique is based on a static window, the window size value

will be kept fixed during all the time. To this end, the congestion management mech-

anism just controls the maximum number of outstanding packets per flow. Therefore,

applying a window-based strategy based on a SW seems appropriate to palliate the

congestion and simple to implement. However, the chosen value for the window size

may not be the most appropriate value for any traffic condition in the network. More-

over, initializing the window with a value of one, as Renato’s proposal does, may

negatively impact over the network throughput. Notice that, this would be the case,

for example, when only one host sends packets towards a single destination host.

In order to validate by simulation that applying a static window technique is not

a good solution to manage congestion, next we show network performanceresults

when applying a static window technique to palliate the effects of a simulated con-

gestion situation. No other corrective strategy has been applied, only a fixed window

size with different values during all the simulation.

Figure 5.1 shows the influence of the window size for aBidirectional Perfect-

Shuffle MIN 4-ary 5-flynetwork configuration when applying a synthetic traffic with

a high injection rate and a packet size of 256 bytes1. In particular, Figure 5.1 shows

latency versus simulation time for a fixed-size window with the values SW=1, 2, and

1Notice that the network configurations, traffic patterns and injection rates used in all simulations in

this thesis are defined in Chapter 7
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4. The shaded area indicates the congestion period.
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Figure 5.1: Latency for cold-flows with different SW sizes in a Bidirectional MIN

Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly with a high injection rate and a fixed packet size=256

bytes.

We can observe that, if the window size is equal to 1, the graph SW=1 presents the

lowest values for latency during the congestion period. However, oncethe congestion

situation decreases, the network latency would never recover its (low values) because

a window size of 1 does not allow all accumulated packets at origin hosts during

the congestion period to be consumed. As we can see, a window size of 2 (SW=2)

provides the best performance in this case. Notice that, when the network isnot

saturated, a larger window size does not have any effect since the ACKs arrive at

the origin before more than 2 packets can be injected into the network. However, as

the network becomes saturated, packet contention arises and packets stay longer in

the switch queues, increasing the Round-Trip Time (RTT). In this situation, alarger

window size allows more packets to be in transit through the network, thus leading

to an even more congested situation. In Figure 5.1, the graph with the window size

equal to 4 (SW=4) confirms this behavior.

As a result of that, we can assure that applying a static window with a fixed value,

in any situation, is not a good solution to palliate the congestion effects. Moreover,
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applying a SW with a window size of one, as Renato’s proposal does, the network

performance can suffer a negative impact in latency depending on network configu-

ration and injected traffic.

However, if a dynamic window is applied, the window size value can vary de-

pending on network behavior. Initially, the window size will start with the maximum

value defined for the target network configuration. When congestion appears, the

window size will be progressively reduced until the minimum value of one. Later on,

when congestion vanishes, the window size will gradually recover its initial value.

Therefore, by applying a dynamic window strategy, the window size will vary be-

tween the values 1 and the maximum window size defined at configuration time.

5.2.2 The Waiting Interval Insertion Technique

The Waiting Interval Insertion technique allows to reduce the injection rate in apro-

gressive way by injecting Waiting Slots (WS) between two consecutive packets. The

size of a waiting slot depends on the vendor criteria, and it is defined at thenetwork

configuration time. Depending on the severity of congestion, the elapsed time be-

tween the injection of two consecutive packets will be increased or decreased. As

long as the congestion ceases, the waiting interval between packet injectionwill be

decreased until disappearing.

Basically, the technique works as follows. When an origin host receivesa marked

ACK packet, it waits during a waiting slot before injecting a new packet into the

network. If more marked ACK packets are received, then more waiting slotswill

be inserted, thus enlarging the waiting interval. It should be noted that the injection

of new packets is forbidden along the waiting interval. Later, when unmarked ACK

packets are received, the number of waiting slots between packet injections will be

decreased following the defined recovering method.
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5.3 Parameters Initialization

The correct initialization of the parameters in a congestion correction technique is

key to recover from a congestion situation and, therefore, to achieve thebest network

performance.

The set of parameters to initialize includes: theWindow Size, which limits the

maximum number of outstanding packets per flow and theWaiting Interval Calcu-

lation, which defines the duration of the waiting interval and the method used to

calculate it.

The Renato’s mechanism initializes the window size with a fixed value of one for

all network configurations and traffic load and defines its waiting interval as the sum

of waiting slots in which each waiting slot corresponds to the packet transmission

time. On the other hand, the Pfister’s implementation defines a waiting slot based on

the hot-spot degree which indicates the number of sources contributing to the hot-spot

traffic.

Notice that both the definition of the window size in the Renato’s proposal, and

the initialization of the waiting slots in the Pfister’s implementation are not a gener-

alized procedure that can be applied to any network configuration or traffic load. On

one hand, Renato applies a fixed value for the window size regardless ofthe network

configurations, and, on the other hand Pfister, defines a waiting slot based on the

hot-spot degree what is not known in a real situation.

On the contrary, due to the fact that in our proposals the initial values of these

parameters depend on the network configuration, their adjustment is easy and simple.

In what follows, we explain the strategy followed to correctly define the initialvalues

for these parameters in the congestion management mechanisms proposed in this

thesis.

5.3.1 The Window Size

A fixed value of one for the window size seems appropriate to palliate the congestion

in a general scenario, but it may negatively impact network throughput. Moreover,

if a severe congestion appears and packets are stopped at origin hosts, the network
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would not be able to consume all the waiting packets at origins when congestion dis-

appear due to the fact that the static window may have fixed a value smaller thanthe

optimum, which depends on the network configuration and maximizes the through-

put network. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the optimum value for the window,

referred to asω, regardless of what window-based technique is applied: static or

dynamic window.

In order to maximize network throughput, the window size can be calculated as

the number of packets from a flow that can be injected into the network until receiving

the first ACK at the origin host in the absence of contention in the network. So, it

can be established according to the minimum RTT of the packets, which depends on

the network depth or number of stages. Hence, the minimum RTT can be calculated

as the elapsed time between the sending of a data packet and the reception ofits

corresponding ACK packet at the origin host. Hence, the minimum RTT comprises

the time (tdata) required by the data packet to reach and be delivered at the destination

and the time (tack) required by the ACK packet to reach and be delivered at the source

host:

RTTmin = tdata + tack (5.1)

Let us assume a simple approach to calculate the network base latency in net-

works undercut-through switchingas follows:

tvct = h ∗ thop + (
L

B
) (5.2)

whereh defines the number of network hops,thop includes thetrouting (time

needed to take a decision by the routing unit and to configure the switch), thetswitch

(time needed to cross the switch), andtlink (time needed to cross a link),L is the

packet length, andB defines the channel bandwidth. Thus, thetdata andtack can be

defined as:
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tdata = h ∗ thop + (Ldata

B
)

tack = h ∗ thop + (Lack

B
)

whereLdata and Lack define the data and ACK packet lengths, respectively.

Therefore, the minimum RTT can be calculated as:

RTTmin = 2 ∗ h ∗ thop + (Ldata+Lack

B
)

The optimum valueω will be imposed by the maximum number of packets that can

be sent by the source during the time interval defined by theRTTmin. As each packet

needsLdata

B
to be injected,ω is given by:

ω =
RTTmin

Ldata

B

(5.3)

ReplacingRTTmin by its calculated value,ω can be obtained as:

ω =
2 ∗ h ∗ thop ∗ B + Ldata + Lack

Ldata

(5.4)

Analyzing the Formula (5.4), it can be observed that the value of the expression:

(2 ∗ h ∗ thop ∗ B + Lack) results in a constantK, only depending on the network

configuration. As a result, the value ofω will be bounded by the maximum and

minimum allowed data packet sizes:

K + Min(Ldata)

Min(Ldata)
≥ ω ≥

K + Max(Ldata)

Max(Ldata)
(5.5)

where K = (2 ∗ h ∗ thop ∗ B + Lack) and Ldata = Lhead
2 + Lpayload

2Control bytes in the header of all data packets
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Next, in order to calculate as an example the optimum value (ω) of the window

size, let us assume a 4-ary 5-fly (512 hosts and 640 switches) bidirectional network

topology where the number of stages is 5, imposing ah value equal to 9. Also, let

us assume the following fixed values:thop = 3 cycles, B = 1 byte/cycle,Lack =

22 bytes, andLhead = 22 bytes. According to the Formula (5.5)ω will vary between

two limits depending onLpayload. That is, ifLpayload tends toward∞, then ω ≈ 1,

but if Lpayload tends toward zero, thenω ≈
98
22 = 4, 45 .

So, the optimalω value will be bounded by the interval [1 , 4.45]. Now, assuming

in particular a fixed data payload equal to256 bytes, we conclude that the optimum

ω value will be:

ω =
K + (Lhead + Lpayload)

(Lhead + Lpayload)
=

76 + (22 + 256)

22 + 256
=

354

278
≈ 1.28 (5.6)

The calculated value1.28 in Formula (5.6) means that if the window size is ini-

tialized with a value equal to 1, as Renato’s proposal would do, the congestion man-

agement mechanism would restrict too much the packet injection at origins, while the

network is able to manage a larger volume of packets, at least a 28% more. Therefore,

limiting the window size to one penalizes network throughput. However, this value

also points that by choosing a fixed value of window size equal to 2 would causes

congestion because origins hosts are allowed to inject more packets (72%)than the

network can manage. So, the window-based strategy based on a dynamic window,

which depends on the network configuration and traffic features, is presented as the

best solution because it allows us to achieve, on average, the optimum valuefor the

window size.

5.3.2 The Waiting Interval Calculation

A wrong selection of both the duration of a waiting slot and the total number of wait-

ing slots (numberWS) inserted between consecutive packets could cause undesirable

effects, such as oscillations, unstable performance, etc.
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The previous proposals define both parameters depending on either the Hot-Spot

Degree (HSD), that is, the number of sources that contribute to the hot-spot, as the

Pfister’s implementation does, or a constant value that is used to regulate the injection

rate, as Renato’s proposal does. However, in both cases, parameters initialization is

not a generic procedure, because it depends either on the defined traffic pattern, that

is the number of hosts injecting hot-spot traffic, or is a constant value, which could

not be useful under other network configurations or traffic loads. So, in order to

define a general strategy able to be applied in every network and traffic conditions, it

is recommended that both parameters, the number of waiting slots and their duration,

are based on the network configuration parameters.

For our case study, thek-ary n-flymultistage interconnection network, the pa-

rametersk andn define the network structure, namely the size (radix) and number of

stages (network depth) through which switches are arranged. Therefore, it is inter-

esting to find a relationship between these parameters and those other that define the

waiting interval calculation.

In particular, the switch radix value(k) could be used to calculate thenumberWS

value because it defines the maximum number of hosts connected to a switch. So, in

a congestion situation, this value can be used to evenly reduce the injection rate in a

fair proportion. Additionally, the duration of the waiting slots could be based on the

RTTmin as it is the minimum time needed to send a packet plus to receive its ACK.

As a result, the waiting interval is calculated as follows. In the absence of con-

gestion, thenumber WS value should be equal to 0. When the first ACK packet

notifying congestion arrives, thenumber WS is set to the value of one. If more

marked ACK packets are received, then thenumber WS value will be increased by

a constant factor equal to the switch radix (k). In particular, the current number of

waiting slots will be multiplied by thek value every time a new marked ACK packet

is received, in order to obtain the new number of waiting slots (number WSnew),

as shown in Formula (5.7). As a consequence, the waiting interval is calculated by

(5.8).
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number WSnew := k ∗ number WScurrent (5.7)

WaitingInterval := number WScurrent ∗ RTT (5.8)

Combining both Formulas (5.7) and (5.8) with the reception of some marked

packets produces the results shown in Table 5.1.

Number of marked

number WS WaitingIntervalACK packets received

after Dynamic Window=1

0 0 0

1 k0 k0 ∗ RTT

2 k1 k1 ∗ RTT

3 k2 k2 ∗ RTT

... ... ...

Table 5.1: Injection rate reduction procedure for the k-ary n-fly network

On the other hand, the maximum number of waiting slots inserted between con-

secutive packets should be bounded in order to prevent packets frombeing stopped

excessively at origin hosts while network throughput is being penalized.To this end,

the network parametern, that identifies the number of stages in the network, could be

used to limit the maximum number of times thenumberWSvalue can be increased.

To justify the use of bothk andn as parameters on the waiting interval calculation

procedure, let us assume a generic interconnection networkk-ary n-flybased on only

one switch withk ports as the one shown in Figure 5.2 (k-ary 1-fly), allowing a total

k hosts to be interconnected.
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Figure 5.2: Generic interconnection network, k-ary 1-fly.

We definehi as the host i connected to the network, being the radix valuek

the total number of hosts injecting packets into the network. Let us divide the set

K of hosts into two groups. The setA represents the group of hosts injecting 100%

uniform traffic, and the setB represents the group of hosts injecting 100% hot-spot

traffic to a single destination host. So, the setK can be defined asK = A ∪ B,

where A ∩ B = φ. If k, a, andb represent the cardinal of the setsK, A, andB,

respectively, we can state thatk = a + b.

Assuming that the network is working at the maximum injection rate, let us con-

sider that each host is able to inject and receive at a maximum rate ofx bytes/cycle.

As hosts belonging to the setA inject traffic into the network evenly distributed be-

tween all the destinations, the traffic destined to a specific destination hosthi from a

host belonging to the setA will have a maximum rate of:

rA
hi

=
x

k
bytes/cycle, where; 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 (5.9)

On the other hand, hosts belonging to the setB inject traffic only to thehot-spot

with the maximum rate of:

rB
HS = x bytes/cycle.

Consequently, total injection rate toward thehot-spot, rK
HS , can be calculated

as:

rK
HS = a ∗ rA

HS + b ∗ rB
HS = (k − b) ∗ x

k
+ b ∗ x =
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= (1 + b −
b

k
) ∗ x bytes/cycle (5.10)

Notice that, if the number of hosts injecting towards thehot-spotis greater than

zero (b > 0), the injected traffic rate is greater than the maximum traffic rate that

can be accepted by thehot-spot, that is, x bytes/cycle. Therefore, all the injected

traffic to thehot-spotcannot be accepted and, as a consequence, a congestion process

starts. To solve that situation, it is necessary to apply a proportional reduction of the

injection rate from every host injecting traffic to the congested area in sucha way that

the effective traffic arrival rate towards thehot-spotdoes not exceed the value ofx

bytes/cycle. The reduction functionf can be derived from:

rK
HS ∗ f(k, b, x) = x bytes/cycle

where rK
HS indicates the injected traffic towards thehot-spotand f(k, b, x)

is the reduction function that has to be applied to evenly reduce the injection rate.

Therefore,

f(k, b, x) =
x

(1 + b − b
k
) ∗ x

=
k

b ∗ (k − 1) + k
(5.11)

Taking into account the range ofb values (0 ≤ b ≤ k), the expression (5.11) can

have the following border values:
[

1, 1
k

]

. This result means that the reduction degree

in the injected traffic depends on the number of hostsb injecting toward thehot-

spot. Although this parameter cannot be predicted, this function shows the maximum

reduction function that would be needed in the worst case (all the origin hosts,k,

injecting traffic to a single destination) in order to remove the congestion situation,

while still keeping the network busy.

On the other hand, real MINs are built with more than one stage due to the limited

number of ports of current switches. This way, for the generic case ofk-ary n-fly,
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made up ofn-stages of switches with ak-radix, a total number ofkn hosts can be

interconnected. Therefore, its injection rate reduction functionf(kn, b, x) should

have the following border values:
[

1, 1
kn

]

.

As the congestion root can be placed at any stage of the network and the parame-

terb cannot be predicted, a fair reduction on the injection rate will require a reduction

factor of( 1
k
) to be applied each time a validated ACK packet is received.

Based on an exhaustive study, we can affirm that by applying this reduction func-

tion ( 1
k
) n-times at most, regardless of theb value (number of hosts injecting toward

the hot-spot), it is enough to stop the worst congestion situation in time, while still

keeping the links busy. Notice that the worst case would be when the numberof hosts

b injecting traffic to the hot-spot iskn. So, applying the reduction function( 1
k
) more

thann times is unnecessary and will provoke a decrease in network performance, as

it is shown in the Performance Evaluation Section.

We have shown how the parametersk andn, established according to the net-

work configuration, are used to efficiently calculate the waiting interval. As itcan be

seen, the mechanism is simple, easy to implement, and only depends on the network

configuration.





Chapter 6

PROPOSED CONGESTION

MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS

This chapter describes new congestion management mechanisms that combine more

refined congestion detection techniques, able to discriminate flows responsible for

congestion from those other that simply are affected by it, with the application ofan

efficient set of corrective actions aimed to limit the injection rate of those flows in-

volved in the congestion tree according to their contribution degree to the congestion.

6.1 Introduction

As a result of the analysis carried out in previous chapters about the different conges-

tion detection and congestion correction techniques, next we propose a set of com-

binations of the analyzed strategies that will be evaluated later in the Performance

Evaluation Chapter.

The new proposals for congestion management consist of end-to-end congestion

management mechanisms based on the use of explicit congestion notification. Unlike

other approaches [76], [82], these new mechanisms are not targeted for a particular

network technology, but for MINs in general. However, the proposedmechanisms

could easily be applied to current standard interconnects, such as InfiniBand network.
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In particular, two mechanisms will be described.

The first mechanism, known as Marking and Validation Congestion Management

(MVCM) [36], [39], is based on applying the MVPM strategy to classify thepacket

flows and, therefore, to mark those packets responsible for congestion.

The second mechanism, know as Input-Output Congestion Management (IOCM)

[38], is based on applying the IOPM strategy to detect congestion and to mark packets

responsible for congestion.

In what follows, we describe both congestion management mechanisms, paying

special attention to the set of corrective actions applied as well as the procedure to

combine these corrective actions with the different packet marking strategies.

6.2 The Marking and Validation Congestion Management

Mechanism (MVCM)

The main goal of this new congestion management mechanism is to properly iden-

tify the flows responsible for congestion, in order to apply packet injectionlimitation

only at the source nodes that are actually causing congestion. Furthermore, packet

injection limitation is applied with the proper intensity in accordance with the de-

tected congestion degree in the network, thus minimizing the negative effects over

the flows non-responsible for congestion. As a consequence, the available network

resources are evenly distributed among the devices that demand them, improving

network throughput.

6.2.1 Congestion Detection Technique

The congestion detection technique applied by the MVCM mechanism is based on

the MVPM strategy. Remind that this strategy warns about congestion using two bits

of the packet header: Marking Bit (MB) and Validation Bit (VB). MB is setwhen

the number of stored packets in the input buffer of the switch surpasses athreshold.

After setting MB, VB is also set if the packet arrives to an output buffer occupied

more than a threshold. Although this strategy, as it has been previously shown in
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Figures 4.11 and 4.12, is the slowest to start marking packets, due to the dependency

between the marking and validation actions. Notice that by using two bits for packet

marking, the analyzed results show that it accurately classifies the different types of

flows as hot, warm, and cold.

6.2.2 Congestion Correction Technique

Following the classification shown in Table 4.2, next we present in Table 6.1 the

actions assigned to each possible combination of bits. As it can be seen,Moderate

actions will be applied overwarm-flows, whereasAggressiveactions will be applied

overhot-flows. We will refer to asAggressivethe actions performed on those flows

whose ACK packets have both bits set. On flows where packets have only the MB bit

set, we take onlyModerateactions in order to prevent congestion expanding to the

previous switch.

The following section details the processes of reducing and recovering the injec-

tion rate when a congestion situation is detected into the network.

MB VB Meaning Type of Flow Action

0 0 No Congestion Cold-Flow No Actions

0 1 Not possible

1 0 Marking Warm-Flow Moderate

1 1 Marking&Validation Hot-Flow Aggressive

Table 6.1: Actions applied by MVCM depending on the flows classification.

One of the most effective procedures to avoid congestion into a network con-

sists of reducing the injection rate of the responsible flows. To this end, we propose,

based on the three-level packet marking scheme applied, a two level scheme of cor-

rective actions at the origin hosts, that combines in an effective way window-based

techniques with the insertion of waiting intervals.

• The first level is based on adjusting the packet injection rate by using the

Window-Based mechanism. It is based on the idea of limiting, for each flow,
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the number of outstanding packets into the network. In this case, the win-

dow mechanism is based on a dynamic window where the window size is not

fixed, allowing fluctuation between a defined maximum value (DWmax) and

the minimum value of one.

• If congestion persists after the dynamic window size reaches the minimum

value of one, a second level of measures will start to be applied in order tore-

duce the injection rate even more by introducing a delay between the injection

of two consecutive packets. This second level of corrective actions isbased on

theWaiting Interval Insertion technique.

In order to carry out the different corrective actions, we rely on the reception

of ACK packets, which allow us to correctly identify the flows and to estimate the

degree of congestion. Table 6.2 shows the corrective actions applied according to the

congestion level identified by the values of the MB and VB bits received on ACK

packets.

MB VB Meaning Type of Flow Action Strategy Applied

0 0 No Congestion Cold-Flow No Actions None

0 1 Not possible

1 0 Marking Warm-Flow Moderate DW

1 1 Marking&Validation Hot-Flow Aggressive DW+WS

Table 6.2: Corrective actions applied by MVCM depending on the flows classifica-

tion.

Next, the corrective actions to reduce the injection of new packets and to recover

the initial injection rate are described in detail.

Reducing the Injection Rate

There are two types of corrective actions to apply.
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1. Moderate actions. They are applied towarm-flows. In this case, only the dy-

namic window size is modified. The window size is initialized with the max-

imum value of DWmax and it is reduced by subtracting one per each marked

(MB=1,VB=0) ACK packet received. If the window size reaches its minimum

value (one) and more marked (MB=1,VB=0) ACK packets arrive, the mech-

anism will keep the window size equal to one and no additional actions will

be taken. This situation will remain until a non-marked ACK packet arrives

(MB=0,VB=0). Then, the window size will be increased by adding one per

each non-marked ACK packet received until the maximum value of DWmax is

restored. This way, the injection rate forwarm-flowswill be decreased during

the strictly necessary period of time, thus stopping the spreading of congestion

tree. In summary, the dynamic window size will be adjusted into the interval

[1..DWmax].

2. Aggressive actions. They will be applied when validated ACK packets (MB=1,

VB=1) are received at origins. That is, they correspond to packets belonging

to flows truly responsible for congestion (hot-flows). At the beginning, the

mechanism reacts by reducing the dynamic window size as moderate actions

do. If the dynamic window size reduction is not enough to stop the congestion,

and more validated packets (MB=1,VB=1) continue to be received, stricterac-

tions will be applied intended to reduce the injection rate even more. This

second level of actions starts when the dynamic window size becomes equalto

one. Then, waiting slots will be inserted between consecutive injected pack-

ets in such a way that every received ACK packet with both MB and VB set

will increase the number of waiting slots (multiplying the current value by the

switch radix K). In any event, the injection rate has to be reduced until a min-

imum value is reached depending on the network topology. When this value

is reached, the injection rate is not reduced further, regardless of continuing to

receive more marked packets. Keeping this minimum injection rate is impor-

tant to prevent undue message throttling. On the other hand, the reception of

ACK packets with MB=0 and VB=0 will reduce the number of waiting slots as
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explained below. The duration of each waiting slot is assumed as the minimum

time needed to send a packet plus to receive its ACK, that is, the minimum

Round-Trip Time delay (RTT). Notice that the minimum RTT is computed in

the absence of network traffic when only one packet is traversing the network.

Notice that both situations,moderateand aggressiveactions, can occur for a

given flow at the same time. That is, packets belonging towarm-flowsor hot-flows

can arrive during a congestion process indistinctly. In that situation, the mechanism

will combine the actions previously described.

Recovering the Injection Rate

The strategy to recover the injection rate must meet the tradeoff between achieving

a fast response time when congestion has finished and avoiding injecting toomuch

traffic when the network is still congested.

Basically, the reception of non-marked ACK packets at the origin host (MB=0,

VB=0) will allow the recovery of the initial values of the parameters for the con-

gestion control mechanism, that is, the full injection rate. The recovery period will

depend on the value the dynamic window has reached and the waiting intervalapplied

because of the waiting slot insertion. The process of recovering the fullinjection rate

is described as follows:

1. When the first non-marked ACK packet is received, if the total waiting interval

applied to that flow is greater than zero, it will be immediately eliminated, thus

allowing for a fast recovery, but keeping the window size equal to one.On the

other hand, if the waiting interval is equal to zero, then the recovery mechanism

will act over the dynamic window, as referred below.

2. If more non-marked ACK packets arrive, the dynamic window will recover

the initial value, that is, DWmax, by adding one for each non-marked ACK

packet received. As a result, after receiving DWmax consecutive packets with

MB=0 and VB=0, the full injection rate will be available (i.e., one packet for
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removing WS and DWmax-1 packets for restoring the dynamic window size at

its maximum value).

3. In order to speed-up even more the removal of the corrective actionswhen con-

gestion is no longer detected, all parameters (Dynamic Window and Waiting

Interval) will be immediately set to their initial values if an origin host injects a

packet into an empty injection queue. The reason is that, if a host temporarily

stops injecting packets, then it no longer contributes to congestion. Moreover,

if no data packets are injected, then no ACK packets will be received. Hence,

although this host is not generating congestion, it will not be able to quickly

recover the initial values of the parameters, which may penalize the network

throughput. Consequently, when this situation occurs, the parameters control-

ling the corrective actions applied for this flow will be reset by setting DW =

DWmax and WS = 0. With this actions, we get an immediate recovery of the

injection rate.

Therefore, as can be seen, the proposed mechanism takes corrective actions im-

mediately against serious situations that could cause congestion in the network. How-

ever, if congestion takes place only during a brief period of time, recovery is also very

fast. As a consequence, the mechanism should not penalize the network performance

in the absence of congestion.

6.3 The Input-Output Congestion Management Mechanism

As it has been seen, the Marking and Validation Congestion Management mechanism

presents a well-structured set of techniques for congestion detection, based on the

MVPM strategy, and a congestion correction technique, based on a DW combined

with WS. However, because the MVPM strategy presents a dependency between

marking and validation actions, it may introduce a certain delay in detecting and

applying corrective actions when a congestion situation arises. In orderto provide an

early congestion detection and analyze how it could affect the network performance,

a new congestion management mechanism, referred to as Input-Output Congestion
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Management (IOCM) mechanism and based on the IOPM packet marking strategy,

which decouples both marking actions, is presented.

6.3.1 Congestion Detection Technique

The IOPM strategy applied, as was proposed in section 4.2.4, enables a four-level

scheme of marking actions. According to it, we can define the following levels of

corrective actions. Table 6.3 shows the four combinations.

MBin MBout Meaning Type of Flow Action

0 0 No Congestion Cold-Flow No Actions

0 1 Marking at output buffer Warm-Flow Moderate

1 0 Marking at input buffer Warm-Flow Moderate

1 1 Marking at both Hot-Flow Aggressive

Table 6.3: Actions applied by IOCM depending on the flows classification.

As can be observed, the bits combination, MBin=0 MBout=1, correspondsto

packets which have crossed a congested output buffer but did not cross any congested

input buffer. This means that the referred packets are not contributingat the moment

to spread congestion. As a consequence, in order to balance the corrective actions

applied, we classified these flows asWarm-Flowand impose moderate actions to

carry out over the injection rate of these flows.

6.3.2 Congestion Correction Technique

The IOCM mechanism will basically maintain the same scheme of corrective actions

applied by MVCM, but it will be extended according to the new capabilities offered

by the applied packet marking strategy.

Table 6.4 presents the corrective actions applied by IOCM depending on the flows

classification.

As it is shown, if an origin host receives an ACK packet marked only either at

input (MBin=1 and MBout=0) or output (MBin=0 and MBout=1) buffers,corrective
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MBin MBout Meaning Type of Flow Action Strategy

0 0 No Congestion Cold-Flow No Actions None

0 1 Marked at out-buffer Warm-Flow Moderate DW

1 0 Marked at in-buffer Warm-Flow Moderate DW

1 1 Marked at both Hot-Flow Aggressive DW+WS

Table 6.4: Corrective actions applied by IOCM depending on the flows classification.

actions will be applied only over dynamic window in order to stop the onset of con-

gestion. But, if a marked ACK packet is received with the value of MBin=MBout=1,

then aggressive actions will be applied, that is, dynamic window plus waiting slots,

in the same way as they were applied in MVCM.

Referring back to the example given in Figure 4.5, according to the IOPM strat-

egy, both hosts (x andy) would receive the ACK packet with MBin=0,MBout=1 and

MBin=1,MBout=1, respectively, which means that both hosts have to reduce their in-

jection rate. Hostx will reduce the size of the dynamic window, whereas hosty will

act over dynamic window and later increase the waiting slots. Notice that, although

hostx will apply corrective actions, it will not actually affect its injection traffic rate

if this rate is not enough at the moment to contribute to spread the congestion. In

contrast, by applying the MVCM mechanism, corrective actions on flowy will be

only applied after surpassing threshold at the input buffer and being validated at the

output buffer.

The early detection of that situation allows us to anticipate the application of cor-

rective actions, moderate initially, on those flows that could later become responsible

for congestion. This would be the case of flowy, which will fill the output buffer

before starting to fill the input buffer.

6.4 Avoiding the Head-of-Line Blocking at Origins

Applying the FIFO technique at the injecting queues of the origin host, the HOL

blocking phenomenon could appear if a packet is stopped at the head of the queue
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avoiding in this way the advance of the rest of the packets at the queue. This could

aggravate the network performance if a queue is shared with packets targeted to dif-

ferent destinations. In order to eliminate this HOL blocking phenomenon at theori-

gins and correctly evaluate the proposed congestion management mechanisms, first,

we assume a Full Virtual Output Queue (FVOQ) technique at the NICs of thesource

host. Next, in order to improve the scalability of the mechanisms we propose and

evaluate some alternative structures, that is a Partial Virtual Output Queue(PVOQ)

and a Shared-Buffer (SB) techniques.

6.4.1 Full Virtual Output Queue Technique

If packet injection were carried out through a simple output queue, as a consequence

of the application of corrective actions when congestion is detected packets belonging

to hot-flowsstopped at the head of the buffer due to the reduction in the injection rate

would prevent the advance of the packets belonging tocold-flows. To solve the HOL

blocking problem referred above, the most effective solution is to provide a separate

output queue for each packet flow, that is, applying a FVOQ technique.

The FVOQ implementation defines a number of queues equal to the number of

destination hosts and with a queue size that depends on the maximum value for the

DW size. Each origin host generates packets, classifying and storing them in a dif-

ferent queue depending on their destination host. The number of packetsthat can

be stored in a queue is equal to the DW size, thus limiting the outstanding packets

per flow. Each time an ACK packet arrives at the origin host, the first buffer in the

corresponding queue is released, allowing to store another data packetinto the queue.

Notice that the queues are under the FIFO policy. Figure 6.1 shows the FVOQ struc-

ture.

The main drawback of the FVOQ implementation is that is not scalable. De-

spite the fact that FVOQ completely eliminates the HOL blocking phenomenon at

the source nodes, the required storage space depends on the number of destinations,

increasing proportionally with the number of hosts. The solution could be acceptable

for small system sizes, but in systems with thousands of nodes the memory require-
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Figure 6.1: The full virtual output queuing technique.

ments would be quite significant.

Therefore, the FVOQ technique should be replaced by an alternative mechanism

able to significantly reduce the storage requirements (preferably, its size should be

independent of the number of hosts) without penalizing network performance. Notice

that using a buffer organization different from FVOQ would also mean that every flow

no longer has a dedicated queue to be stored, which could provoke to someextent the

appearance of the undesirable HOL blocking effect. Two alternative approaches will

be considered. One of them will consist of the use of a PVOQ technique, whereas

the second one will involve the use of a SB technique. Both approaches exhibit some

pros and cons, which we attempt to analyze in more detail in what follows.

6.4.2 Partial Virtual Output Queue Technique

The PVOQ technique consists in using a number of queues at the network interface

of the source hosts smaller than the number of destination hosts. In particular, the

number of queues could range from, at least, two queues up to the number of hosts

minus one. Therefore, the storage space could be significantly reduced, becoming

independent of the number of hosts, considerably improving the scalability of the

mechanism. However, when using a number of bounded queues, packetsaddressed

to different destination hosts will have to share the same queue, maybe causing HOL

blocking, which could affect network performance, in particular the latency of the

cold-flows. Notice that the first packet from the head of the queue is always chosen

to be injected into the network. Therefore, the key issue is to reduce the number

of queues as much as possible without affecting network performance toomuch.
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The method used for mapping packet flows to queues is based on the destination

address. Some bits of the destination address indicate the queue to place the packet.

In particular, we usemodule mapping[70], where the queue selected to map the

flow is obtained by applying the module operation to its destination address. As an

example, for a network configuration of 512 destinations and 16 queues,the four

least significant bits of the destination identifier (9 bits) indicate the queue to mapthe

flow.

Network
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Hhj-1

Packet
generation

Packet
injection
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Array of
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Figure 6.2: The partial virtual output queuing technique with an array of counters.

Additionally, in order to bound the number of outstanding packets when a DW

mechanism is applied, as it is the case of MVCM and IOCM, the queue size is im-

posed by the DWmax value. However, notice that it is not required to store the whole

packet until its corresponding ACK has been received (remember that we assume

a lossless network). It is enough to remember how many packets of the flow have

been injected. Thus, in order to reduce the amount of storage resources size even

more, an array of counters can be used to control the number of outstanding packets.

The counter range is imposed by the DWmax value in application of the corrective

measures. This way, just one buffer can be dedicated per queue whichwill store the

packet that could not be injected into the network due to the maximum counter value

was achieved. We assume this implementation in the PVOQ technique as shown in

Figure 6.2. Notice that the number of destination hosts (k) is larger than the number

of dedicated queues (j). For each flow, its associated counter is increased each time
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a packet belonging to it is injected into the network from the queue, whereasit is

decremented when the ACK packet is received. Notice that the size of the counter

array (k ∗ round[log2(DWmax + 1)] bits) is not significant with regard to the space

occupied by a single packet.

6.4.3 Shared-Buffer Technique

The SB technique is an alternative solution to reduce the storage requirements at the

network interfaces of the origin hosts. It is based on dedicating a fixed buffer size

regardless of the system size and traffic load, so also contributing to improve the

scalability of the congestion management mechanism. It works as follows.

Network
Packet

generation
Packet
injection

Shared
Buffer

0

Kk-1

Array of
counters

HiHh

Figure 6.3: The shared buffer technique with an array of counters.

The origin host generates packets and stores them in a Shared-Buffer(SB) pro-

vided there is free space. The mechanism chooses the most appropriate packet from

the SB to be injected into the network depending on the time when the packets were

generated and the number of outstanding packets per origin-destination pair. Due to

the fact that the SB is limited, its size has to be defined large enough to ensure that,

in a congested situation, the SB has enough free space to store those packets whose

injection rate is not affected by the corrective actions applied by the congestion man-

agement mechanism. This way,cold-flowscan continue to inject packets into the

network while packets destined to a congested area remain stored in the buffer due to

the applied corrective actions. Moreover, as the corrective actions applied are based

on a DW, it is also needed to control the number of outstanding packets per origin-

destination pair. Therefore, a counter per destination host is required inorder to track
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the number of outstanding packets belonging to every flow. Figure 6.3 shows this

implementation.

Once a packet is injected into the network, its occupied space in the SB is imme-

diately released, remaining available for any other generated packet from any flow.

As in the case of the PVOQ technique, if the buffer size is not large enough, the

injection of packets belonging tocold-flowscould be delayed. This would cause an

increase in their latency. Again, the key issue is to minimize the buffer size without

negatively impacting network performance.



Chapter 7

EVALUATION MODEL

This chapter describes the methodology used to evaluate all the contributions made

in this thesis. Firstly, we describe the different methods that can be used to eval-

uate a system. Secondly, the assessment method used and the requiredparameters

are explained. Finally, the simulated topologies and the applied traffic patternsare

described.

7.1 Evaluation Methods

The evaluation of a system can be accomplished in several ways [52]:

• Measuring a real system: This method provides real results from the evaluated

system. However, it requires the real system to be available, which in most

cases is expensive, or simply not available. This method is not used in this

thesis.

• Evaluating an analytical model: This is the cheapest alternative and provides

results in a short time. However, these results are less accurate than other

methods. Therefore, this model is not used in this thesis because we need a

high level of detail in the model to obtain highly accurate results.

• Evaluating a simulated system: This is the most common process to evaluate

99
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a system. Simulation tools provide great versatility and are ease to use. Using

simulation tools may exhibit benefits but also inconveniences. Next, a list of

benefits are enunciated.

– Most complex real-world systems with stochastic elements cannot be ac-

curately described by a mathematical model and be so evaluated analyti-

cally. Thus, simulation is often the only possible way of investigation.

– Simulation allows to estimate the performance of an existing system un-

der the own projected set of operating conditions.

– Alternative proposed system designs (or alternative operating policies for

a single system) can be compared via simulation to see which of them

better meets a specified requirement.

– In a simulation we can maintain much better control over experimental

conditions than would generally not be possible when experimenting with

the real system.

– Simulation allows to study in a short time the system running for a long

time (e.g., an economic system), or alternatively a detailed study of a

system running in a short period of time.

On the contrary, the problem of this method is the large required time to de-

velop the simulation model, which must be a “valid” representation of the sys-

tem under study for providing confidence simulation results, and also the time

needed to run simulations and obtain results with regard to real systems.

In this thesis we have obtained all the results by applying thesimulated system

methodas it is versatile, simple to use, and allows many simulations to be run in

parallel, thus speeding up the research.

7.2 Simulation Tool

To perform these simulations, we have used one of the general-purposeinterconnection-

networks simulators developed by the GAP research group and appropriately up-
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Figure 7.1: The structure of the discrete-event simulation model used.

graded with new functionalities, in order to evaluate the different proposals.

Figure 7.1 shows the basic structure of the discrete event-driven simulationmodel

applied by the simulation tool used in our study. The simulation begins with the ini-

tialization routine, where the simulation clock is set to zero, the system state and the

statistical counters are reset, and the event list is initialized. Then, the timing routine

is called to determine the next event to process. As an example, we considerthe next

one as the eventi. The simulation clock advances to the time in which the eventi

will occur. Then, the event routinei is called, where typically three types of activities

occur: (1) updating the system state to account for the fact that an event of type i

has occurred, (2) gathering information about system performance byupdating the
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statistical counters, and (3) computing the future events due to the accomplishment

of the current event (this information is added to the event list). After processing the

event, the simulator checks if the simulation process has finished (reaching atime

stamp or a certain number of processed messages). If so, the statistics aredumped

and the process finishes.

7.3 Simulator Features

There is a set of parameters (Input Parameters) to be defined in the interconnection

networks simulator used in this thesis. These parameters enable the simulation ofdif-

ferent network configurations under different workloads. As a result of the simulation

process, a set of measures (Output Parameters) is obtained.

7.3.1 Input Parameters

• Design parameters of the network: Thenetwork topology used (Multistage In-

terconnection Networks), theswitching techniqueapplied (Virtual Cut-Through),

links (Unidirectional or Bidirectional), therouting algorithm applied (Deter-

ministic), thenumber of virtual channelsdefined (one), theinput and output

buffer sizes, and thedelay times(Routing, Switch, and Link).

• Traffic load parameters: Thedistribution of packets destinations(Uniform,

Hot-Spot), thepacket size(fixed or variable), and thegeneration rate.

Some of these parameters have a specific value depending on the evaluationcondi-

tions. Therefore, their values will be indicated for each of the cases of study analyzed

in Chapter 8.

7.3.2 Output Parameters

There are a large number of output results that the simulator offers us to assess the

analyzed mechanisms. From the set of offered results, we use the following ones,

and classify them in primary or secondary depending on their relevance:
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• Primary: Thenumber of packets(the number of generated, injected, and re-

ceived packets, and the packets pending at origins or stopped in the network),

thethroughput network (amount of information delivered by the network per

time unit),average latency(it is interesting to know the average time needed to

cross the interconnection network from the origin to the destination node),av-

erage latency from generation time(it informs about the average time needed

from the time the packet is generated at the origin node until it completely ar-

rives at the destination node).

Notice that all the results shown in this thesis are based on latency from gener-

ation time because working with network latency could be misleading. Let us

take for example a network where a set of hosts restrict too much the injection

rate of some flows as a result of a congestion notification. Then, the global

network latency obtained will be reduced, but maybe the throughput wouldbe

also reduced due to the fact that network is becoming idle. That is, too much

restriction on the injection rate could cause idle channels. On the contrary,

latency from generation considers the extra time suffered by packets dueto a

congested network. In other words, a high value of the latency from genera-

tion would mean that larger buffers are needed to avoid a buffer overflow, and

therefore that the application crashes. Anyway, the latency values should not

be analyzed alone, but in combination with throughput.

• Secondary: The average occupancy queues (To detect a possible congestion

situation).

7.4 Traffic Load Models

Once the simulation system has been developed, we have to define the trafficload

which has to be applied in order to get results with different situations of traffic.

There are different models of traffic load:

• Traces: In a real system, we can easily get trace files. Basically, these files

contain information from the traffic generated by real applications, that is,in-
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formation about the origin and destination nodes, the time when the packet was

generated and the size of packets. Next, these files are loaded into the simu-

lation system to simulate a real traffic load. The problem with this method is

that it is dependent on many factors so that, when the trace files are appliedto

a different system, it could not reflect the real network performance.

• Synthetic Traffic: This is the most used traffic load in system evaluations with

simulator tools because it allows to evaluate the network in the most generic

way. Traffic flowing through the network is generated from a predefined traffic

pattern. We evaluate the complete range of traffic injection rate, from low levels

up to saturation point. The typical traffic distributions used are: uniform and

hot-spot. Each one has a different distribution of packet’s destination. Next,

we describe them:

– For uniform traffic, each source end node sends packets to all the desti-

nations with the same probability. This pattern of communication is the

most widely used in other jobs [23], [18], [15], [32], [1], [40].

– For hot-spot, a percentage of the source end nodes inject traffic to the

same destination, whereas the rest of origins inject traffic to random des-

tinations (i.e.uniform traffic). This traffic pattern allows to model the

situation when one or more end nodes (a disk server, for instance) are

frequently accessed by the remaining origins.

In this type of traffic load, the time to inject a packet and its size have to be

defined in order to obtain different injection rates. The synthetic traffic is easy

to generate, but could not fully model the traffic load in a real system. So,

in order to get valid results, a large number of simulations has to be run and

analyzed.

To evaluate the proposed mechanisms in this thesis, we will use mainly synthetic

traffic. However, in a few cases we will apply different traces provided from real

systems in order to validate their performances.
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7.5 Experiments

In this section we describe the selected parameters for the simulator, the type of traffic

load applied and the experiments run.

• Performance indices: The most important measures to evaluate the network

performance aresimulation time, number of injected packets per origin node,

latency, andthroughput. Latencyinforms about the time needed to deliver a

packet at the destination node, whereasthroughputreports about the accepted

traffic. Simulation timeandlatencyare measured in cycles, whereasthrough-

put is measured in bytes/cycle/sw. Notice that, sw refers to the switches with

source hosts connected to them (i.e. the switches of the first stage). It is inter-

esting to know thenumber of injected packets per origin nodein order not to

create an unfair traffic load that could provide inequitable results.

• Evaluated topologies: The presented results in this thesis have been obtained

by simulating the following topologies:

Unidirectional Multistage Interconnection Networks (UMIN)

– Butterfly network 4-ary 4-fly (256 hosts)

– Butterfly network 8-ary 3-fly (512 hosts)

Bidirectional Multistage Interconnection Networks (BMIN)

– Perfect-Shuffle network 4-ary 3-fly (64 hosts)

– Perfect-Shuffle network 4-ary 5-fly (512 hosts)

– Perfect-Shuffle network 8-ary 3-fly) (512 hosts)

Figure 7.2 shows two examples of networks used in our study, but with re-

duced dimensions in order to fit the diagram in this space. In particular, Fig-

ure 7.2(a) presents a Unidirectional Butterfly 2-ary 3-fly network, and Figure

7.2(b) shows a Bidirectional Perfect-Shuffle 2-ary 3-fly network.
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(a) Unidirectional Butterfly 2-ary 3-fly (b) Bidirectional Perfect-Shuffle 2-ary 3-fly

Figure 7.2: Samples of used networks.

The interest in analyzing topologies with a different number of stages,n, and

different values of radix,k, is that, by varying these parameters, the perfor-

mance of the proposed mechanisms for the congestion management could

change. So, in order to ensure the proposed mechanisms work correctlyunder

different scenarios, it is necessary to simulate different configurationnetworks.

• Evaluated Packet Sizes: Simulations have been carried out with differentdata

packet sizes. Depending on the network configuration, we have considered

both fixed payload of 256, 512, and 1024 bytes and variable payloads of 64

up to 512 bytes. In all the configurations, 22 bytes for the header have been

assumed. Moreover, the ACK packet size is 22 bytes for all the cases. These

packet sizes have been assumed following some standard specs as InfiniBand.

• Switch design parameters: For the delay times (Routing, Switch, and Link) a

value of one cycle for each parameter has been assumed. The input andoutput

ports of the switch have 1kB buffers associated. In particular this buffer size

is assumed when the simulated packet size used is 256 bytes. For the rest of

packet sizes, that is, 512 and 1024 bytes, a buffer size of 2kB and 4kB have

been assumed for the fixed packet size respectively, and a buffer size of 2kB

for the variable packet size.

• Traffic load: As it is commented before, both a synthetic traffic pattern and
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a traffic load based on traces are used to evaluate the proposed mechanisms.

In particular, for the synthetic traffic two destination distributions have been

applied. Notice that, depending on the study case, these distributions have

been applied either in isolation or combined in a certain ratio, as will be shown

in Chapter 8.

– Uniform distribution: In this type of distribution, the destination host is

chosen randomly from all hosts on the network.

– Hot-spot distribution: In this type of distribution, the destination host is

always the same host for all the generated packets.

Basically, the traffic load used in this thesis is composed of two different types

of flows, that is, flows injecting uniform traffic and flows injecting hot-spot

traffic. In particular, all network configurations dedicate the 80% of all origin

hosts to inject uniform traffic while the remaining 20% inject hot-spot traffic.

Hosts injecting hot-spot traffic have been uniformly chosen between the total

set of origin hosts. It first generates packets according to a uniform distribution

of destinations, and when the network becomes stable, then it creates a hot-spot

into the network.

Additionally, a traffic load based on traces have been applied. In our case of

study, we have worked with traces from message passing interfaces (MPI) that

allows computers to communicate with one another in clusters and supercom-

puters. In particular, the traces used in our study are from the applications

DL POLY [29] and CPMD [21]. DLPOLY is a general purpose software for

the study of the classical molecular dynamics process, and CPMD is a soft-

ware which implements the density functional theory, particularly designed for

molecular dynamics. Both traces have been simultaneously run in order to

stress the traffic network even more. The process followed was, firstly,to in-

ject the traces from the CPMD application and to keep injecting packets from

this pattern throughout the simulation time. Secondly, when the network status

became stable, the traces from the DLPOLY application were then injected.
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From that moment, the network performance is traced.

7.6 Parameters of Analysis

We have based our analysis on two basic performance parameters, namelylatency

and throughput. In particular, these parameters have been analyzed under certain

conditions, that is, under network saturation and congestion. This allow usto find

out if the Congestion Management Mechanisms (CMMs) analyzed are able to: i)

improve the network performance under a congestion situation, andii ) they do not

affect network performance in the absence of congestion.
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Figure 7.3: Analysis points depending of the traffic load.

In order to analyze the behavior of the system, we have defined three points of

analysis such as shown in Figure 7.3. They represent the achieved latency for a

given injected traffic into a network. These three points (a,b,c) allow us to analyze

the network performance with a low, medium, and high traffic load, respectively. In

particular, the point,c presents the network performance when the network is near the

saturation point but not in the saturation situation yet. In this three point of analysis,

we take samples of the system and represent the latency and throughput along the

simulation time.
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To obtain valid results, it is necessary to define a transitional period of simulation

in which the network performance is unstable. Once the system reaches a stable state,

we can take samples for the analysis. This period of instability depends on network

size and injected traffic. For each case of study the duration of the transition period

is described in the Performance Evaluation Section.





Chapter 8

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this chapter, we evaluate in depth all the congestion management mechanisms pro-

posed in this thesis. In addition, a comparative analysis with respect to the previous

proposals is made.

8.1 Introduction

After proposing two new a new congestion management mechanisms, two basicanal-

yses have to be carried out to validate the new proposal. The main goal is to check

if the mechanisms are able to effectively reduce the negative effects caused by a con-

gestion situation. Firstly, the performance of the new proposal with different network

configurations and under different traffic loads has to be compared withthe results

when no congestion management mechanism is applied. The second step is to com-

pare the mechanism performance to the ones achieved by previous proposals. This

second analysis is intended to verify whether the proposed mechanisms areable to

improve the results achieved by the latter ones.

Following this evaluation method, in this section, first, we show in detail a com-

plete analysis of the MVCM mechanism with different network configurationsand

under different traffic loads. Next, a comparative analysis between theMVCM per-

formance and the previous proposals, (Pfister’s implementation, and Renato’s pro-

111
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posal) is carried out. Additionally, the IOCM proposal has been added to this analysis

in order to find out which packet marking technique achieves better resultsin differ-

ent environments, under the same conditions (network configuration and traffic load).

In particular, this comparative study focuses on a global analysis of the congestion

management mechanisms such as they were originally proposed.

Next, in order to explain the behavior of these mechanisms, a more detailed anal-

ysis of the influence of the different strategies applied for packet marking, congestion

detection, and congestion correction is presented. In particular, this analysis presents

the results of the impact of applying the different packet marking schemes (IPM,

RPM, OPM, IOPM, and MVPM), the window-based schemes applied (dynamic and

static window), the corrective actions scheme defined, the effect of applying a WS

limitation, and the impact of applying a recovery scheme (progressive or immediate

recovery), such as they were defined in Chapters 4 and 5.

Finally, an analysis of the three techniques to eliminate the HOL-blocking phe-

nomenon by classifying generated packets at origins, that is, Full VirtualOutput

Queue, Partial Virtual Output Queue, and Shared-Buffer, such as proposed in Chapter

6, is presented. Additionally, a study about the storage requirements of each alterna-

tive is done.

8.2 The MVCM Proposal

8.2.1 Performed Analysis

In this study, a large set of results from several network configurations and different

traffic rates have been evaluated and analyzed. In particular, performance results for

the Unidirectional MINs (UMINs) Butterfly 4-ary 4-flyand8-ary 3-fly, and for the

Bidirectional MINs (BMINs) Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly, 4-ary 5-fly, and8-ary 3-fly

are shown. Notice that these network configurations have been chosenin order to find

out if the MVCM mechanism behaves in the same way regardless of the switch radix

and the number of network stages. Additionally, all these network configurations

have been evaluated withLow, Medium, andHigh injection rates.
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The traffic patterns applied are based on synthetic traffic. Basically, this traffic

load is composed of two different types of flows, that is, flows injecting uniform traf-

fic and flows injecting hot-spot traffic. Table 8.1 shows the synthetic trafficpattern

applied to all these network configurations. In particular, in all network configura-

tions an 80% of all origin hosts inject uniform traffic while the remaining 20% inject

hot-spot traffic. Hosts injecting hot-spot traffic have been uniformly chosen among

the total set of origin hosts. As shown in Figure 8.1, it first generates packets accord-

ing to a uniform distribution of destinations, and when the network becomes stable,

then it creates a hot-spot into the network.

Network Traffic pattern

#Sources Destination

80% Uniform

20% Stop-HotSpot-Stop

Table 8.1: The synthetic traffic pattern applied in the MVCM analysis
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Figure 8.1: Graphic diagram of the applied traffic pattern, based on a hot-spot traffic.

Basically, hosts that send uniform traffic continue injecting packets duringthe

whole simulation, and hosts that generate hot-spot traffic remain inactive until the

first 50,000 packets have been completely received at the destination hosts, which
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makes the network performance stable. Next, they start generating a set of pack-

ets from each origin host with the same injection rate as that of the other hosts,but

addressed to a single destination host (the hot-spot). Later, when each host has com-

pleted the generation of the hot-spot packets, they stop generating new ones. Notice

that simulation finishes after all the packets belonging to the hot-spot traffic are com-

pletely received.

In order to analyze the real effect of the mechanism over the differenttypes of

flows in the network, bothcold andhot-flowshave been separately traced in all sim-

ulations.

8.2.2 Parameter Initialization

First of all, to evaluate the MVCM proposal, it is necessary to initialize previously

its configuration parameters with the correct values. As described in sections 4.3 and

5.3, the correct initialization of those parameters is key to achieve a good mechanism

performance and, therefore, to reach the best results. In what follows, we describe

the process followed to initialize correctly the different parameters of the mechanism,

that is, the buffer thresholds, the window size, and the waiting interval calculation

values.

• Buffer Threshold: To define the values for the input and output buffer thresh-

olds, we have calculated the average buffer occupancy under the worst working

conditions under a well-balanced traffic, that is, when a uniform traffic distri-

bution with an injection rate near the saturation point is applied. With this

traffic load, we try to stress the network by reaching performance valuesclose

to the saturation point, thus obtaining the maximum values for the buffer occu-

pancy that can be achieved with a uniform traffic load. To obtain valid samples

for the analysis, it has been necessary to start the simulation and to wait fora

stable period. After this transitional period, the simulator takes some samples.

Figure 8.2 shows the results of our simulations.
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Figure 8.2: The average occupancy for the input and output buffersfor different

network configurations and packet lengths.

The analysis was carried out with all the network configurations evaluatedin

this thesis, that is theUMINs Butterfly 4-ary 4-flyand 8-ary 3-fly, and the

BMINs Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly, 4-ary 5-flyand 8-ary 3-fly. Additionally,

different packet sizes have been tested, that is, fixed packed sizes of 256, 512,

and 1024 bytes, and variable packet sizes between 64 and 512 bytes. In par-

ticular, these packet sizes have been chosen with the purpose of comparing the

results with those achieved by the current proposals for InfiniBand. For these

packet sizes, the buffers were defined with a size of 1, 2, and 4 kB forthe dif-

ferent fixed sizes of 256, 512, and 1024 bytes, respectively, and 2kB for the

variable size, in order to keep constant the ratio between the buffer size and the

packet length. Notice that the occupancy at both input and output buffers were

separately traced. In particular, the occupancy for every input and output buffer

has been checked every 1,000 cycles during all the simulation, thus obtaining

an average result at the end of the simulation process.

As it can be seen in Figure 8.2, we have obtained, on average, an occupancy of

about 66% and 33% of the input and output buffer capacity respectively, for all
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the packet sizes and network configurations analyzed. These results allow us to

choose the initial values for the thresholds which are the responsible for detect-

ing a congestion situation. So, as a result of that, we have assumed the values

of 66% and 33% of the buffer capacity for the input and output buffers, respec-

tively, in all the simulations conducted in this thesis. Notice that, although the

obtained results for buffer threshold are similar in every configuration network

analized, it will always depend on the buffer and packet size assumed.How-

ever, the most important thing is that the process applied to calculate the buffer

threshold is simple and effective.

• Window Size: In order to initialize the dynamic window value for the different

network configurations analyzed in this thesis, let us apply the theoretical study

shown in section 5.3.1 to the largest and smallest network configurations (in

number of stages) simulated, that is, theBMIN 4-ary 5-fly, and theUMIN 8-

ary 3-flyconfigurations, respectively.

For theBMIN 4-ary 5-fly, the calculated dynamic window values for the small-

est (256 bytes) and the largest (1024 bytes) packet sizes by applyingthe for-

mula (5.6) are:

ω256 =
K+(Lhead+Lpayload)

(Lhead+Lpayload) = 76+(22+256)
22+256 = 354

278 ≈ 1.28

ω1024 =
K+(Lhead+Lpayload)

(Lhead+Lpayload) = 76+(22+1024)
22+1024 = 1122

1046 ≈ 1.07

where the value of theK constant is equal to(2 ∗ h ∗ thop ∗ B + Lack) (see

section 5.3.1).

In order to check this theoretical values, we have obtained some simulation

results. Let us assume a uniform traffic distribution destination with an in-

jection rate near the saturation point and with the two different fixed packet

sizes. In these scenarios, we have obtained window sizes with values of at

leastω
′

256 ≈ 1.4 andω
′

1024 ≈ 1.27 packets for packets of 256 and 1024 bytes,

respectively. These values have been obtained by calculating the average num-

ber of outstanding packets per flow during all the simulation time. Notice that
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a large number of samples have been taken during all the simulation time in

order to calculate the average value.

As the calculated values in the absence of contention areω256 = 1.28 and

ω1024 = 1.07 packets, and the ones achieved by simulation areω
′

256 = 1.4

andω
′

1024 = 1.27 packets, respectively, the correct window size to be chosen

should beω = 2 in both cases, which is the nearest integer value which does

not penalize network throughput as a smaller value would do. Notice that

the ω
′

values are slightly larger than the theoretical valuesω because some

contention appears in the network. Larger values for the window size arenot

useful when the network is not congested, but allow to inject more packetsinto

the network when congestion appears and packet latency increases, worsening

the congestion situation.

Next, we analyze the dynamic window size for theUMIN 8-ary 3-fly, with the

same conditions described in section 5.3.1 and evaluating both packet sizes,

that is, a fixed data payload equal to256 and1024 bytes. We obtain that the

optimumω values are:

ω256 =
K+(Lhead+Lpayload)

(Lhead+Lpayload) = 40+(22+256)
22+256 = 318

278 ≈ 1.14

ω1024 =
K+(Lhead+Lpayload)

(Lhead+Lpayload) = 40+(22+1024)
22+1024 = 1086

1046 ≈ 1.04

Again, let us assume a uniform traffic destination distribution with an injection

rate near the saturation point in both cases. With this configuration, we have

obtained a window size at least with a value ofω
′

256 ≈ 1.2 andω
′

1024 ≈ 1.09

packets for the data payload equal to256 and1024 bytes, respectively. There-

fore, the correct window size to be chosen will be againω = 2 in both cases.

As a result of all of that, we will apply a dynamic window with a value of two

in all the network configurations evaluated in this thesis, as a smaller or larger

value will penalize over or under the packet injection.
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• Waiting Interval Calculation: As a result of the analysis shown in section 5.3.2,

where it was studied that the parametersk andn from the network configura-

tion (k-ary n-fly) can be used to efficiently calculate the waiting interval in

multistage interconnection networks, we will apply the proposed method for

all the network configurations evaluated in this thesis. Remember that, thek

parameter indicates the value to reduce the injection rate by dividing the cur-

rent injection rate each time a validated ACK packet is received, whereas then

parameter limits the maximum number of reductions that can be applied.

8.2.3 Evaluation Results

In order to check if the MVCM proposal is a proper alternative to reducethe un-

desirable effects caused by a congestion situation, first we analyze in depth how

the congestion management mechanism reacts against a congestion situation created

in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-flynetwork. Different injection rates have been

checked, (low, medium, and high injection rate) when applying the synthetic traffic

described in Table 8.1. In particular, we analyze this network configuration because

its size is big enough to analyze all the effects caused by a congestion situation. No-

tice that, although other network configurations are evaluated in order to confirm the

mechanism performance, this network configuration will be the one used to analyze

and compare later the MVCM mechanism with respect to the other current proposals

in the same working environment.

Next, we will also analyze other network configurations asBMINs Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 3-flyand8-ary 3-flyand theUMINs Butterfly 4-ary 4-flyand8-ary 3-fly, also

with different injection rates, in order to validate that the proposed mechanism gets

good results regardless of the network configuration and traffic load. We separately

analyze latency and throughput results forcold andhot-flows. Notice that, instead of

using network latencies, we calculated latencies from generation time in all the sim-

ulation results presented in this thesis. The reason is that, although real applications

would stop generating packets when packets cannot be injected into the network as a

consequence of congestion, working with network latency could be misleading. Let
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us take, for example, a network where a set of hosts restrict too much the injection

rate of some flows as a result of a congestion notification. Then, the globalnetwork

latency obtained will be reduced, but maybe the throughput would be also reduced

due to the fact that network is becoming idle. That is, too much restrictions on the

injection rate could cause idle channels. On the contrary, latency from generation

time considers the extra time suffered by packets due to a congested network. In

other words, a high value of latency from generation would mean that larger buffers

are needed to avoid a buffer overflow, and therefore that the application may crash.

Anyway, the latency values should not be analyzed alone, but in combination with

throughput values.

Rate
UMINs Butterfly BMINs Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 4-fly 8-ary 3-fly 4-ary 3-fly 4-ary 5-fly 8-ary 3-fly

Low
0.25 0.6 0.25 0.25 0.5 (1)

16 39 4 32 32 (2)

Medium
0.45 1.1 0.45 0.53 0.9 (1)

29 69 7.2 68 58 (2)

High
0.6 1.6 0.62 0.76 1.5 (1)

38 102 9.6 98 96 (2)

Table 8.2: Traffic rates applied.

(1) bytes/cycle/injectingsw and (2) bytes/cycle.

Table 8.2 presents the different injection rates applied to every case of study.

Notice that values in rows (1) from Table 8.2 indicate the injection rate inbytes/

cycle/ injecting sw1, whereas values in rows (2) indicate the corresponding rate in

bytes/cycle.

In order to choose each of the traffic rates: low, medium, and high for a specific

network configuration, a graph of latency versus traffic has been obtained. Figure 8.3

shows the traffic evolution on the network from low load till the saturation pointwhen

1sw refers to the switches with source hosts connected to them, that is, the switches of the first

network stage
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the MVCM mechanism is applied for theBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly. Addition-

ally, curveno CMMplots the network performance when no congestion management

mechanism is applied. The curveMVCM identifies three points of analysis, namely

a, b, andc, which correspond tolow, medium, andhigh injection rates, respec-

tively. In particular, the values of the injection rate are 32, 68, and 98bytes/cycle,

which correspond to a 0.25, 0.53, and 0.76bytes/cycle/injectingsw. This network

performance has been obtained by applying the traffic pattern shown in Table 8.1 in

each simulation point. Notice that this pattern combines uniform traffic and traffic

addressed to a hot-spot. This fact explains the latency increase even when only a low

rate of traffic is applied.

The rest of the values for the other network configurations, shown in Table 8.2, have

been chosen following the same method.
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Figure 8.3: Points of analysis in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly when applying

the synthetic traffic traffic described in Table 8.1.

The method followed in the evaluation of the MVCM mechanism starts with the

study of theBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-flywith a medium injection rate, which

could represent the normal load of an interconnection network, and with afixed

packet size of 256 bytes. Next, these results are compared to the ones obtained with

the same network configuration but with low and high injection rates, in order to

check if the MVCM mechanism is able to palliate congestion with different injection
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rates. Additionally, the same network configuration and traffic rates are evaluated

with a variable packet size, between 64 and 512 bytes, in order to validate that the

mechanism also functions with variable packet sizes. The MVCM has also been eval-

uated with fixed packet sizes of 512 and 1024 bytes. However, performance results

for these values are not shown because they are similar to those obtained for the fixed

packet size of 256 bytes.

Finally, in order to generalize these results to other multistage interconnection

networks, the MVCM is evaluated with other network configurations which vary the

parametersk andn (in networksk-ary n-fly), in order to find out if MVCM is able to

also react efficiently, regardless of the size of the switch radix (k) and the number of

network stages (n).
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BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly

1. Medium Injection Rate, Fixed Packet Size

Figures 8.4 and 8.5 show how the performance of thecold andhot-flows, re-

spectively, are affected when a congestion situation appears and no congestion

management mechanism is applied to solve it. Notice that in all figures, the

shaded area approximately indicates the period of time during which the origin

hosts that generate the traffic destined to the hot-spot are injecting packetsin

order to provoke a congestion situation.
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Figure 8.4:(a) Latency and(b) throughput for cold-flows in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 5-fly without any CMM when applying a medium injection rate and a fixed

packet size=256 bytes.

In particular, Figures 8.4(a) and 8.5(a) represent latencies from generation

measured in clockcycles, whereas Figures 8.4(b) and 8.5(b) represent through-

put measured inbytes/cycle/injectingsw.

As can be seen in Figure 8.4(a), latency forcold-flowsincreases up to more

than 140,000 cycles during the congestion period, thus penalizing the normal

traffic for cold-flows. In the same way, Figure 8.4(b) confirms this trend by

showing the throughput drop suffered by these flows within this congestion

period. This reduction appears because traffic addressed to the hot-spot allows
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Figure 8.5:(a) Latency and(b) throughput for hot-flows in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 5-fly without any CMM when applying a medium injection rate and a fixed

packet size=256 bytes.

lower throughput than uniform traffic distribution does, due to the higher con-

tention for the channels. Therefore, when the hot-spot traffic starts, all the net-

work throughput falls down till the maximum level allowed by thehot-flows

(hot-spot traffic). This is due to thecold-flowsare suffering HOL blocking

provoked by thehot-flowsthat prevents the network bandwidth from being ef-

ficiently exploited. Figure 8.5(b) shows howhot-flowsincrease their through-

put during the congestion period until approx the level where the throughput

of cold-flowdrops. Also, as Figure 8.4(a) shows during this process,hot-flows

increase progressively their latency. Notice thatcold-flowstraffic is about 80%

of the generated traffic, so this decrease represents a very substantial fall of the

traffic that is not compensated by the increase inhot-flowstraffic. Therefore,

the injected traffic is not fairly balanced.

This effect can be observed in Figures 8.6(a) and 8.6(b) which present latency

and throughput, respectively, forcold+hot flowswhen no CMM is applied. As

it can be seen, although the percentage ofhot-flowsis about 20%, it provokes a

significant reduction in network throughput and an increase in network latency.
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Figure 8.6:(a) Latency and(b) throughput for cold+hot flows in a BMIN Perfect-

Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly without any CMM when applying a medium injection rate and a

fixed packet size=256 bytes.

Next, Figures 8.7 and 8.8 show how the MVCM mechanism is able to re-

duce the negative effects caused by this congestion situation. In particular,

Figures 8.7(a) and 8.7(b) represent latency and throughput, respectively, for

cold-flows, whereas Figures 8.8(a) and 8.8(b) represent latency and through-

put, respectively, forhot-flowswhen the MVCM mechanism is applied. As

can be seen in Figure 8.7(a), the maximum value for latency has been reduced

to less than 4,000 cycles approximately. It represents an important reduction

when compared to the maximum value of 140,000 cycles achieved in Figure

8.4(a).

Notice that in Figures 8.4(a) and 8.7(a) the scales of y-axis are different in

order to better compare the maximum values of latency achieved. In the same

way, the MVCM mechanism reacts avoiding the sharp drop which appeared

on Figure 8.4(b), and providing a sustained performance level reducing the

throughput degradation, as presented in Figure 8.7(b). This result is positive

as it is indicative that HOL blocking is avoided and packets belonging tocold-

flowsare barely suffering the congestion problems.
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Figure 8.7:(a) Latency and(b) throughput for cold-flows in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 5-fly when applying the MVCM with a medium injection rate and a fixed packet

size=256 bytes.
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Figure 8.8:(a) Latency and(b) throughput for hot-flows in a BIMN Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 5-fly when applying the MVCM with a medium injection rate and a fixed packet

size=256 bytes.

In addition, when comparing thehot-flow performance between Figures 8.5

and 8.8, we can observe that, although packets belonging tohot-flowssuffer

an increase in their latency up to 450,000 cycles in Figure 8.8(a) with regard
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to Figure 8.5(a), again this result is positive because the MVCM mechanism

is able to fairly manage the network bandwidth due to the fact that oscillations

are reduced when the congestion period ends, as can be observed in Figures

8.8(a) and 8.8(b).
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Figure 8.9:(a) Latency and(b) throughput for cold+hot flows in a BMIN Perfect-

Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly when applying the MVCM with a medium injection rate and a

fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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nation in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly when applying a medium injection rate,
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Notice that these results are expected because the total amount of bandwidth

demanded by the origin hosts cannot be provided by the hot-spot, so the through-

put is reduced and as a consequence, the latency of the involved packets is

increased.

In the same way, Figures 8.9(a) and 8.9(b) present latency and throughput,

respectively, forcold+hot flowswhen the MVCM mechanism is applied. As

it can be seen, Figure 8.9(a) presents a steady increase in the global latency.

However, when all hot-spot packets are consumed, latency is suddenlyreduced

unlike what Figure 8.6(a) shows when no CMM is applied. Additionally, Fig-

ure 8.9(b) shows that there are no longer throughput drops due to congestion.

Next, in order to validate the fairness of the strategy applied to reduce the

congestion, it is mandatory to verify that MVCM does not reduce the injec-

tion rate of flows injecting packets toward the hot-spot in excess. To this end,

Figure 8.10 shows the percentage of utilization of the link connected to the

hot-spot for the analyzed network. Figures 8.10(a) and 8.10(b) present results

when no corrective actions are taken and when the MVCM corrective actions

are applied over the responsible flows, respectively. Notice that duringthe con-

gestion period, Figure 8.10(b) shows that the analyzed link is busy at 100 per

cent when the MVCM proposal is applied. On the contrary, when no CMM is

applied, the link bandwidth is not utilized at 100 percent in a sustained way due

to the fact thathot-flowsalso suffer the consequences of the congestion caused

by themselves. Moreover, when congestion disappears, the utilization values

present less oscillations than when no congestion management is applied in

Figure 8.10(a). So, although corrective actions are stopping packets belong-

ing to flows responsible for congestion at origins to provide enough bandwidth

for the flows non-responsible for congestion, those flows continue to inject

enough packets into the network to keep busy the link connected to the hot-

spot. Therefore, the MVCM proposal not only benefits latency and throughput

for cold-flows, as it has been seen in previous figures, but also improves the

hot-flowsperformance by keeping the link connected to the hot-spot busy dur-
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ing all the simulation time. A higher injection of packets belonging tohot-flows

would create head-of-line blocking into the network and, therefore, the latency

for cold-flowswould increase.

As a result, it is verified that the set of corrective actions applied by MVCM

over the flows responsible for congestion not only benefitscold-flows, but it

does not penalize the accepted traffic rate forhot-flows, rather it improves it.

2. Low and High Injection Rate, Fixed Packet Size

Although a medium injection rate seems to be the normal traffic load for a

well-designed interconnection network, it is interesting to test how the MVCM

behaves when a lower or a higher injection rate is applied in the same network

configuration and with the same traffic pattern.

Next, graphs in Figure 8.11 show the network performance when applying

the same traffic pattern as the one applied in the medium injection rate, but

now with low and high injection rates. In particular, Figures 8.11(a1) to (d1)

present results for low injection rates, whereas Figures 8.11(a2) to (d2) present

results for high injection rate. Moreover, Figures 8.11(a1) and(a2) represent

latency forcold-flowswhen no congestion management mechanism is applied,

whereas Figures 8.11(b1) and(b2) present latency forcold-flowswhen MVCM

is applied. As can be observed, again, the values of latency have been drasti-

cally reduced when MVCM is applied, allowing the packet advance through

the network with almost no contention.

In particular, when applying a low injection rate, forcold-flowsmaximum val-

ues of latency up to 100,000 cycles have been reduced to a maximum value of

2,000 cycles whereas values up to 300,000 cycles have been reduced to4,000

cycles for a high injection rate.

Comparing Figures 8.11(a1) and(a2) to the one in Figure 8.4(a), we observe

some differences in performance due to the different injection rate applied. In

particular, when a lower injection rate is used (Figure 8.11(a1)), the period

generating the hot-spot traffic is larger than the one in Figure 8.4(a). Addition-
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ally, Figure 8.11(a2) presents the shortest injection period for hot-spot traffic

because the injection rate is higher than the previous ones.

On the other hand, Figures 8.11(c1) and(c2) represent latency forhot-flows

performance when no congestion management mechanism is applied, whereas

Figures 8.11(d1) and(d2) present latency forhot-flowswhen MVCM is ap-

plied. Again, although packet latency is increased becausehot-flowshave to

stop packets at origins due to the corrective actions applied over the flows

responsible for congestion, once more the MVCM mechanism improves the

hot-flowperformance as it eliminates oscillations when the congestion period

is finished. As can be observed, the MVCM mechanism immediately reacts

against a congestion situation when a lower or a higher injection rate are ap-

plied as it did with a medium injection rate (see Figure 8.8(a)).

Based on our extensive study, we can conclude that MVCM works well with

a fixed packet size of 256 bytes regardless of the traffic injection rate ofthe

nodes (graphs shown before) and also for packet sizes of 512 and1024 bytes

(graphs not shown because the achieved results are similar). Next, to com-

plete the study, it is also interesting to analyze the same network configuration

but with a variable packet size. In particular, the size of the packets will vary

between 64 and 512 bytes.
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Figure 8.11: Latency for(ai)(bi) cold and(ci)(di) hot-flows in a BMIN Perfect-

Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly with(ai)(ci) no CMM and(bi)(di) MVCM when applying(x1)

low and(x2) high injection rate and a fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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3. Variable Packet Size

Figures 8.12, 8.13(a1) to (d1), and 8.13(a2) to (d2) present the network per-

formance for theBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-flywhen applying medium,

low, and high injection rates respectively, with a variable packet size of 64/512

bytes. Notice that the traffic pattern applied is based on distribution of a 50%

of 64-byte packets and a 50% of 512-byte packets.
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Figure 8.12: Latency for(a)(b) cold and(c)(d) hot-flows in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 5-fly with(a)(c) no CMM and(b)(d) MVCM when applying a medium injec-

tion rate and variable packet size 64/512 bytes.

As can be seen, althoughcold-flowsexperience a greater increase in their la-

tency in Figures 8.12(a), 8.13(a1) and 8.13(a2) when no CMM is applied, than

for a fixed packet size of 256 bytes due to the congestion process, MVCM con-

tinues to reduce the maximum values of latency, thus achieving good results
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(Figures 8.12(b), 8.13(b1) and 8.13(b2), respectively) by applying its correc-

tive actions, that is, reducing latency forcold-flowsbut allowing the maxi-

mum injection rate forhot-flowsin order to avoid penalizing them in excess.

Comparing Figures 8.12(d), 8.13(d1), and 8.13(d2), with respect to Figures

8.12(c), 8.13(c1), and 8.13(c2), respectively, we can observe that MVCM re-

duces the oscillations and manages to achieve the best performance forhot-

flows by maintaining a constant injection of packets belonging tohot-flows

until the congestion period is totally consumed.

Comparing these results with the ones achieved when applying a fixed packet

size of 256 bytes, it can be noticed that although applying a proportionally

traffic pattern composed of packets of 64 and 512 bytes, we obtain a small

penalization in latency due to the fact that the average packet size is slightly

larger (288 bytes) than with a fixed packet size (256 bytes).

After analyzing the MVCM performance for theBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-

fly, it is necessary to check if the mechanism behaves in the same way when the

network configuration changes. For this study, first we have analyzedtheBMIN

Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly, which reduces the number of stages in the intercon-

nection network with respect theBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly, and next the

BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 8-ary 3-fly, which increases the size of the switch radix

but maintains the number of stages with respect theBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary

3-fly. These network configurations have been evaluated with low, medium,

and high injection rates, and with different packet sizes (fixed and variable)

as in the previous analyses. Next, we present results for medium traffic rate

with a fixed packet size of 256 bytes. The rest of the combinations behaveas

expected, achieving similar results and leading to the same conclusions.

Following the same process of study applied in the previous analysis, Figures

8.14, 8.15(a1) to (d1), and 8.15(a2) to (d2) represent the results of the net-

work performance when medium, low, and high injection rates are applied

in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly, respectively. In the same way, Figures

8.16, 8.17(a1) to (d1), and 8.17(a2) to (d2) represent the network performance
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for a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 8-ary 3-flywhen medium, low and high injection

rates are applied, respectively. In particular, the values of the injection rates of

7.2 bytes/cycle, which corresponds to 0.45 bytes/cycle/sw, and 58 bytes/cycle,

which corresponds to 0.9 bytes/cycle/sw, have been applied to these network

configurations, respectively. All results shown below have been obtained by

applying the traffic pattern described in Table 8.1 with a fixed packet size of

256 bytes.

As can be observed, the MVCM mechanism behaves as expected. On the one

hand, it reduces latency and palliates the throughput drop forcold-flowscaused

by the congestion situation. On the other hand, althoughhot-flowsexperience a

slight increase in their latency because latencies are calculated since generation

time, their performance experience an improvement by eliminating oscillations

when congestion ends. Additionally, although the size of the switch radix and

the number of stages have changed for these network configurations withre-

spect to the previous one, again the MVCM mechanism behaves as expected.
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Figure 8.13: Latency for(ai)(bi) cold and(ci)(di) hot-flows in a BMIN Perfect-

Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly with(ai)(ci) no CMM and(bi)(di) MVCM when applying(x1)

low and(x2) high injection rate and variable packet size 64/512 bytes.
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BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly
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Figure 8.14:(ai)(bi) Latency and(ci)(di) throughput for(x1) cold and(x2) hot-

flows in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly with(ai)(ci) no CMM and (bi)(di)

MVCM when applying medium injection rate and a fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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Figure 8.15: Latency for(ai)(bi) cold and(ci)(di) hot-flows in a BMIN Perfect-

Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly with(ai)(ci) no CMM and(bi)(di) MVCM when applying(x1)

low and(x2) high injection rate and a fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 8-ary 3-fly
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Figure 8.16:(ai)(bi) Latency and(ci)(di) throughput for(x1) cold and(x2) hot-

flows in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 8-ary 3-fly with(ai)(ci) no CMM and (bi)(di)

MVCM when applying medium injection rate and a fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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Figure 8.17: Latency for(ai)(bi) cold and(ci)(di) hot-flows in a BMIN Perfect-

Shuffle 8-ary 3-fly with(ai)(ci) no CMM and(bi)(di) MVCM when applying(x1)

low and(x2) high injection rate and a fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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After analyzing the network performance when applying the MVCM mechanism in

a set of bidirectional networks, next, we present some more results for other con-

figurations of multistage interconnection networks in order to validate the MVCM

mechanism. In particular, two unidirectional networks have been analyzed, that is,

theUMINs Butterfly 4-ary 4-fly and 8-ary 3-fly. Once more, these network configu-

rations have been simulated and evaluated under the same traffic conditions applied

in the previous analysis, that is, under the synthetic traffic described in Table 8.1

with low, medium, and high injection rates, and with a fixed and variable packet size.

Again, as in all cases, the achieved results showed a similar qualitative behavior as

the one shown in previous analyzed networks. Next, we only show resultsfor both

network configurations when applying a medium injection rate and a fixed packet

size of 256 bytes.

Results for the UMINButterfly 4-ary 4-flynetwork are presented in Figure 8.18,

whereas Figure 8.19 presents results for the UMINButterfly 8-ary 3-flynetwork.

As it can be observed, again the MVCM mechanism reacts against the congestion

situation in time, that is, reducing the negative effects of congestion over thecold-

flowsand providing a good network performance for bothcold andhot-flowsfor the

two analyzed network configurations.

As it can be seen in this analysis, the MVCM mechanism is an efficient conges-

tion management mechanism, achieving good results with respect to the same situ-

ation without applying any mechanism to manage congestion. Additionally, results

show that MVCM behaves well for multistage interconnections networks regardless

to the network configuration and traffic load.
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UMIN Butterfly 4-ary 4-fly
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Figure 8.18:(ai)(bi) Latency and(ci)(di) throughput for(x1) cold and(x2) hot-

flows in a UMIN Butterfly 8-ary 3-fly with(ai)(ci) no CMM and(bi)(di) MVCM

when applying medium injection rate and a fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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UMIN Butterfly 8-ary 3-fly
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Figure 8.19:(ai)(bi) Latency and(ci)(di) throughput for(x1) cold and(x2) hot-

flows in a UMIN Butterfly 8-ary 3-fly with(ai)(ci) no CMM and(bi)(di) MVCM

when applying medium injection rate and a fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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8.3 Comparing Proposals

In order to evaluate whether the new mechanisms improve the network performance

in a congestion situation with regard to the current proposals (Renato and Pfister),

next, we show a comparative analysis of the congestion management mechanisms

as they were originally proposed under the same network configurations and traffic

loads. Additionally, we also compare MVCM with respect to the IOCM mechanism.

In particular, to compare them we show results for two types of traffic loads. Firstly,

a synthetic traffic based on the one shown in Table 8.1 with three different injection

rates, that is, low, medium, and high injection rate, and secondly, a traffic based on

real traces.

8.3.1 Performance Results for Synthetic Traffic

First of all, a global comparison between the four proposals as they wereoriginally

proposed is undertaken. Figure 8.20 shows the average packet latency versus traffic

for the four analyzed mechanisms, that is, Renato, Pfister, IOCM, and MVCM in a

BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-flywith a fixed packet size of 256 bytes.
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Figure 8.20: Latency vs. traffic for the analyzed CMMs in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 5-fly with a fixed packet size=256 bytes.

The four mechanisms significantly improve the results for traffic and latency with
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respect to the one achieved when no congestion management mechanism is applied.

Among them, as it can be observed, Renato’s proposal shows the worstperformance.

It is because this proposal defines a set of corrective actions basedon a static window

with a fixed size equal to one in any situation. So, in the absence of congestion, it

cannot take advantage of the free network bandwidth because packetshave to wait at

origins while channels could be idle (i.e. a single origin host injecting packets toa

single destination). Moreover, its packet marking strategy based on marking packets

only at input buffers seems insufficient to correctly identify the flows responsible for

congestion in all situations.

In the same way, although Pfister’s implementation achieves better results than

Renato’s proposal, it does not present the best performance as it also uses a simple

packet marking technique based on marking packets only at output buffers with a

subsequent simple recovery strategy. Marking packets only at output buffers also

appears insufficient to correctly identify the flows responsible for congestion in all

situations. Indeed, as this proposal uses only a waiting slots insertion technique in

a progressive way, if a hard congestion situation is suddenly reached and, therefore,

many waiting slots have been inserted, it cannot recover the initial parameters in a

short time while the network is becoming idle. Additionally, since this proposal does

not use any window control, it allows packets to be injected without any limit while

no congestion is detected. So, it works well with low injection rates, but with high

injection rates if marked ACK packets begin to arrive to the origin hosts, they imme-

diately insert waiting slots which can excessively limit the accepted traffic, leading

to a decrease of network performance.

On the contrary, both MVCM and IOCM mechanisms present the best perfor-

mance since they combine a better packet marking technique with a set of effective

corrective actions based on a dynamic window and waiting slots insertion. Asit was

described in previous sections, the dynamic window strategy carries out afirst injec-

tion control if the congestion situation is not so severe, but if this situation persists,

it starts inserting waiting slots between newly generated packets. Additionally,as

the window-based technique applied by IOCM and MVCM limits the outstanding
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packets per flow in any situation, even without congestion, the technique is indeed

preventing a congestion situation before it appears. Notice that the slight improve-

ment shown by IOCM with respect to MVCM is due to the packet marking applied,

which allows to mark packets in advance as it was analyzed in section 4 (Figure

4.12). A more detailed analysis about the influence of the applied packet marking

technique will be carried out in section 8.5. Anyway, results in Figure 8.20 clarify

that, with low injection rates, any of the three mechanisms are able to palliate the

effects of congestion, but, with medium and high injection rates, both Renato’s and

Pfister’s mechanisms are not able to achieve the network performance obtained when

applying the IOCM or the MVCM mechanisms due to the better corrective actions

defined and the improved packet marking scheme applied.

Next, in order to confirm these results, an analysis in depth of how the latency

and throughput of thecold andhot-flowsis affected in the presence of congestion

when the four mechanisms are applied for the same traffic conditions and with the

same network configuration is presented in Figures 8.21 to 8.24. In particular, Fig-

ures 8.21 and 8.22 show results for medium injection rate, whereas Figures8.23 and

8.24 show the performance of each flow type for low and high injection rates, re-

spectively, such as it was described in Table 8.2. Figure 8.21(a1) shows latency for

cold-flow packets when no congestion management mechanism is applied, whereas

Figures 8.21(a2), 8.21(a3), 8.21(a4), and 8.21(a5) show results forcold-flowpack-

ets when the Renato’s, Pfister’s, IOCM, and MVCM mechanisms are applied, re-

spectively. As it can be observed, the four mechanisms are able to drastically reduce

the maximum values of latency from the 140,000 cycles achieved in Figure 8.21(a1)

until less than 10,000 cycles. But, comparing the four graphs(a2), (a3), (a4), and

(a5), both MVCM and IOCM mechanisms achieve values for latency three and two

times lower than the ones obtained with the other mechanisms, that is Renato’s and

Pfister’s, respectively. Additionally, notice that not only are reduced the values for

latency, but also the length of the time period required to consume the set ofcold-flow

packets affected by the congestion is shorter when applying any of the twonew mech-

anisms (MVCM or IOCM) than that required by the other ones. To confirm these
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results, Figures 8.21(b1), 8.21(b2), 8.21(b3), 8.21(b4), and 8.21(b5), which represent

throughput when no CMM, Renato’s, Pfister’s, IOCM, and MVCM mechanisms are

applied, respectively, show to what extend the corresponding mechanisms are able

to mitigate the throughput drop. Again, both IOCM and MVCM clearly presenta

more even throughput performance by eliminating almost all oscillations observed

when the Renato’s and Pfister’s mechanisms are applied. Therefore, both IOCM and

MVCM mechanisms significantly reduce the negative effects of congestion over the

cold-flows.

On the other hand, Figures 8.22(a1) to (a5) and 8.22(b1) to (b5) present la-

tency and throughput forhot-flows, respectively. In particular, Figures 8.22(a1) and

(b1), 8.22(a2) and(b2), 8.22(a3) and(b3), 8.22(a4) and(b4), and 8.22(a5) and(b5)

present results when no CMM, Renato’s, Pfister’s, IOCM, and MVCM mechanisms

are applied, respectively. As it can be observed, both IOCM and MVCMlatency

results present a shorter and steadier incline with less oscillations. Renato’s results

for latency show the longest period to recover the initial situation, that is, thenet-

work status before the congestion appears, due to the fact that the application of a

static window stopshot-flowpacket injection for too long. In the same way, Pfister’s

graph shows a long period to recover the initial network state because manygaps of

injection packets appear during the simulation time as a result of the application of

the waiting slots insertion technique without any limitation, unlike both IOCM and

MVCM do. This negative effect, produced by not applying a correct limitation in the

waiting slots technique, will be analyzed in depth in section 8.4.4.

To corroborate these results, we can observe in Figures 8.22(b1) to (b5) that the plots

that correspond to IOCM and MVCM(b4) and(b5) present more stable values during

the congestion period, and, when congestion ends, oscillations hardly appear.

Finally, Figures 8.23 and 8.24 show the latency results for low and high injection

rates, respectively. In particular, graphs(a1) to (a5) represent latency forcold-flows,

whereas graphs(b1) to (b5) represent latency forhot-flows.

Analyzing the results in Figure 8.23, we detect that for low injection rate the four

mechanisms are able to manage congestion, achieving similar results, as expected.
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The four mechanisms use some typical well-known techniques to detect and manage

congestion, so with low congestion any mechanism is able to detect and manageit

in time. On the contrary, when a high injection rate is applied, as shown in Figure

8.24, we observe that, again, both IOCM and MVCM mechanisms are the onesable

to manage congestion in the best way. Moreover, we can state that, when a high

congestion degree is suddenly reached, the corrective actions appliedby both IOCM

and MVCM, that is, reducing the dynamic window and later inserting waiting slots,

reach the maximum capacity to manage congestion in a short time.

On the other hand, Renato’s proposal is not able to manage congestion atall

with a high injection rate because it applies a static window with a fixed value of

one. So, when corrective actions start to be applied as a consequenceof the de-

tected congestion, the mechanism is never able to recover the initial values. This will

be analyzed in depth in section 8.4.2. Likewise, Pfister’s implementation reduces

the maximum value of latency forcold-flows, but does not achieve the IOCM and

MVCM results neither for latency nor throughput (value not shown in Figure). As a

result, we can conclude that both IOCM and MVCM mechanisms improve the per-

formance achieved by previous proposals under the same network configuration and

traffic rates.
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Figure 8.21: (ai) Latency and(bi) throughput forcold-flowsin a BMIN Perfect-

Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly with(x1) no CMM, (x2) Renato,(x3) Pfister,(x4) IOCM, and

(x5) MVCM when applying medium injection rate and fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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Figure 8.22: (ai) Latency and(bi) throughput for hot-flows in a BMIN Perfect-

Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly with(x1) no CMM, (x2) Renato,(x3) Pfister,(x4) IOCM, and

(x5) MVCM when applying medium injection rate and fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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Figure 8.23: Latency for(ai) cold-flows and(bi) hot-flows in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 5-fly with (x1) no CMM, (x2) Renato,(x3) Pfister, (x4) IOCM, and (x5)

MVCM when applying low injection rate and fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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Figure 8.24: Latency for(ai) cold-flows and(bi) hot-flows in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 5-fly with (x1) no CMM, (x2) Renato,(x3) Pfister, (x4) IOCM, and (x5)

MVCM when applying high injection rate and fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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8.3.2 Performance Results for Traces

In previous sections, the newly proposed congestion management mechanisms have

been evaluated with several network configurations and under different traffic loads.

These traffic loads have been specifically defined to test the new proposals under dif-

ferent possible traffic conditions which create different levels of congestion. As ana-

lyzed, both IOCM and MVCM mechanisms react efficiently against congestion, thus

presenting good performance results. However, all these results havebeen obtained

by simulating synthetic traffic. Therefore, it is interesting to test the performance of

the new mechanism under a traffic load based on real traces.

Simulating real traces involves, firstly, getting the trace files from a real applica-

tion, and secondly, adapting those files to the simulation environment which evaluates

the mechanism. Notice that, although a traffic based on traces comes from a real ap-

plication, normally the trace files have to be adapted to the simulation environment.

That is, fitting the number of hosts and adapting the compression ratio to our needs.

Therefore, when applying the resulting files to the simulation scenario, we are not

exactly replicating the original behavior.

In our case of study, we have worked with traces from message passinginterface

(MPI) that allows nodes to communicate in clusters and supercomputers. In partic-

ular, the traces used in our study come from the applications DLPOLY [29] and

CPMD [21]. DL POLY is a general purpose software for the study of the classical

molecular dynamics process, and CPMD is a software which implements the density

functional theory, particularly designed for molecular dynamics. Both traces have

been simultaneously run in order to stress the traffic network even more. The process

followed was, firstly, to inject the traces from the CPMD application and to keep in-

jecting packets from this pattern throughout the simulation time. Secondly, whenthe

network status became stable, the traces from the DLPOLY application were then

injected. From that moment, the network performance is traced till all packets from

the DL POLY files are injected and consumed, as shown in Figure 8.25. Notice that

in this case, we globally analyze the flows in the network, instead of analyzingcold

andhot-flowsin a separate way. This reproduces a more real scenario in which two
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Figure 8.25: Graphic diagram of the traffic pattern based on traces applied.

or more applications interact. All the analysis is performed in aBMIN Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 3-fly.

Figure 8.26 presents the network performance when applying the traffic based

on traces in each analyzed mechanism. In particular, Figure 8.26(a1) to (a5) shows

latency, whereas Figure 8.26(b1) to (b5) shows network throughput. As it can be ob-

served, both IOCM and MVCM mechanisms obtain the same results and present the

lowest values for latency with respect to the other proposals. In particular, maximum

latency value up to 100,000 cycles in Figure 8.26(a1) is reduced to less than 5,000 cy-

cles in Figures 8.26(a4) and 8.26(a5). In particular, it achieves values around 1,000

cycles on average. On the contrary, the other two proposals reduce latency to values

around 4,000 cycles on average, reaching peak values near 10,000 cycles. Addition-

ally, as it can be seen, both IOCM and MVCM present less oscillations than the other

proposals. These results are corroborated in Figure 8.26(b1) to (b5), which shows

that, although the four proposals recover the throughput drop causedby congestion,

both IOCM and MVCM achieve the best performance.

As analyzed, both IOCM and MVCM mechanisms are also able to manage real

congestion in a general scenario as that recreated by applying traffic based on traces.
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Figure 8.26:(ai) Latency and(bi) throughput when applying traffic based on traces

in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly.
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8.4 Analysis of the Influence of the Techniques Applied by

the Evaluated CMMs

In previous sections, the four congestion management mechanisms have been glob-

ally evaluated. The network performance have been compared such as they have

been originally proposed. Results show the global performance of eachmechanism,

but they do not separately analyze the impact of the different techniquesapplied by

those mechanisms, that is, the packet marking mechanism and the correctiveactions

scheme. Therefore, we consider convenient to carry out an exhaustive study [37] an-

alyzing to what extent the performance exhibited by those mechanisms is due tothe

packet marking strategy or, conversely, it is due to the corrective actions applied.

In the following sections, we present an analysis in depth of the differentschemes

applied by the evaluated mechanisms in order to assess the impact of each technique

on the final performance. In particular, the techniques analyzed are: the different

packet marking schemes to detect a congestion situation, the window management

schemes, the corrective actions applied to reduce the congestion effects, the waiting

slots insertion limitation, and finally the recovery strategies used when congestion

ends.

The results presented in the next sections have been achieved for a synthetic traf-

fic pattern (as described in Tables 8.1 and 8.2) in aBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly

with a fixed packet size of 256 bytes.

8.4.1 Impact of the Packet Marking Scheme

First, we are going to analyze the influence of the packet marking scheme asit is the

first mechanism that takes place to detect packet congestion. The five packet marking

schemes described at section 4.2 have been separately analyzed, that is, marking

packets only at input buffers, referred to asIPM, the Renato’s packet marking variant,

referred to asRPM, the Pfister’s packet marking based on marking packets only at

output buffers, referred to asOPM, the input-output packet marking, referred to as

IOPM, and finally the marking and validating packet marking, referred to asMVPM.
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Figure 8.27: Impact of the different packet marking schemes applied in a BMIN

Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly with a fixed packet size=256 bytes.

Notice that bothIPM andRPM detect congestion at input buffers but they work in

a different way. That is,IPM just marks new incoming packets when the occupancy

overflows the defined threshold, whereasRPM works in a more elaborated way, as

described in section 3.5.1.

Figure 8.27 shows a performance comparison of the five different marking schemes,

but applying the same corrective strategy in all cases. This way, we can evaluate the

impact of the packet marking scheme under the same conditions. In particular, the

corrective actions scheme applied is the one used in the MVCM and IOPM mecha-

nisms, since it achieved the best results. Only the packet marking scheme has been

varied in order to detect whether the packet marking strategy is or is not thekey in

the behavior achieved by a congestion management mechanism. Table 8.3 shows

how the strategy of corrective actions has been adapted to the differentmechanisms

based on their packet marking strategy.

As it can be seen, all the packet marking schemes provide similar results. Only

with medium and high injection rates, bothIPM andRPM, based on marking packets

only at input buffers, present slightly higher values for latency. This isdue to the

fact that packets are only marked at input buffers after the output buffers are full,

so this small delay slightly aggravates the congestion situation before the congestion

management mechanism starts to apply the corresponding corrective actions.
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Scheme Marking Actions Corrective Actions

Input-Buffer Output-Buffer

IPM 1 Not used DW + WS

RPM 1 Not used DW + WS

OPM Not used 1 DW + WS

IOPM

1 0 DW

0 1 DW

1 1 DW + WS

MVPM
1 0 DW

1 1 DW + WS

Table 8.3: Adapting the strategy of corrective actions to the different packet marking

schemes.
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Figure 8.28: Percentage of marked packets for the IPM, RPM, OPM, IOPM, and

MVPM strategies.

These results are justified in Figure 8.28, which shows the percentage of marked

packets for the different packet marking strategies. As it can be seen,both IPM

andRPMare the ones that achieves the lowest marking values for marking truly hot

packets. On the contrary, they have a high marking percentage of cold packets with

regard to the other strategies. Anyway, after analyzing the results shownin Figure

8.27, it can be concluded that the impact of the packet marking scheme is notthe

most important factor determining the global performance of the mechanism. This

first conclusion is very important because it determines that if the corrective actions

scheme is well-designed, the mechanism will be able to react against a congestion
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situation in time, regardless of the packet marking scheme applied.

8.4.2 Impact of the Window Management Scheme

Two different window-based schemes are used in the current congestion management

mechanisms for MINs, that is, either a static or a dynamic window. In order to

decide which is the better scheme to apply, we will analyze the impact of the window

management scheme under the same working conditions. Notice that, in order to

correctly evaluate the impact of each scheme, no other corrective actionswill be

applied to manage congestion, only a window-based technique will be used.In all

cases, the MVPM packet marking scheme has been applied, as it was one of the

which that showed lower latencies, and it is the native marking scheme described in

the MVCM mechanism.
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Figure 8.29: Impact of the window management scheme in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 5-fly with a fixed packet size=256 bytes.

Figure 8.29 shows the results for the two window management schemes with

different window sizes. In particular, curvesSW=1,2,4, and 8show network perfor-

mance with a static window scheme for sizes of 1, 2, 4, and 8 packets, respectively,

whereas curvesDW=2 and 4correspond to the application of a dynamic window

scheme with maximum values for the dynamic window size of 2 and 4, respectively.

As can be observed, both schemes work correctly with low injection rates. In such a
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situation, although a congestion situation suddenly appears, the window-based mech-

anism is enough to palliate the low-congestion effects regardless of the window man-

agement scheme applied and the window size defined. However, with medium and

high injection rates, the worst results are globally obtained if the congestion man-

agement mechanism is based on a static window. In particular, a fixed value of one

(SW=1) restricts too much the injection rate, preventing pending traffic from being

injected, although channels are idle and the network is not congested yet. Addition-

ally, although the size of the static window increases, it will never achieve similar

results to those obtained with a dynamic window.

An interesting fact is that the best results with a static window are achieved witha

SW=2. Higher values decrease network performance until that achieved bySW=8.

From this window size upwards, larger values of static window do not change results

(curves not shown). Notice that a static window will not reduce injection when a

congestion situation is detected, therefore network will reach saturation and network

performance will decrease. Additionally, with a larger window size, the problem gets

worse.

On the other hand, the best results are achieved when applying a dynamic window

technique with an initial value of two (DW=2). If a larger value is used, we continue

to obtain better results than with a static window scheme, but worse than with a

DW=2. This is because with a value of four (DW=4) if congestion appears, as packet

latencies increase, too many packets continue to be injected while ACKs are not

received, which will take more time to reach the origin hosts as a consequence of the

arisen congestion. In this situation, a larger dynamic window value will not beuseful

when the network begins to be congested. So, as can be seen, the best value for this

network is two (DW=2).

As shown in both schemes (dynamic or static window), a window size of two

is the best option. This value depends on the RTT of the network, as previously

calculated in section 5.3.1. In the analyzed network, when network performance is

near the saturation point, the RTT is equal to the time needed to inject 1.4 packets,

approximately, for a fixed packet size of 256 bytes. This is the ideal size of the
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window regardless of the window scheme chosen, as it is the minimum size that is

big enough to avoid bubbles in packet sending. Therefore, a value of 2will be chosen

as it is the nearest integer. This justifies why a SW=2 or a DW=2 achieve the best

results in their particular window schemes and corroborates the theoreticalwindow

size value obtained in section 5.3.1.

Next, in order to confirm why a static window with a fixed value of one (as Re-

nato’s mechanism) is a bad option to manage congestion, we represent in Figure 8.30

latency versus simulation time forcold-flowswhen applying only a static window

scheme to palliate the effects of a congestion situation. No other corrective actions

have been used, only a fixed-size window with different values (SW=1,2, and 4)

along the entire simulation. Figure 8.30 shows the performance for aBMIN Perfect-

Shuffle 4-ary 5-flywhen applying the synthetic traffic pattern shown in Table 8.1 with

a high injection rate and a packet size of 256 bytes. Notice that the gray band repre-

sents the time interval while packets toward the hot-spot are generated.
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Figure 8.30: Latency since generation time for cold-flows with different SWsizes

in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly with a high injection rate and a fixed packet

size=256 bytes.

We can observe that, if the window size is equal to 1 (graph SW=1) lowest values

of latency are achieved during the congestion period. However, once the congestion
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situation decreases, packet latencies continue increasing because a window size of 1

does not allow all packets accumulated at origin hosts during the congestionperiod

to be consumed later. Note that latencies are calculated since generation. Aswe can

see, a window size of 2 (SW=2) provides the best performance. Notice that when the

network is not saturated, a larger window size provides no advantages since the ACKs

arrive at the origins much before 2 packets can be injected into the network. However,

as the network becomes saturated, packet contention arises and packetsstay longer in

the switch queues, increasing the RTT and delaying ACKs. In this situation, alarger

window size allows more packets to be in transit through the network, thus leading

to an even more congested situation. In Figure 8.30, the graph with the windowsize

equal to 4 (SW=4) confirms this behavior.

As a result of that, we can conclude that instead of applying a static window with a

fixed value of one in any situation, as Renato’s proposal does, the window mechanism

has to be initialized with the correct value based on the RTT of the network.

8.4.3 Impact of the Corrective Actions Scheme

Both IOCM and MVCM mechanisms apply a set of corrective actions based on a

combination of a window-based mechanism and the waiting slots insertion. On the

contrary, the other current proposals only use one of these strategies. Therefore, it

is interesting to find out which strategy is the best to get good results. To this end,

we present in Figure 8.31 results for three different options analyzed.The+DW+WS

option identifies the original combination of corrective actions applied by bothIOCM

and MVCM mechanisms which use a combination of both methods, that is, dynamic

window and waiting slots. The+DW-WSrepresents the use of a dynamic window as

a corrective action with the corresponding window size based on the RTT but without

any waiting slots insertion technique. Finally, the-DW+WSoption identifies the use

of the waiting slots insertion without any window strategy. Results shown in Figure

8.31 correspond to network performance when applying the three different options

with the same packet marking strategy (MVPM), in aBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary

5-fly.
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Figure 8.31: Impact of the corrective actions scheme for a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle

4-ary 5-fly with a fixed packet size=256.

As can be seen, with low and even medium injection rates, any of the two options

(+DW+WS and +DW-WS) are able to manage congestion in a good way. However,

although the option -DW+WS seems to present similar results, it presents a signifi-

cant increase in latency with respect to the two other combinations.

On the other hand, with high injection rates the best results are achieved when

both techniques (dynamic window and waiting slots) are jointly applied instead of

working alone.

On the contrary, when applying only the waiting slot technique without any window-

based mechanism, we get the worst results. This is because hosts inject packets

without any limitation until congestion is detected. So, when congestion is detected

and origins are warned about this problem, traffic network is so collapsedthat the

congestion management mechanism is not able to react in time. It is already too late

to react. On the other hand, when applying a dynamic window, at least this scheme

limits the injection rate to the maximum value defined by the dynamic window size

and according to the network configuration. So, if the value is correctly calculated,

that is, based on the RTT, hosts only proportionally inject the number of packets per

flow that the network can deliver in the best case. So, if more packets aregenerated,
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Figure 8.32: Impact of applying corrective actions based on (a) a DW or(b) a WS

technique for a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly with a fixed packet size=256 bytes.

they will be stopped at origins instead of making worse the congestion situationin

the network.

It is an interesting conclusion because it confirms that the window-based technique

correctly sized is key to manage congestion.

Next, in order to check what happens when applying only corrective actions based

on a DW or WS with the different packet marking mechanisms, Figure 8.32 shows

network performances when applying (a) only corrective actions based on a DW and

(b) corrective actions only based on inserting WS. Both Figures 8.32(a)and 8.32(b)

show the network performances when applying the different packet marking mecha-

nisms (IPM, OPM, RPM, IOPM, and MVPM.)

As it can be seen, both figures show similar results to that previously presented in

Figure 8.31. A simple window-based mechanism based on a DW, provides better re-

sults than a technique based only on inserting WS. These results corroborate the idea

that the set of corrective actions defined is the most important strategy in a conges-

tion management mechanism from the overall performance point of view. Anyway,

an interesting conclusion is that the corrective action scheme is the one whichcon-

tributes to achieve a good global throughput by a CMM, whereas the packet marking

scheme improves the results by reducing the number of cold packets marked as it was

observed in Figure 8.28.
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8.4.4 Impact of the Waiting Slot Insertion Limitation

In this section, we check whether the waiting slot insertion limitation technique im-

posed by both the IOCM and MVCM proposals contribute to avoid penalizing the

hot-flowperformance, as it was analyzed in section 5.3.2. To this end, we analyze

what happens if no limitation on inserting waiting slots is defined. As was shown in

section 4.4.3, it is mandatory to limit the number of inserted waiting slots according

to the number of network stages in a multistage interconnection network. Applying

the waiting interval calculation without any limit causes a reduction in the packet

injection rate in excess, stopping packets at origins beyond it is required,while the

network is becoming idle. To justify this behavior, let us analyze what happens when

no limitation in the waiting slots insertion technique is defined in the original MVCM

mechanism.

Figure 8.33 presents the average latency of packets belonging to thehot-flows

when the MVCM mechanism is applied in aBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-flyfor a

medium injection rate(a) with a limitation in the waiting slots insertion method and

(b) without limitation.
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Figure 8.33: Analysis of the impact of the waiting slots insertion limitation over

hot-flows for a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly when applying a medium injection

rate.

As can be observed, some gaps appear as a consequence of increasing excessively
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(more thann-times) the number of waiting slots. Notice that, for this network con-

figuration (4-ary 5-fly), the value isn = 5. This is because, despite the fact that there

is available enough network bandwidth, too much packets belonging tohot-flowsare

stopped at the origin hosts because the waiting interval applied is too long. Notice

that this only occurs if MVCM inserts waiting slots without any limitation.

Figure 8.34: Latency for hot-flows when applying the Pfister’s implementationin a

BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly when applying a medium injection rate.

Additionally, we present in Figure 8.34 thehot-flowperformance when applying

Pfister’s implementation on the same network configuration and traffic load. Ana-

lyzing Figure 8.34, we can observe that Pfister’s implementation suffers from this

problem because, unlike MVCM, this mechanism applies the waiting interval cal-

culation strategy without imposing any limitation in the waiting slots insertion as

does occur with MVCM. Therefore, with a suddenly high congestion, origins could

receive a large number of marked ACK packets in a short period of time and, as a

consequence, they would introduce too much waiting slots, extending the waiting

period beyond it is necessary, that is, more than the maximum number of stages in

the network. Comparing Figures 8.34 and 8.33(b), it can be observed that there are

some differences. First of all, with MVCM the injected hot packets are consumed

sooner than when applying the Pfister’s implementation. Additionally, the maximum

reached values of latency with MVCM are lower than with Pfister’s implementation.

Secondly, as MVCM applies a DW technique combined with the WS technique, al-
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though no limitation is applied for the WS insertion technique, a more steady and

constant consumption of hot packets is presented.

This analysis corroborates that the insertion of waiting slots is a good strategy to

palliate congestion, but the key of this strategy lies in properly limiting the number

of waiting slots insertion, as theoretically described in section 5.3.2.

8.4.5 Impact of the Injection Rate Recovery Scheme

As seen in previous sections, the set of corrective actions applied by both the IOCM

and MVCM mechanisms is well-defined and, therefore, it is an efficient strategy

to react against the negative effects caused by a congestion situation, regardless of

the network and traffic conditions. But now, it is interesting to check if the recovery

scheme applied is also an efficient strategy when congestion disappears.As described

in section 6.2.2, the MVCM mechanism applies what we call anImmediate Recov-

ery scheme. Basically, this scheme is intended to recover the initial values for the

dynamic window and waiting interval as soon as the congestion is reduced even al-

though no ACKs are received. In particular, both parameters will be immediately set

to their initial values if an origin host injects a packet into an empty injection queue.

Other proposals use what we call theProgressive Recoveryscheme. Basically, it only

depends on the ACK packet reception or on a timer which times out and then the

initial values are recovered. Notice that theImmediate Recoverytechnique is com-

plementary and not replaces theProgressive Recovery, that is,Immediate Recovery

is equal toProgressive RecoveryplusReset Parameters.

We have analyzed both options in order to decide which one works better when

recovering from a congestion. To this end, two configurations have been evaluated,

the original scheme defined and applied by the two proposed mechanisms (IOCM and

MVCM), called Immediate Rec, and the one used in most of the current proposals,

referred to asProgressive Rec. To evaluate the impact of both recovery schemes,

we have used the MVCM mechanism as originally proposed for theImmediate Rec

option, and the MVCM mechanism but with a progressive recovery schemebased

only on the ACK packet reception to recover the initial values, as the other current
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proposals apply, for theProgressive Recoption. Figure 8.35 shows the impact of

applying both schemes.
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Figure 8.35: Impact of the recovery scheme for a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly

with a fixed packet size=256 bytes.

As can be observed, for low injection rate there is no difference in their perfor-

mances. In this case, the congestion is not so heavy and the reception of ACK packets,

which warn of the non-congestion situation when congestion decreases,is enough to

recover the initial network status. However, with a medium and high injection rate,

the packet generation is so fast that the ACK packet reception rate is notenough to re-

cover the injection rate quickly when congestion decreases, and therefore, to achieve

the best performance. The scenario is as follows. There is no generated packets

waiting at the injection queues to be injected, but there is still restrictions (waiting

slots) that are being applied until non-marked ACK packets arrive at origins and pro-

gressively release them. However, because of the low packet generation, the number

of ACK packets will be also small, so the recovery period will be unnecessarily en-

larged. On the contrary, when applying theImmediate Rec.option, if a generated

packet is stored in an empty queue, the initial parameters are immediately recovered.

Notice that when network is reaching the saturation point, the performance of both

options converge.
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8.5 MVCM versus IOCM

Although section 8.4.1 showed that the impact of the packet marking scheme is lim-

ited in the overall behavior of a congestion management mechanism, providedthat

the mechanism has a well (structured) set of corrective actions, next we present a par-

ticular analysis about the two congestion management mechanism, the IOCM andthe

MVCM, which presented slight differences in latency in Figure 8.20 due to the packet

marking schemes used in those proposals, the IOPM and the MVPM, respectively.

Figure 8.36 shows the performance of both proposals, the MVCM and the IOCM,

with their corresponding packet marking schemes in aBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-

fly from low injection rate until saturation. In particular, this figure zooms on Figure

8.20 in order to show the slight improvement presented by the IOCM mechanism.
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Figure 8.36: Latency vs. traffic for the MVCM and IOCM mechanisms in a BMIN

Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly when applying a fixed packet size=256 bytes.

The improvement produced by IOCM with respect to MVCM is due to the early

packet marking at output buffers carried out by IOPM. This is because output buffers

fill up earlier than input buffers do when congestion appears, and packets can be

marked at output buffers (MBout=1) regardless of the value of MBin, as commented

in section 6.3.1. This way, the IOCM mechanism can apply corrective actionsslightly
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earlier. On the contrary, with the MVPM scheme, packets will not be validated

(VB=1) at output buffers until they have been marked (MB=1) at inputbuffers. So,

MVCM could introduce a small delay on applying corrective actions.

Figure 8.37: Analysis of the corrective actions applied by MVCM and IOCMin a

BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly when applying a medium injection rate and a fixed

packet size=256 bytes.

To justify this small improvement, Figure 8.37 shows the corrective actions taken

over the flows responsible for congestion by both MVCM and IOCM mechanisms.

In particular, the top graph shows the latency forcold-flowsin a BMIN Perfect-

Shuffle 4-ary 5-flyunder a medium injection rate and a fixed packet size of 256 bytes

without any congestion management mechanism. On the other hand, graph below
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shows the packet marking process and the corrective actions carried out by both

mechanisms.

It can be observed that, when applying the MVPM packet marking strategy, most of

the marking and validation actions are carried out during the time the hot-spot pulse

is being applied(a). On the contrary, the IOPM continues to mark packets at input

and output buffers beyond the end of the pulse(b), due to the wake created by the

pulse. However, as it can be seen, these marking actions do not have toomuch effect

over the corrective actions because the first injected packet to an empty queue will re-

cover the initial values for the mechanism parameters(c). Anyway, notice that most

of the marking actions are also carried out during the hot-spot pulse(d), as expected.

As a result of the marking actions, both mechanisms apply corrective actions.

However, as it can be seen, IOCM starts to apply the dynamic window reduction

(e) before the MVCM does. This is because the IOCM strategy allows the value of

the dynamic window to be reduced at both input and output packet marking with-

out any delay caused by a dependency between marking actions. So, thismarking

independence allow us to apply corrective actions slightly sooner.
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Figure 8.38: Percentage of marked packets for the IOPM, and MVPM strategies.

On the other hand, as it was analyzed in section 4.2.5, although IOPM detectsand

marks packets slightly sooner than MVPM does, this packet marking strategycauses

a higher percentage of wrongly marked packets, as it can be seen in Figure 8.38,

because its accuracy is lower than that of MVPM. As a result of wrongly marking

some packets, corrective actions could be applied over their flows and, itcould pe-
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nalizecold-flowperformance. In particular, if these wrongly marked packets belong

to a critical application, IOPM could introduce a negative effect in the application

runtime.

In order to analyze the effect of the wrong packet marking on the latencyof

thecold-flows, Figures 8.39(a) and 8.39(b) show cold packet latency when applying

IOPM and MVPM, respectively. In particular, each figure presents a graph in black,

which represents latency forcold-flow, and a set of red dots, which represent latency

for packets with wrongly applied actions, as a result of wrongly marked packets. As

it can be seen, Figure 8.39(a) presents a set of packets with wrongly actions at the

beginning of the pulse as a result of the early packet marking at both inputand output

buffers. On the contrary, Figure 8.39(b) presents less wrongly actions because of

its well-structured and more accurate packet marking strategy based on validating

packets at output buffers after previous packet marking at input buffers.
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Figure 8.39: Latency for packets with wrongly applied actions when applying (a)

IOCM and (b) MVCM in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly with a medium injection

rate and a fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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8.6 Avoiding the Head-of-Line Blocking at Origins

In previous sections, it has been shown that the MVCM mechanism achieves better

results than the other proposals due to the application of a thorough packetmarking

strategy combined with an efficient set of corrective actions. However,as it was

seen in section 6.4, a FVOQ technique has been assumed at the NICs of the source

hosts in all the simulations, in order to eliminate the HOL blocking phenomenon at

the origins, and therefore to correctly evaluate the proposed congestionmanagement

mechanism. In spite of this, a FVOQ technique is not scalable. Therefore, inorder to

improve the scalability of the mechanism, two alternative structures, that is, a Partial

Virtual Output Queue (PVOQ) and a Shared-Buffer (SB), were defined in section 6.4.

To find out if the MVCM mechanism with the proposed structures (PVOQ or SB)

obtains the same performance as the one achieved with a FVOQ, next we present the

evaluation and analysis of the two alternative structures.

In what follows, first we evaluate the MVCM mechanism with the same packet

marking and corrective actions scheme, given that it has been shown to be quite

effective, but applying the two alternative structures. Next, we present a study of the

implementation cost of both proposed structures, in order to find out if they contribute

to lower the cost in a significant way with respect to the FVOQ technique.

To evaluate the new storage structures at the NICs of the source hosts, we have

defined two different synthetic traffic patterns. These traffic patterns are intended

to provoke network congestion with different intensity levels and, therefore, to test

the new proposals under diverse traffic conditions. Table 8.4 describes the different

traffic patterns applied.

Network Pattern I Pattern II

#Sources Destination

80% Uniform Unif+HS+Unif

20% stop+HS+stop stop+HS+stop

Table 8.4: Traffic Patterns Applied to Evaluate the PVOQ and SB Structures.

In the first traffic pattern (Pattern I), which has been used in previous analysis to
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evaluate the different CMM, a set of sources generate and inject packets according

to a uniform distribution of packet destinations. Then, the rest of the sources create a

hot-spot in the network by injecting 1,000 packets to a single destination. This traffic

pattern has been applied to obtain the results of Figures 8.40, 8.41, 8.45, and 8.46.

In the second traffic pattern (Pattern II), hosts injecting packets to the hot-spot work

as in the Traffic Pattern I, but hosts injecting uniform traffic start injecting uniform

traffic and randomly each one injects a set of 100 packets to the same hot-spot and

after that, they continue injecting uniform traffic. This second traffic pattern has

been defined to stress even more the network and to evaluate the behavior of the new

storage structures by generating a single bursty traffic. This traffic pattern has been

applied to obtain graphs in Figures 8.42 to 8.44, and 8.47 to 8.48. Also, we show

results for two configurations of packet size. In particular, a fixed packet size of 256

bytes and a variable packet size between 64 and 512 bytes. For other fixed packet

sizes, that is, 512 and 1024 bytes, the results were qualitatively similar.

8.6.1 Evaluating the Scalability

Firstly, we show the evaluation results for theBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-flyin

Figures 8.40 to 8.44, and secondly, to corroborate the results, we show the analysis

for theBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-flyin Figures 8.45 to 8.48.

Curves in Figures 8.40(a) and 8.40(b) show the network performance for the

PVOQ and SB techniques when using different buffer sizes. Notice thatthe size of

the queues depends on the technique applied (see section 6.4). In Figure8.40(a),

the number of queues varies from 1 to 256 queues. For comparison purposes, curve

FVOQ, which represents the original MVCM implementation with 512 queues, is

included. Notice that the module mapping technique has been used to allocate a new

generated packet into the available queues. So, a packet destined to the host n is

stored in the queuen mod q, whereq represents the number of queues.

On the other hand, curves in Figures 8.40(b) show the network performance when

different sizes of SB are used. The values of the buffer size vary between 3kB (ap-

proximately 11 data packets for a fixed packet size of 256 bytes) and 139kB (approx-
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Figure 8.40: Network performance with(a) PVOQ and(b) SB when applying pattern

I in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly and fixed packet size=256 bytes.

imately 512 data packets). Notice that to define a FVOQ, at least a 278kB of storage

source would be needed:

(DWmax ∗ #destinations ∗ packetsize)

However, using an array of counters (see section 6.4), the total size is reduced by

half (139kB), because only one buffer is required whatever the size of the dynamic

window.

Comparing results from both figures, it is expected that, for an acceptablemaximum

latency of 5,000 cycles, (notice that this value is 10 times the average latency for a

packet when network is injecting uniform traffic near the saturation point),it would

be enough to dedicate a maximum SB of 25kB to achieve the same network perfor-

mance as with the FVOQ scheme, whereas a PVOQ needs at least 128 queues, which

correspond to 32kB (128 queues * 278 bytes). Moreover, for a latency of 10,000

cycles (20 times the average latency), a SB size of 25kB still continues to be enough,

whereas PVOQ needs more than 64kB (256 queues * 278 bytes) to achieve similar

results. Notice that when the PVOQ scheme is used, the number of queues needed

increases as congestion increases. On the contrary, the shared-buffer size remains

constant regardless of the congestion level.

In the PVOQ scheme, packets belonging to different flows share the same queue.
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As known, packets belonging to flows responsible for congestion are stopped because

of the injection restriction applied by the congestion management mechanism. So,

once congestion appears, this fact could cause head-of-line blocking, stopping also

packets belonging tocold-flows, which should not be affected by the injection restric-

tions. As traffic injection increases, more packets are affected and more queues are

needed to maintain the same performance. On the other hand, it is enough to dedicate

a SB size of 25kB to keep enough free buffer space to first allocate andlater inject

packets belonging tocold-flows. As a result, these packets do not suffer the head-of-

line blocking phenomenon as it occurs in the PVOQ scheme. Additionally, it should

be highlighted the best use of storage space compared to the PVOQ technique.

Notice that with low injection rates, both proposals, PVOQ and SB, are able to

achieve the best results by dedicating a little memory space instead of applying a

FVOQ.
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Figure 8.41: Network performance with(a) PVOQ and(b) SB when applying pattern

I in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly and variable packet size.

Next, Figures 8.41(a) and 8.41(b) show the performance of PVOQ and SB, re-

spectively, when applying a variable packet size between 64 and 512 bytes. Again,

the SB scheme just needs a buffer size of 25kB, whereas PVOQ needs more than

36kB (128 queues). Although we know that in both cases of study the memory size

will depend on the traffic pattern and the injection rate applied, we have evaluated

other traffic patterns which stress the network much more in order to deduceif there
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is an approximate size which not only saves memory but also allows the best perfor-

mance results to be achieved.
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Figure 8.42: Network performance with(a) PVOQ and(b) SB when applying pattern

II in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly and a fixed packet size=256bytes.
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Figure 8.43: Network performance with(a) PVOQ and(b) SB when applying pattern

II in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly and variable packet size.

Figures 8.42 and 8.43 show the performance when Pattern II is applied with

fixed and variable packet sizes, respectively. In particular, curvesin Figures 8.42(a)

and 8.43(a) represent performance results for the PVOQ, whereas curves in Figures

8.42(b) and 8.43(b) show the performance results for SB. Analyzing the results for

both configurations of packet sizes, again, for a latency of 5,000 cycles, at least 128
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queues are needed in the PVOQ scheme to roughly achieve the best performance,

whereas the SB continues to need 25kB of buffer size. Notice that, again there is

a particular buffer size for SB, which allows to reach the best performance for a

network, regardless the traffic load and injection rate, whereas the PVOQdepends

slightly on those parameters.

Now, in order to test whether the results obtained for the SB are significantor

not, Figure 8.44 presents results when applying the SB scheme with a fixed packet

size and with a modified Pattern II in order to vary the pressure on the shared-buffer.

In particular, an increase and a decrease of 10% of the hot-spot traffic belonging to

thehot-flowshas been applied to obtain graphs(a) and(b), respectively. Once more,

the SB still obtains good results with a memory size of 25kB for maximum latencies

of 5,000 and 10,000 cycles.
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Figure 8.44: Network performance when applying SB with a modified pattern II in a

BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 5-fly and fixed packet size=256 bytes.

Next, to justify that this performance is achieved in other network sizes, Figures

8.45 to 8.48 present results for theBMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly. In particular,

Figures 8.45 and 8.46 are the result of applying the traffic pattern I with a fixed

and a variable packet size, respectively. In the same way, Figures 8.47and 8.48 are

the result of applying the traffic pattern II with a fixed and a variable packet size,

respectively.

As it can be analyzed, dedicating a SB size of 3kB is enough to achieve the best
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results in both values of latency (5,000 and 10,000 cycles), whereas with aPVOQ

more than 4kB (16 queues * 256 bytes) are needed for a fixed packed size and more

than 6kB for a variable packet size.

Finally, we show in Table 8.5 a summary of the memory size needed by both

SB and PVOQ to achieve the same results as a FVOQ for different network config-

urations. Additionally, each network configuration presented in Table 8.5 shows the

percentage of reduction of the memory size when applying either PVOQ or SBwith

respect to the size required by FVOQ. Notice that all these values are results from

our simulations.

Network # Hosts FVOQ PVOQ ∆% SB ∆%

BMIN 4-ary 5-fly 512 256 kB 32 / 64 kB 87 / 75% 25 kB 90%

BMIN 4-ary 3-fly 64 32 kB 4 / 4 kB 87 / 87% 3 kB 90%

BMIN 8-ary 3-fly 512 256 kB 32 / 64 kB 87 / 75% 25 kB 90%

UMIN 4-ary 4-fly 256 128 kB 16 / 32 kB 87 / 75% 12 kB 90%

UMIN 8-ary 3-fly 512 256 kB 32 / 64 kB 87 / 75% 25 kB 90%

Table 8.5: Percentage of the memory reductions when applying SB or PVQ with

respect to FVOQ.

As can be seen in Table 8.5, the memory reductions are significant in both schemes.

Approximately, the memory dedicated by a FVOQ can be reduced between 75%and

90%, if a PVOQ or a SB is used.

In conclusion, the SB scheme is a cost-effective solution when compared tothe

alternative of applying FVOQ or even PVOQ in order to remove the head-of-line

blocking effect at origins. This is because, if the memory is well-managed asin a

SB, a reduced value of memory size can be found so that it allows good results to be

achieved. Additionally, although the memory size seems to depend on the trafficpat-

tern and the injection rate applied, we have checked that with a smaller memory for

SB (25kb), the CMM obtains good results under a low, medium, and high injection

rates and for different traffic patterns.
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Figure 8.45: Network performance with(a) PVOQ and(b) SB when applying pattern

I in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly and a fixed packet size=256 bytes.
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Figure 8.46: Network performance with(a) PVOQ and(b) SB when applying pattern

I in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly and variable packet size.
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Figure 8.47: Network performance with(a) PVOQ and(b) SB when applying pattern

II in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly and a fixed packet size.
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Figure 8.48: Network performance with(a) PVOQ and(b) SB when applying pattern

II in a BMIN Perfect-Shuffle 4-ary 3-fly and variable packet size.

8.6.2 Chip Area Requirements

In the previous section, we have evaluated by simulation the feasibility of the alter-

native storage structures to improve the scalability of the MVCM mechanism. In

particular, the analysis was focused on the replacement of the FVOQ buffer orga-

nization, which has been assumed in the evaluation of the MVCM mechanism, by
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a PVOQ or a SB organizations. Table 8.5 presented a summary of the calculated

memory sizes needed with regard to the network configuration.

In this section, we estimate the cost of the new storage schemes in the NICs of

the hosts by calculating the silicon area required to implement them. The hardware

description language used in the design of the memory schemes wasVerilog using

the applications DSCH [67] and Microwind [67] to compile the correspondingde-

signs. In particular, the method applied to obtain the results was, firstly, to design

the proposed memory schemes with DSCH in order to get the Verilog files, and,sec-

ondly, to import these files with Microwind to obtain the cost of implementation by

calculating the silicon area required. The different schemes have been designed for a

45nm CMOS technology.

NetworkHhi
Packet

generation
Packet
injection

Storage
Structure

Control
Memory

Figure 8.49: Basic diagram implemented to calculate the cost of implementing the

different memory schemes (memory structure and control memory).

Figure 8.49 shows a basic diagram representing the implemented scheme. In par-

ticular, thehi identifies any origin host in the network, theStorage Structurerepre-

sents the different memory schemes analyzed, that is FVOQ, PVOQ and SB,and the

Control Memoryidentifies the additional memory needed to control the outstanding

packets, the dynamic window size, and the waiting slots per flow.

As a result of this study, the Figure 8.50 shows the implementation cost in terms

of required silicon area for different network configurations. Each point represents

the silicon area inmm2 required to implement each particular storage scheme. As it

can be observed, the FVOQ presents the highest cost in all cases, as itwas expected.

This is because its implementation cost directly depends on the number of destination
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hosts in the network.
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Figure 8.50: Required silicon area when applying the different memory schemes

evaluated.

The differences in cost that can be observed in Figure 8.50 between a FVOQ and

a PVOQ or a SB scheme are about 80 and 90% of silicon area reduction, respectively.

Network
FVOQ PVOQ ∆% SB ∆%

mm2 mm2 mm2

8-ary 3-fly(512hosts) 57.39 6.71 88.3% 5.24 90.9%

4-ary 5-fly(512hosts) 57.39 6.71 88.3% 5.24 90.9%

4-ary 4-fly(256hosts) 28.72 3.38 88.2% 2.51 91.3%

4-ary 3-fly(64hosts) 7.21 0.88 87.8% 0.63 91.3%

Table 8.6: Silicon area requirements for different configurations.

In particular, Table 8.6 presents the exact values of the silicon area required in

each network configuration. As a result, the implementation of any of the two alter-

native schemes to the original FVOQ scheme is shown to be highly recommended.

Anyway, as concluded in previous section, SB presents the best cost-effective alter-
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native for implementing the storage resources of NICs.

Notice that, despite the network configurations are different (8-ary 3-flyand4-

ary 5-fly), the obtained results are the same in both cases, as the number of hosts is

equal (512 hosts). Therefore, the size of storage depends on the number of hosts and

not on the network configuration.



Chapter 9

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE

WORK

In this chapter we describe the contributions and conclusions of the work done, the

publications and the future work.

9.1 Contributions and Conclusions

The growth of parallel computers based on high-performance networkshas increased

the interest and effort of the research community in developing new techniques to

achieve the maximum performance from these networks. In particular, the develop-

ment of new techniques for efficient routing to reduce packet latency and increase

network throughput. However, high utilization rates of the network could result in

what is known asnetwork congestion, which could cause a degradation of the net-

work performance because all or a part of the network has exceededthe maximum

utilization imposed by the saturation point of the network.

The aim of this dissertation has been the development of new Congestion Man-

agement Mechanisms able to effectively detect and recover from a congestion situ-

ation. These mechanisms are based on new strategies fori) the early and thorough

detection of congestion, andii) new corrective actions that stop the growth of the sat-

183
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uration tree and offset its effects, allowing an even distribution of networkresources.

Indeed, the main challenge has been to develop new strategies able to achieve good

performance acting on flows responsible for congestion and avoiding penalizing non-

responsible flows.

In this thesis, we aim at providing congestion management mechanisms which

achieve the previous requirements. Moreover, the proposed mechanismsaccomplish

three additional requirements, such as their robustness, the fact that they do not pe-

nalize network behavior in the absence of congestion, and finally, the fact that they

do not generate additional problems.

A part of this thesis is dedicated to describe in detail the new strategies for con-

gestion detection and correction, which make up the new congestion management

mechanisms (i.e., MVCM and IOCM). Additionally, we have evaluated those mech-

anisms under simulation, and compared their results to the ones achieved by thecur-

rent proposals for congestion management (i.e., Renato’s and Pfister’sproposals). In

order not to loss generality, unlike other approaches, these new mechanisms are not

targeted for a particular network technology, but for the multistage interconnection

networks in general. However, the proposed mechanisms could easily be applied to

current standard interconnects, such as InfiniBand. Therefore weconsider that this

thesis achieves the previously presented objectives.

The main contributions of this dissertation are the following:

• Firstly, this thesis presents a deep analysis of the congestion process. The

analysis states that every congestion process starts in a switch when some flows

compete for the same output link, and the bandwidth of the corresponding

output link is not enough to consume all the incoming packets. Additionally,

the study states that this situation is critical only if it affects other flows not

responsible for congestion. As a result of that, a suitable technique to classify

packet flows into the network is needed.

• Secondly, this thesis presents a thorough study of the current techniques to

detect congestion in multistage interconnection networks. We have analyzed

the Input Packet Marking (IPM), the Renato’s Packet Marking (RPM), and the
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Output Packet Marking (OPM) techniques, highlighting their pros and cons.

As a conclusion, they are not able to correctly classify flows in a congestion

situation and, therefore, the marking actions may be applied over the packets

non responsible for the congestion. As a consequence, two new packet marking

techniques have been proposed in this thesis, namely the Input-Output Packet

Marking (IOPM) and the Marking and Validation Packet Marking (MVPM)

techniques, which, unlike the previous packet marking strategies, use twobits

to warn about a congestion situation. These new proposals allow to correctly

classify flows by identifying a four-level classification of congestion.

• Thirdly, this thesis analyses in depth the current schemes of application of

corrective actions, such as the static window-based and the waiting interval

techniques, which depend on a packet marking technique based on a single

marking bit (i.e., IPM, RPM, and OPM). The study shows that:i) the static

window-based technique is not an effective technique because it couldcause

too much restriction on the packet injection, and therefore, it have to be re-

placed by a dynamic window-based technique,ii) with a well-designed packet

marking technique, that is IOPM or MVPM, based on two bits, the correc-

tion actions schemes can be enhanced by applying a combination of different

corrective actions, that is, a window-based technique and a waiting interval

technique. Additionally, a suitable methodology for parameters initialization

is proposed.

• Fourthly, two new proposals for congestion management mechanism are pre-

sented and evaluated, that is, the Marking and Validation Congestion Manage-

ment (MVCM) and the Input and Output Congestion Management (IOCM).In

particular the MVCM and the IOCM mechanisms are based on the MVPM and

the IOPM packet marking techniques, respectively. Additionally, both CMMs

apply a well-designed set of corrective actions based on a combination ofa

window-based and a waiting interval technique that make packets belonging

to the flows responsible of congestion wait at their source hosts, instead of

remaining blocked into the network.
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• Lastly, this thesis presents the results of an extensive evaluation of the current

proposals for CMM, that is, Renato’s and Pfister’s mechanisms, togetherwith

the new proposed CMMs, that is, MVCM and IOCM. The evaluation has been

carried out by comparing those CMMs under the same network configuration

and traffic loads. Additionally, a study of the silicon area required by different

storage structures to classify generated packets at the NICs is presented. In par-

ticular, a Partial Virtual Output Queue (PVOQ) structure and a Shared-Buffer

(SB) approach are analyzed.

From the analysis and evaluation of the proposed CMMs, the following conclu-

sions are drawn:

• Firstly, the adjustment of the parameters of the proposed mechanisms, that is

the buffer threshold, the window size and the waiting interval calculation, only

depends on the network configuration, therefore the mechanism is simple and

easy to implement.

• Secondly, it has been shown that the MVCM proposal provides good perfor-

mance for congestion management regardless of the traffic load. Moreover,

MVCM not only reduces latency forcold-flowswith regard the current propos-

als, but also improves the performance ofhot-flowsby avoiding oscillations in

network throughput and keeping their packet injection at the maximum rate.

• Thirdly, from the comparison between MVCM and IOCM mechanisms, we

conclude that, although IOCM presents a slight increase in performance for

accepted traffic, due to the fact that IOCM marks packets in advance because

there is no dependency between both marking actions, it wrongly marks more

packets belonging tocold-flowsthan MVCM does. Therefore, depending on

whether it is preferred to promote accuracy or an early packet marking,we can

apply either the MVCM or the IOCM mechanisms, respectively.

• Fourthly, when compared to current proposals, it is observed that MVCM and

IOCM provide the best results for congestion management because of their
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more efficient recovery actions based on a dynamic window, waiting insertion

technique, and immediate recovery of the initial parameters. Previous propos-

als, that is, Pfister’s and Renato’s proposals, obtain worse results because they

limit the injection rate too much, specially Renato’s proposal, due to the fact

that a static window is applied whatever the network behavior is. On the other

hand, Pfister’s implementation applies a simple recovery technique based on

a waiting insertion technique, and if this technique works alone, it is not able

to react as fast as the combination of a dynamic window and waiting insertion

technique.

• Fifthly, analyzing in isolation the design issues that make different these pro-

posals, packet marking and recovery techniques, we observe that thepacket

marking election is not the most critical issue in a CMM. Even so, the strat-

egy that is based on input buffer marking combined with output buffer valida-

tion, that is MVPM, has obtained the best results, because it is the one which

wrongly marks less cold-packets in a congestion situation. Additionally, the

study concludes that marking only at input buffers achieves the lower perfor-

mance. Concerning recovery techniques, it is shown that applying only astatic

window restricts too much the injection rate and it will never achieve the re-

sults of a dynamic window does. Moreover, using a dynamic window as a pre-

ventive action combined with a waiting slots insertion technique minimizes the

penalization on the flows not responsible for the congestion. Graphs reveal that

even by applying a simple dynamic window technique, it is possible to achieve

good results because the dynamic window better tunes injection limitation. Fi-

nally, a limitation in the waiting slot insertion and an immediate recovery of

the initial values of the injection rate, when congestion is not longer detected,

avoids penalizing thehot-flowsin excess, and is much better than a progressive

recovery.

• Finally, we have analyzed different alternative store structures to improve the

scalability of the MVCM and IOCM mechanisms. In particular, the possibility

of replacing the FVOQ at origins by either a PVOQ or a SB has been evalu-
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ated. Results show that it is not necessary to dedicate a FVOQ at origin hosts

to eliminate HOL blocking. Despite the fact that applying a PVOQ contributes

to improve the scalability, the use of a SB is the best choice because its size is

independent from the system size. Further, it does not depend on the applied

traffic load. We have shown that a small size of SB is enough to maintain a sim-

ilar performance level to that achieved applying a FVOQ. Additionally, a study

of the silicon area requirements for the different alternative store structures

shows that by applying a PVOQ or a SB instead of a FVOQ, the reductions

in the silicon area requirements is about 88% and 90% of the initial silicon

area required, respectively. In conclusion, SB is a cost-effective solution when

compared to the alternative of applying FVOQ or PVOQ in order to remove

the HOL blocking effect at origin. This is because the required memory size

is reduced, it does not depend on the traffic load, and it is a fixed parameter

that can be defined at network implementation. Notice that these sizes of SB

and PVOQ are related to a high injection rate, but if a medium injection rate

is applied (as in a normal network situation), smaller memory sizes for SB or

PVOQ could be used.
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9.2 Scientific Publications

Next, we list the articles published in relation to the work presented in this thesis.

Publications on National Conferences:

• “MVCM: A Packet Marking/Validation Mechanism for Congestion Man-

agement in InfiniBand”. J.Ferrer, E.Baydal, A.Robles, P.López, and J.Duato.

In Proceedings of the CEDI 2005 - I Congreso Español de Inforḿatica, XVI

Jornadas de Paralelismo, Actas de las Jornadas de Paralelismo, pages 189-196,

Granada (Spain), September 2005, Publisher: Ed. Thomson. ISBN:84-9732-

430-7.

• “Fair Congestion Management in MINs”. J.Ferrer, E.Baydal, A.Robles,

P.López, and J.Duato.In Proceedings of the XVII Jornadas de Paralelismo,

pages 217-222, Albacete (Spain), September 2006, Publisher: Universidad de

Castilla-La Mancha. ISBN:84-690-0551-0.

• “A Comparative Study of Congestion Management Mechanism for MINs”.

J.Ferrer, E.Baydal, A.Robles, P.López, and J.Duato.In Proceedings of the XIX

Jornadas de Paralelismo, pages 387-392, Castelló (Spain), September 2008,

Publisher: Publicacions de la Universitat Jaume I-Castelló. ISBN:978-84-

8021-676-0.

Publications on International Conferences:

• “Congestion Management in MINs through Marked & Validated Pack-

ets”. J.Ferrer, E.Baydal, A.Robles, P.López, and J.Duato.In Proceedings

of the 15th EUROMICRO International Conference on Parallel, Distributed

and Network-Based (PDP ’07), pages 254-261, Naples (Italy), February 2007.

Publisher: IEEE Computer Society Press. ISBN: 0-7695-2784-1.

• “On the Influence of the Packet Marking and Injection Control Schemes in

Congestion Management for MINs”. J.Ferrer, E.Baydal, A.Robles, P.López,

and J.Duato.In Proceedings of the 14th Euro-Par International Conference,
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pages 930-939, Las Palmas de G.C. (Spain), August 2008. Publisher:Lecture

Notes in Computer Science, Springer-Verlag. ISBN: 978-3-540-85450-0.

• “A Scalable and Early Congestion Management Mechanism for MINs”.

J.Ferrer, E.Baydal, A.Robles, P.López, and J.Duato.In Proceedings of the 18th

EUROMICRO International Conference on Parallel, Distributed and Network-

Based (PDP ’10), pages 43-50, Pisa (Italy), February 2010. Publisher: IEEE

Computer Society Press. ISBN: 978-0-7695-3939-3.

Publication on International Journals:

• “Progressive Congestion Management Based on Packet Marking and Val-

idation Techniques”. J.Ferrer, E.Baydal, A.Robles, P.López, and J.Duato.

IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems (TPDS), September

2012.

• “Progressive Congestion Management Based on Packet Marking and Val-

idation Techniques”. J.Ferrer, E.Baydal, A.Robles, P.López, and J.Duato.

Computing Now. IEEE computer society. March 2012.

http://www.computer.org/portal/web/computingnow/0412/whatsnew/tc
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9.3 Future Work

• Taking into account that both the MVCM and IOCM mechanisms achieve good

performance with their original configuration, it will be interesting to analyze

the performance when considering the following modifications:

1. Applying an adaptive routing. Both CMMs apply a deterministic routing

mechanism to route packets through the network. Injected packets follow

the defined path at origins host regardless the network traffic and conges-

tion. By applying adaptive routing, packets could be rerouted through

alternative paths if a congestion problem appears in any part of the net-

work.

2. Applying the proposed CMMs in other network configurations. This the-

sis presents a thorough analysis of the proposed mechanism when they

are applied in multistage interconnection networks. In particular over

Butterfly and Perfect-Shuffle MINs. It could be interesting to find out if

those mechanism also work correctly over other type of networks, and

therefore they could be applied in other network environments.

• There are other current proposals for congestion management which present

good results. It could be interesting to evaluate and compare their results to

the ones achieved by our proposals. In particular, it would be interestingto

compare MVCM and RECN [35] under the same network configuration and

traffic conditions. The aim of this study is:i) to evaluate if the technique

used in RECN to manage congestion is able to solve a heavy congestion situa-

tion as the MVCM mechanism does, andii) if a combination of both MVCM

and RECN mechanisms could improve the network behavior in other networks

configurations and under other traffic conditions.

• As it was presented in section 5.3.1, the dynamic window size takes its value

from the integer number higher but closer to the real value achieved when

applying the (5.6) formula. As an example, for the BMIN 4-ary 5-fly network
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we calculated a real value of 1.28, so the window size took the integer value of

2. As it can be seen, the mechanism allows to inject a 56% more packets than

the network can deliver. So, it also could create congestion, which has tobe

solved by reducing the size of the window, at origins, after the congestionis

detected.

A well-known algorithm to draw lines in a computer screen, that is, theBre-

senham’s line algorithm, could dinamically be applied to accurately calculate

the window size value, and therefore to avoid creating congestion situations.

TheBresenham’s line algorithmdetermines which points in an n-dimensional

raster should be plotted in order to form a close approximation to a straight line

between two given points. As it uses only integer addition, subtraction and bit

shifting, the algorithm is easy to implement in standard computer architectures.

Nowadays, the speed and simplicity of Bresenham’s line algorithm means that

it can be used in hardware such as plotters and graphics chips of moderngraph-

ics cards. It can also be found in many software graphics libraries, or even in

either the firmware or the hardware of modern graphics cards.

With this algorithm, the new proposal could dynamically adjust and assign the

value of the dynamic window size in a preventive way, instead of reacting when

congestion appears as current proposals do.
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